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1.1 BACKGROUND 
Organisations today rarely operate in isolation but must collaborate in order to stay 
competitive. They collaborate in various ways, such as resource sharing, information sharing, 
outsourcing, collaborative design, collaborative planning, and collaborative operations. The 
various ways of collaboration can be grouped into strategic, tactical and operational 
collaboration. Successful collaboration requires alignments at all levels. Strategic 
collaboration requires the alignment of long term objectives and it may entail substantial 
redesign of entire business processes of the involved organisations (Hammer 1990, Davenport 
and Stoddard 1994). Tactical collaboration requires the alignment of mid-term goals. An 
example of tactical collaboration is collaborative planning (Barratt 2004, Kilger et al. 2015). 
Operational collaboration requires the alignment of cross-organisational business processes 
(Hoffner et al. 2000, Schulz and Orlowska 2004, Rezaei et al. 2014).  
The alignment problems stated above are not new but have so far been addressed mainly from 
an individual organisation perspective (Henderson and Venkatraman 1993, Chan and Reich 
2007). In this thesis we focus on collaborations across multiple organisations. We will 
specifically focus on operational collaborations which have become very relevant in the last 
decade due to their increasing complexity. We shall define the concept of alignment explicitly 
in this new context in chapter 3, but for the time being, it suffices to say that alignment is a 
state of agreement among business processes that span the collaboration network and the IT 
systems that support them; we refer to it as business-IT alignment of multiple organisations or 
simply business-IT alignment.   
Realizing business-IT alignment is hard. It requires consideration of various potentially 
conflicting perceptions of the collaborating organisations on how the collaboration should be 
realized. When only few organisations are involved, realizing alignment is relatively 
manageable because the number of pair-wise alignments is limited. When multiple 
organisations are involved, alignment requires making complex agreements among the 
collaborating organisations. Generally it takes a considerable effort for two collaborating 
organisations to align their business processes and IT systems; doing so for many 
collaborating organisations is substantially harder.  
Business-IT alignment is a necessary prerequisite for interoperability, and interoperability is a 
necessary prerequisite for collaboration. A strategy commonly adopted to achieve business-IT 
alignment—and to enable interoperability and collaboration—across a collaboration network 
of organisations is through compliance with a reference architecture
1
. A reference 
architecture is generally a specification, or a formal standard, that defines generic business 
process and IT models. A business process model defines the interrelationships of events, 
activities, decision moments, actors and information that collectively deliver an outcome for a 
client (Dumas et al. 2013). A reference architecture aims at enabling cross-organisational 
business processes by making the processes interoperable. IT systems are generally defined 
by their software architecture (ISO/IEC/IEEE 2011). Various types of models are used to 
define a software architecture but only a limited set of model types are used in reference 
architectures. An IT model of a reference architecture can be described as a model that 
specifies the IT services, defines the providers, brokers and users of the IT services, and 
                                                 
1
 The term reference model, instead of reference architecture, is also used in specifications and literature.  
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describes the relationships of the IT services with the cross-organisational business processes 
the IT services support. In order to be able to collaborate, organisations have to comply with 
the business process and IT models defined in the chosen reference architecture.  
Generic reference architectures are commonly defined by global standardization bodies. The 
most influential standardization bodies in this respect include Organisation for the 
Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS 2017), Object Management Group 
(OMG 2017), Global Standards 1 (GS1 2017), The Open Group (The Open Group 2017), 
American Production and Inventory Control Society (which includes SCC-Supply Chain 
Council- APICS 2017), International Organisation for Standardization (ISO 2017) and UN 
Centre for Trade Facilitation and E-Business (UN/CEFACT 2017).  
Examples of well-recognized specifications (or cluster of specifications) from these 
standardization bodies include the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA, Erl 2008) related 
standards from OASIS, Electronic Data Exchange (EDI, Mukhopadhyay et al. 1995) from 
UN/CEFACT,  the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR, SCC 2012) from SCC and 
Electronic Product Code (EPC, GS1 2015) related standards from GS1. 
Sector specific reference architectures are often derived from generic reference architectures. 
For instance, in the agri-food sector, which is one of the two focus areas of this thesis, several 
reference architectures have been developed based on SOA, SCOR and GS1 reference 
architectures (Steinberger et al. 2009, Verdouw et al. 2010, Wolfert et al. 2010, Kruize et al. 
2016). 
Ideally business-IT alignment is achieved using a generic reference architecture provided by a 
global standardization body. Organisations comply with a reference architecture by deriving 
their concrete architectures from a common reference architecture (Cloutier et al. 2010, 
Angelov et al. 2012). In practice, the organisations already have an information system in 
place and compliance is achieved by adapting the existing information system. Figure 1-1 
shows this ideal scenario.   
Unfortunately, a generic reference architecture is seldom good enough for at least two 
reasons. First, the reference architecture may not address the specific requirements of the 
sector it will be applied to. Second, the collaborating organisation may not be able to comply 
with it. In some cases there may be no suitable reference architecture and, as a consequence, a 
new one may have to be developed.  This leads to three scenarios of applying a reference 
architecture as shown in Figure 1-2. Scenario ① is the ideal scenario presented in Figure 1-1. 
In scenario ② there is a suitable reference architecture that the collaborating organisations 
agree with but it is not sufficient and has to be adapted in order to address their specific 
concerns. In scenario ③ there is no suitable reference architecture and one will have to be 
developed.  
  4 
 
Figure 1-1: Deriving concrete architectures and the corresponding information systems from 
a reference architecture. 
We present in this thesis an alignment framework for deriving a reference architecture. A new 
reference architecture has to address the specific concerns of the collaborating organisations. 
We identify two scenarios for designing a new reference architecture. These are shown as 
scenario ② and scenario ③ in Figure 1-2. In both cases the alignment framework helps 
derive a new reference architecture by aligning the business process and IT models adopted 
by the collaborating organisations. The question then arises: How to align models from 
diverse and multiple organisations? 
Valuable insight can be gained from standardization processes standardization bodies use in 
deriving reference architectures. Standardization bodies, such as OASIS, ISO and GS1 follow 
long consultation processes with a large number of stakeholders who use case scenarios to 
describe their requirements. Ideally, the stakeholders should describe their requirements by 
presenting formal designs of concrete architectures they would like to realize, but formal 
designs are often not made available when stakeholders are engaged in deriving reference 
architectures. Also, ideally, standardization process should start from an existing generic 
reference architecture instead of from scratch. The standardization process that leads to a 
reference architecture is depicted in Figure 1-3. (Greyed dashed blocks are used to indicate 
that the desired generic reference architecture and concrete architectures may not always be 
available.) 
 
Figure 1-2: Three scenarios of applying a reference architecture. 
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A reference architecture can provide various types of models but the most common are 
business process and IT models. A reference architecture for collaboration considers not the 
details of internal business processes, but business processes that span multiple organisations. 
Likewise, the IT models do not describe the details of IT systems deployed at the 
organisations, but the distribution of IT services across the collaboration network. In this 
thesis we also consider explicit models for representing the relationships between distributed 
IT and cross-organisational business processes. We refer to these three types of models in this 
thesis as business collaboration models. Thus, we refer to the business process models as 
business collaboration process models. We refer to the IT models as business collaboration 
IT models. We refer to the models that capture the relationships between the elements of 
business collaboration processes and distributed IT as business collaboration process-IT 
models. We particularly use the singular term distributed IT system (instead of distributed IT 
systems) in order to highlight the fact that the IT systems together provide new features that 
are not available when the IT systems are considered individually (Dahmann et al. 2008, 
Nielsen et al. 2015).  
We identify three dimensions to the business-IT alignment problem of multiple collaborating 
organisations corresponding to the three types of business collaboration models. First, like the 
business-IT alignment problem inside an organisation, business processes have to be aligned 
with the underlying IT system. However, in this case, the business processes are cross-
organisational. Likewise, the underlying IT system is distributed across the collaborating 
organisations. Second, the business processes of the collaborating organisations have to be 
aligned. Third, the IT systems of the collaborating organisations have to be aligned as well. 
We abbreviate the three types of alignment as BP2IT, BP2BP and IT2IT: BP2IT refers to 
Business Process to IT (or IT to Business Process) alignment; BP2BP refers to Business 
Process to Business Process alignment; and IT2IT refers IT to IT alignment. 
Aligning requires comparing models to identify where misalignments occurred. In literature, 
models are often compared pairwise. This means that models adopted within one organisation 
are compared with the corresponding models adopted in another organisation. Complex 
analytical methods for comparing business process models pairwise are available (Weidlich et 
al. 2011, Becker and Laue 2012, Dijkman et al. 2013). We use a different strategy for 
 
Figure 1-3: Deriving new reference architecture from existing reference and concrete 
architectures. 
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comparing models. We adopt a reference architecture with which we compare multiple 
business collaboration models with one another.  
To compare the organisations’ view of the entire collaboration network with the help of 
business collaboration models, we need explicit models that can be compared with one 
another. However, practical and explicit modelling abstractions to do so are lacking. The 
available modelling abstractions that we can use to represent business collaboration models 
are difficult to compare with one another. Existing modelling abstraction for representing 
business process and IT models (including business collaboration models) include the Unified 
Modelling Language (UML, OMG 2015), Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN, 
ISO/IEC 2013) and the Architecture Modelling Language (ArchiMate, The Open Group 
2013). These modelling abstractions are generally graphical and designed to enhance 
understanding but less suited for comparing two versions of the same model. The ability to 
compare business collaboration models is, however, essential for alignment.  
In this thesis we provide models and a systematic approach for comparing business 
collaboration models as an alignment design framework. The framework is called BITA* 
(pronounce bita-star). BITA stands for Business-IT Alignment; the ‘*’ denotes that multiple 
organisations are involved. The framework consists of three coherent design viewpoints 
(ISO/IEC/IEEE 2011) corresponding to the three types of business-IT alignment problems we 
described earlier. The viewpoints consist of modelling abstractions needed by the particular 
type of stakeholder concerned with the specific type of alignment.  
Providing an alignment framework is, however, only part of the solution. The other major 
challenge has been elaborating how the alignment problem manifests itself in multi-
organisational collaboration. The business-IT alignment literature has focussed to date mainly 
on the individual organisation and this aspect of the alignment problem has widely been 
researched from management perspective (Henderson and Venkatraman 1993, Chan and 
Reich 2007, Aversano et al. 2016, Hinkelmann et al. 2016). The alignment problems that 
occur when multiple organisations collaborate are, however, not well explored. To elaborate 
the alignment problem we consider two real-life case studies. The first shows how we can 
adapt an existing generic reference architecture to derive a new application area specific 
reference architecture. In the second we show how to derive an entirely new reference 
architecture. 
1.2 OBJECTIVES 
Alignment and reference architecture are the two main themes of this thesis. The first aim of 
this thesis is to further explore the nature of the alignment problem we aim to address. The 
other objective is to derive an alignment design framework and apply it in real-life business 
cases. Based on these objectives we derive the following research questions (RQs).  
RQ1: How do alignment problems manifest themselves when multiple organisations 
collaborate? 
Business-IT alignment problems have been explored in various ways but largely within the 
context of an individual enterprise. When multiple organisations are involved alignment 
problems have, to some degree, been addressed but from different perspectives, such as 
business process outsourcing, business process compliance, information system integration 
and interoperability, but have so far not been explored comprehensively and systematically. 
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To address the research question we explore the alignment of business processes and IT in 
real-life business collaboration cases.  
RQ2: What are required modelling abstractions for aligning business-IT concerns of 
collaborating organisations?  
To collaborate successfully, organisations adopt a common reference architecture to make 
their business process and IT systems interoperable with their collaboration partners. 
However, existing generic reference architectures often need adaptation to address specific 
requirements of a given problem context. Adapting an existing generic reference architecture 
or deriving a new one requires aligning business collaboration models adopted by the 
collaborating organisations. To address alignment problems we propose a business-IT 
alignment design framework. To define an alignment framework we identify relevant 
viewpoints and define modelling abstractions for each viewpoint. In addition we formulate a 
systematic approach for applying the modelling abstractions.  
RQ3: How to apply the business-IT alignment framework and validate its utility in realizing 
collaboration systems?  
The alignment framework must enable the alignment of business processes and IT across 
multiple organisations and thereby help design reference architectures. The ultimate goal is to 
help implement collaboration systems. To realize this goal we apply the framework to derive 
reference architectures and show how the reference architectures help realize collaboration 
systems. We demonstrate the utility of BITA* in two case studies. 
1.3 APPROACH 
This thesis uses design science research methodology following Hevner et al. (2004). Design 
science constitutes three research cycles, which are: (1) justifying the relevance of the design 
problem and identifying requirements for design through the relevance cycle, (2) designing 
the required design artefacts through the design cycle, and (3) grounding the design research 
in theory and in existing body of design knowledge through rigor cycle. Each of the three 
cycles requires an appropriate methodology.  
The relevance cycle usually involves various requirements elicitation methodologies 
(Nuseibeh and Easterbrook 2000, Laplante 2013). In order to elicit the requirements the 
design problem and the environment where it arose should be relatively well understood, 
which is not always the case. When design problem and the environment are not well 
understood an empirical investigation of the problem in its real-life context is required. The 
business-IT alignment problem addressed in this thesis is such a case. To study the problem in 
its real-life context and justify its relevance we used a case study research methodology. Case 
study as a research methodology is widely used in social science studies such as psychology, 
sociology and political science but is also recently being applied in information systems 
engineering research (Easterbrook et al. 2008, Runeson and Höst 2008). We applied case 
study research to understand the problem context and to explore the nature of the alignment 
problems that arise in the given problem context.  
The design cycle creates new design artefacts that have not existed before for addressing the 
problem at hand (Simon 1996, Hevner et al. 2004). To create the required design artefacts the 
design cycle uses an existing body of design knowledge (Hevner et al. 2004, Hevner and 
Chatterjee 2010). In this research we applied Business Process Modelling and Notation 
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(BPMN, ISO/IEC 2013), workflow patterns (van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 2011) and 
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA, OASIS 2006) for designing business collaboration 
models. We also applied diverse other modelling abstraction, which are described where they 
are applied. The design contributions of this thesis are new design artefacts built with the help 
of the existing body of design knowledge. We will describe them using March and Smith’s 
(1995) categories of design artefacts.  
The rigor cycle ensures that the resulting design artefacts are valid; it also ensures that the 
design artefacts are not routine but new contributions to the body of design knowledge. The 
main contributions of this thesis in this respect are alignment modelling abstractions, 
reference architectures, and IT systems. To ensure the validity of the design artefacts we 
applied them in two case studies. The design artefacts are interdependent: the modelling 
abstractions are used to create reference architectures, the reference architectures are used to 
create information systems. We used the case studies to ensure that the modelling abstractions 
can, in fact, help design reference architectures, and the reference architectures can be realized 
in information systems. We discussed related literature to show that the design artefacts are 
new contributions to the body of design knowledge. 
Case studies are used in order to justify the relevance of the problem and verify the resulting 
design artefacts. We used two problem domains that require multi-organisational 
collaboration and thereby also demonstrate the business-IT alignment concerns. In the first 
case study we used two large research projects in which a transparency system for meat 
supply chains has been designed and implemented. Realizing transparency in meat supply 
chains requires the collaboration of many organisations including farmers, slaughterhouses, 
meat processors and retailers. The meat sector has faced major crises and scandals despite the 
best efforts of many of the food operators to realize chain-wide transparency and avoid 
problems. We used the case study to both explore business-IT alignment problems and 
validate the resulting design artefacts. The second case study is a retrospective case study, 
also based on two large research projects. The term retrospective means here that the projects 
addressed business-IT alignment problems, though not explicitly, because they were 
conducted before this thesis project started. The projects were, in fact, conducted from 2002 
to 2008 and were aimed at aligning environmental modelling processes and modelling IT 
systems. We used a retrospective case study because it is hard to organise a case study that 
involves a large group of organisations and substantial effort. The second case study is used to 
enhance the external validity of the study.  
1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS 
This thesis makes the following contributions:  
 Exploration of the alignment problem  
We have demonstrated alignment problems that arise when multiple organisations 
collaborate. We have provided a detailed description of two case studies in which the 
alignment of collaboration processes and IT systems was a concern. We have described 
the stakeholders, their business processes and IT systems in details. We illustrated the 
alignment problems through examples consisting of conceptual, business process, and IT 
models.  
  9 
 Design framework for supporting business-IT alignment over multiple organisations 
We have developed a Business-IT Alignment framework called BITA*.  The framework 
provides three explicit design viewpoints for three groups of stakeholders. The BP2BP 
alignment viewpoint is provided for process analysts for aligning the diverse business 
processes involved in business collaboration processes. The IT2IT alignment viewpoint is 
provided for software architects to align the underlying IT systems. The BP2IT alignment 
viewpoint is provided for an interdisciplinary team of the above two stakeholders to align 
the business processes with the underlying IT systems across the collaboration network. 
 Systematic approach for aligning business-IT alignment concerns over multiple 
collaborations 
We have provided a systematic approach for applying BITA* and demonstrated it in two 
real-life business cases. We showed how BITA* can be used to derive reference 
architectures for transparency systems and integrated environmental modelling systems.  
 Lessons learned and novel research directions 
The business-IT alignment problem of multiple collaborating organisations is novel. We 
have provided an alignment framework and reference architectures which can benefit both 
practitioners and researchers. We have shown how to apply workflow patterns to cope 
with business-IT alignment problems. Further, researchers can derive valuable insight and 
novel research directions, for instance, using design patterns in deriving reference 
architectures.  
1.5 THESIS OUTLINE 
The remainder of the thesis is organised as shown in Figure 1-4. The next chapter (Chapter 2) 
elaborates the research methodology that is briefly presented in this chapter. In chapter 3 we 
present the business-IT alignment framework BITA*. BITA* provides models for aligning 
business collaboration processes with the underlying distributed IT system and thereby assists 
 
Figure 1-4: The outline of the thesis and reading guide. 
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the development of reference architectures. In chapter 4 we present a reference architecture 
for a transparency system of meat supply chains. This chapter also elaborates the business-IT 
alignment problems encountered when multiple and diverse organisation collaborate. In 
chapter 5 we present a transparency system that shows how a reference architecture can be 
applied in practice. In chapter 6 we apply the BITA* framework retrospectively to aligning 
modelling collaboration processes and IT systems and thereby facilitate the development 
environmental decision support systems. In chapter 7 we provide a general discussion and 
make concluding remarks. 





THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis we apply the design science methodology according to Hevner et al. (2004). 
Design science research follows three iterative cycles: relevance cycle, design cycle and rigor 
cycle. The relevance cycle motivates the desired improvement that should be brought about to 
an environment. It also leads to a list of requirements and associated criteria for evaluating the 
research results. The design cycle turns the requirements into new design artefacts using an 
existing body of design knowledge. The rigor cycle contributes to the body of design 
knowledge (Hevner 2007).  
We applied case study methodology for the relevance cycle. We applied business process and 
relevant IT modelling techniques in the design cycle. We applied case study methodology, 
demonstration and review of related work for the rigor cycle. The remainder of this chapter is 
organised as follows. In section 2.2 we describe the design science methodology in the 
context of this thesis. In section 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 we zoom in on the relevance, design and 
rigor cycles of the methodology, respectively. Finally, in section 2.6, we provide a summary 
of the methodology.   
2.2 DESIGN SCIENCE METHODOLOGY  
The general scheme of the methodologies adopted for this research is depicted in Figure 2-1. 
It shows how the motivation for the research and requirements identified in the relevance 
cycle, the design artefacts built in the design cycle, and the grounding of the results in the 
body of design knowledge in the rigor cycle are interrelated. The relevance cycle requires an 
environment that provides the context for the design cycle, derives requirements, and sets 
criteria with which the design artefacts are evaluated. The environment in which this research 
is conducted is a set of EU sponsored research projects which constitute the two case studies 
of this thesis. The design cycle is the heart of the design science research and it is where the 
design artefacts are created. The design cycle connects the relevance cycle, which provides 
the requirements, with the rigor cycle, which concerns grounding the research in theory and in 
existing body of design knowledge. The design artefacts can be categorized as constructs 
(conceptualizations), models, methods and instantiations (March and Smith 1995). We 
provided design artefacts in each of March and Smith’s categories. We used the case studies, 
software implementation (proof by construction) and demonstrations to test if the resulting 
design artefacts can, in fact, address the problems they were designed to address. We 
presented background and related work to show that our contributions are novel.  
2.3 THE RELEVANCE CYCLE 
The relevance cycle of this thesis is formed by two sets of large European Commission 
sponsored real-life collaborative projects, which constitute the two case studies of this thesis. 
The projects provided us with the real-life cases. The case study research methodology is 
usually associated with social science research and is often contrasted with experimental 
research methodology in natural sciences. Designers traditionally identify requirements for 
designs through a process called requirements engineering (Nuseibeh and Easterbrook 2000, 
Wieringa et al. 2006). But when the problem is not well understood an empirical investigation 
of the problem in its real-life case studies may be required. In recent years case study research 
is accepted as valid research methodology in design science research (Easterbrook et al. 2008, 
Österle et al. 2011, Runeson et al. 2012). Case studies can be used in two ways: to explore 
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and gather requirements or to validate the utility of design artefacts. The first case study is 
used for both purposes; the second case study is used mainly for the second purpose. We 
elaborate the case studies below.  
2.3.1 Case Study 1: Requirements from Meat Sypply Chains  
The first case study is used both to motivate the alignment framework and to identify the 
requirements for the framework. The case study was also used to demonstrate and validate the 
framework (see the rigor cycle in section 2.4). 
The requirements for the framework are formulated in chapter 3 but they were also 
supplemented by literature and our experiences in developing collaboration systems in this 
and other cases. The development of the framework and the application of the framework 
went hand in hand. The requirements for the framework were identified during the 
development of a reference architecture for transparency systems in meat supply chains 
(chapter 4) and the realization of a transparency system based on the reference architecture 
(chapter 5). Transparency in meat supply chains involves many small and large food operators 
and third parties and provided an ideal case for demonstrating alignment issues encountered 
when multiple diverse organisations collaborate.  
The case study was conducted in the context of two large research projects which were part of 
the Future Internet Public-Private Partnership (FI-PPP) research program of the European 
Commission (EC). The FI program was a six year program conducted from 2011 to 2016 and 
consisted of the FI-WARE core platform project and a number of use case projects that were 
executed in three phases. In the first phase eight use case scenario projects were sponsored to 
identify and analyse requirements of the different industry sectors on the FI-WARE core 
platform. In the second phase six use case trail projects were launched. The third phase 
 
Figure 2-1: The research methodology of this thesis following Hevner et al (2004). 
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focused on innovation targeting start-ups and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 
The transparency system that was designed in connection with the case study has been 
realized by a start-up company (see chapter 4).  
In the case study we were able to elaborate a design problem that is crucial in designing multi-
organisational collaboration systems. We provided a conceptual model of a meat supply chain 
and elaborated the collaboration linkages of a series of food operators that transform slaughter 
animals into finished meat products. The food operators involved include, among others, 
farmers, a series of meat processors, and retailers. In meat supply chains many farmers and a 
number of meat processors can be involved. In the first case study we achieved two 
objectives. First, we elaborated the alignment problems and showed how and why they occur. 
Second, we validated the utility of the alignment framework we developed by actually 
realizing a reference architecture, realizing a transparency system using the reference 
architecture and demonstrating the resulting transparency system (see chapter 5).  
2.3.2 Case Study 2: Requirements from Environmeantal Modelling 
The second case study is used to enhance the validity of the research by showing the utility of 
the framework in a different type of multi-organisational collaboration setting.  
The case study involves two past projects conducted from 2002 to 2008. The aim of the 
projects was to develop a methodology and toolbox to support collaborative environmental 
modelling studies. The first project was called HarmoniQuA. HarmoniQuA was part of the 
CatchMod (Catchment Modelling) program of the European Commission, which consisted of 
ten research projects initiated for supporting Europe’s Water Framework Directive (WFD, EC 
2000). A number of CatchMod projects aimed at harmonizing the processes, models and 
methods of river basin modelling, an aim which is reflected in the names of the projects, such 
as HarmoniQuA and HarmoniRiB. In the HarmoniQuA project we developed a quality 
assurance procedure that consists of a multidisciplinary guideline and modelling support 
software systems that support the collaboration of researchers from different organisations 
and disciplines (Kassahun et al. 2007, Scholten et al. 2007). The guideline and the software 
system were tested in ten pilot modelling test cases in two rounds of testing. The second 
project was the AquaStress project, in which the software systems developed during the 
CatchMod programs were enhanced and integrated (Kassahun et al. 2008, Assimacopoulos et 
al. 2009). 
In chapter 6 we describe the motivation for applying the alignment framework in this case 
study.  
2.4 THE DESIGN CYCLE 
Design as a research approach is driven by the need to improve the current state of affairs by 
introducing new and innovative design artefacts (Gregory 1966, Simon 1996, Hevner et al. 
2004). New design artefacts are developed using other design artefacts from the existing body 
of design knowledge base—in the same way that new tools are built using existing tools. In 
section 2.4.1 we describe the relevant existing design knowledge we applied. In section 2.4.2 
we describe the new design artefacts that are presented as alignment design framework and 
which constitute our contribution to the body of design knowledge base.  
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2.4.1 Existing Design Artefacts 
Earlier we have mentioned that different organisations adopt different business collaboration 
models. We describe in this section which design artefacts are available in the existing body 
of design knowledge base for designing business collaboration models.  
A widely used method for modelling business collaboration processes is Business Process 
Modelling and Notation (BPMN, ISO/IEC 2013). A business process is essentially a set of 
activities that are triggered by other activities, gateways or events (Dumas et al. 2013, 
ISO/IEC 2013). In BPMN various types of events, tasks and gateways are defined. The most 
prominent elements of BPMN models are start and end events, tasks (activities), and 
exclusive choices, inclusive choices, parallel flow gateways, lanes and pools. A start event 
signals the start of a process, and an end event the end of the process. A task represents an 
atomic piece of work. A gateway defines how the sequence flow branches and merges. A 
parallel fork and join gateway represents concurrent sequence flows; inclusive and exclusive 
choice gateways represent a decision of choosing one set of activities over another. 
Collaboration within integrated business units is modelled by grouping activities in lanes. 
Collaboration across organisational boundaries or across loosely integrated business units of 
an organisation is modelled by grouping activities and lanes in pools. Each lane and pool 
identifies the organisation or business unit that performs the activities. In this thesis we use 
pools to represent organisations. The interactions among organisations are represented as 
message exchanges. These are just part of many other modelling abstractions of BPMN 
(Ouvans et al. 2006, Chinosi and Trombetta 2012). 
Apart from BPMN, other business process modelling notations in use include IDEF
2
 (Cheng-
Leong et al. 1999), Event-driven Process Chain (EPC, Scheer 1992) and activity diagrams of 
the Unified Modelling Language (UML, OMG 2015). These methods are mainly graphical 
notations optimised for human understanding and communication, but less suited for analysis. 
Modelling abstractions that are well suited for analysis include Petri-nets (van der Aalst 
1998), pi-calculus (Sangiorgi and Walker 2003) and Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM, Hull et al. 
2011). Though the various modelling abstractions are not equivalent, they can largely be 
translated from one to another form (Ouvans et al. 2006, Dijkman et al. 2007, Wong and 
Gibbons 2008).  
Another approach to representing business collaboration processes is using workflow patterns. 
Workflow patterns are names assigned to recurring snippets of business processes or aspects 
of the related IT. The most prominent categories of workflow patterns are control-flow, data-
flow and resource-flow patterns. Control-flow patterns can be used to describe complex 
business processes using only few control flow patterns, which are basically the names of the 
patterns. Dataflow patterns can be used to data sharing between the IT systems that support 
business processes. Likewise, resource flow patterns describe the patterns of resource 
allocations in business processes (van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 2011). Workflow patterns 
are used far less in practice. In this thesis we apply control-flow and dataflow patterns to 
facilitate alignment. 
                                                 
2
 IDEF=Icam DEFinition; Icam=Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing 
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When it comes to modelling IT, several types of models are used. The basic design artefact 
that shapes the various designs is presented as a software architecture. However, a software 
architecture consist of various designs from different perspectives, called views (Clements et 
al. 2010). The various views collectively identify the components of the IT system, the 
interaction among the components, and the interaction of the system as a whole with its 
environment (ISO/IEC/IEEE 2011).  
An IT system is generally designed within the context of an organisation that deploys it. A 
collaboration system, however, consists of IT systems that are distributed across the 
collaborating organisations. Though the IT systems are owned by different organisations, 
together they should provide the functionalities that are required to realize collaboration, and 
as such, they are not a simple collection of IT systems but a system of systems (Ackoff 1971, 
Boardman and Sauser 2006). We, therefore, refer to the IT systems collectively as distributed 
IT system (using a singular form) to highlight the required integration.  
Generally there is no central authority that designs a distributed IT system and implements it. 
Instead, organisations agree with a reference architecture that they can comply with and that 
enables the integration of their IT systems. There are many generic reference architectures, 
such as  SOA (OASIS 2006) and EDI (Mukhopadhyay et al. 1995), which constitute part of 
the existing body of design knowledge base, and which can be used to create the desired 
integration.  
The broadly-accepted approach of representing distributed IT systems is the SOA. SOA 
enables modelling the distribution of IT systems by providing the required modelling 
abstractions for representing the distribution of IT systems and information exchange among 
them. The distribution of IT systems is modelled using one of the three SOA roles: service 
consumer, service provider or service broker (OASIS 2006). Various specifications are 
defined to facilitate and define information exchange, including SOAP (Mitra 2003), WSDL 
(W3C 2007), UDDI (OASIS 2004) and REST (Fielding 2000).  
2.4.2 New Design Artefacts  
So far we have presented in brief existing modelling abstractions that are available to us for 
modelling business processes and IT systems. The main purpose of this thesis is to add to the 
existing body of design knowledge, and thus to add modelling abstractions to support 
business-IT alignment and provide a systematic approach for applying them. Below we 
describe how new design artefacts are organised and described.  
In software engineering literature a consistent set of modelling abstractions is referred to as a 
design framework. Unfortunately, the term framework is defined and redefined by framework 
providers and “the world has not really settled on a precise definition” (Schekkerman 2004). 
The concept of a framework was first used in (or at least popularized by) the Zachman 
architectural framework. The Zachman framework has been developed for the purpose of  
depicting the structural and behavioural models of a complex system in a simple matrix 
structure (Zachman 1987). While the Zachman framework is extended and is still in use 
(Zachman 2016), The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF, The Open Group 2011) 
have become the de-facto standard enterprise architecture framework. It is important to notice 
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here that both Zachman and TOGAF, and most other frameworks, primarily focus on the 
enterprise
3
, i.e. the individual company or business organisation.  
The framework we will present is focused on multiple organisations. Many frameworks are 
designed to be applied within an enterprise, and are also referred to as enterprise frameworks. 
Many others are referred to as architectural frameworks and focus of software architecture. To 
emphasize that our framework is not limited to enterprise and also not to software systems, 
we refer to our framework as a design framework—specifically an alignment design 
framework.  
A framework consists of different viewpoints, each viewpoint focusing on specific group of 
design stakeholders (designers). This approach to design is similar to designing a building 
architecture in the construction industry. A building is described by site plans, floor plans, 
elevation views, and various cross-section views. In software engineering a viewpoint is 
designed using the ISO/IEC/IEEE  (2011) standard. The standard provides an extensible 
metamodel for defining viewpoints, which we adopt to describe the viewpoints of our design 
framework. 
In software engineering a number of viewpoints have been formally identified and designed 
(Kruchten 1995, Hofmeister et al. 2000, Kruchten 2004, Lattanze 2008, Clements et al. 
2010). Modelling abstractions outside the software engineering field are not customarily 
referred to as viewpoints. In this thesis, though, we refer business process modelling using 
BPMN and distributed IT modelling using SOA-related modelling abstractions as viewpoints. 
Both BPMN and SOA related specifications qualify as viewpoints following the 
ISO/IEC/IEEE metamodel. In both cases there are a clear set of stakeholders with specific 
design concerns that the modelling abstractions address.  




Name The name of the viewpoint  
Stakeholders The types of stakeholders involved. 
Concerns The concerns the stakeholders address with the help of the viewpoint. 
Related  viewpoints The related viewpoints, particularly, the viewpoints which share modelling 
constructs 
Model kinds  
 Elements The model elements or constructs 
 Relations The relations among the model elements  
 Attributes The attributes of elements and relations  
 Notation The notation used to represent the models  
Table 2-1 provides the elements of a viewpoint according to the ISO/IEC/IEEE metamodel. A 
viewpoint describes models kinds (modelling abstractions) used in the viewpoint. To define 
new modelling abstractions a viewpoint generally uses other modelling abstractions from 
existing viewpoints. To use Hevner’s terminology new design artefacts use design artefacts 
from the existing body of knowledge. New modelling abstractions are created from existing 
                                                 
3
 Enterprise means “a business or company” according to the Oxford dictionary, and “a business organisation” 
according to the Merriam-Webster dictionary. 
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modelling abstractions by defining new relationships among the existing abstractions or 
incorporating new attributes. 
The viewpoints defined in this thesis are all alignment viewpoints. We defined viewpoints and 
associated modelling abstraction for the three types of alignment concerns mentioned in the 
introduction of this thesis, namely BP2BP, BP2IT, and IT2IT viewpoints. We provide the 
elements, relations, attributes and notations for the modelling abstractions of the viewpoints. 
2.5 THE RIGOR CYCLE 
The rigor cycle ensures the design artefacts represent innovations and thus contributions to the 
body of knowledge (Hevner 2007). The design artefacts can be new constructs, models, 
methods, and instantiations (March and Smith 1995). In the rigor cycle we use case studies, 
implementations and demonstratins. To ensure the validity of the design artefacts we 
instantiate and demonstrate them in practice, providing “proof by construction” (Nunamaker 
et al. 1990, Hevner et al. 2004).  Instantiations are further evaluated either through qualitative 
or quantitative measures, such as functionality and user friendliness (Peffers et al. 2008). We 
adopt an iterative approach in which no single evaluation step is done but evaluations are part 
of the requirements gathering process (Sein et al. 2011). The design, implementation and 
demonstration iterations are performed until a satisfactory solution is achieved within the 
limits of the scope, budget and time of the projects in which the designs are made. 
2.6 SUMMARY 
In this thesis we applied the design science research methodology following Hevner et al. 
(2004). The methodology consititutes three research cycles: relevance cycle, design cycle, 
rigor cycle. Each of the three cycles requires an appropriate methodology. We used case study 
methodology in the relevance cycle. The relevance cycle requires an environment that 
provides the context for the research. Four large EU sponsored research projects provide the 
context for the research. Two of the projects are about transparency in meat supply chains and 
constitute the first case study. The other two projects are about collaboration in environmental 
modelling studies constitute the second case study. The second case study is performed 
retrospectively since the projects were already completed before the thesis research started. In 
the design cycle we applied business process modelling, workflow patterns and the service-
oriented architecture approach. The design cycle resulted in design constructs, models, 
methods and instantiations. The constructs are used to conceptualize design models. The 
models are organised in viewpoints. The viewpoints constitute the alignment framework. The 
framework is used to create new collaboration design artefacts. In the rigor cycle we used 
case studies, “proof by construction” and demonstrations to ensure the validity of the new 
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Abstract 
Businesses today rarely operate in isolation but must collaborate with others in a 
coordinated fashion. For supporting collaboration, it is important that business 
processes and the supporting IT systems of participants are well aligned. Although the 
business-IT alignment problems have been broadly addressed in the literature the focus 
has been mainly on alignment within an organisation, and less attention has been given 
to the alignment across multiple organisations. Specifically, the alignment of business 
collaboration processes and the supporting distributed IT system has not been 
addressed systematically. In this paper, we propose BITA*, which is a business-IT 
alignment framework for multiple and diverse collaborating organisations. BITA* 
includes both the required alignment modelling abstractions as a coherent set of design 
viewpoints, as well as a systematic approach for applying the modelling abstractions. 
BITA* provides three viewpoints to be used by three groups of stakeholders. The 
BP2BP alignment viewpoint is used by business analysts to align diverse business 
collaboration process models. The IT2IT alignment viewpoint is used by software 
architects to align diverse models for the distribution of data and IT systems. The 
BP2IT alignment viewpoint is used by an interdisciplinary team to align diverse 
models for supporting the business collaboration processes with the distributed IT 
system. The application of the framework is demonstrated using a real-life business 
case.   
Keywords: Business-IT alignment, Business collaboration processes, BPM, Reference 
architecture, Workflow patterns 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
To achieve their business goals, businesses today rarely operate in isolation but must 
collaborate in a variety of processes with others in a coordinated fashion. For supporting the 
collaboration, it is important that the business processes and the supporting Information 
Technology (IT) are well aligned. This implies that the business process models of the 
different collaborating organisations are interoperable with each other to realize business 
integration.  
In fact, business-IT alignment problems are not new and have been broadly addressed in 
literature. However, the problems have been mainly addressed within the context of a single 
organisation. Hereby, less attention has been dedicated to aligning the businesses processes 
that define the collaboration across different multiple organisations. It is true that 
orchestration and choreography languages have been proposed in the context of IT integration 
to support the executability of business processes across organisational boundaries (Peltz 
2003, Newcomer and Lomow 2004, Erl 2008, Liu et al. 2009, Cummins 2015). But, the 
integration requires business processes and IT systems that are aligned in the first place. 
Unfortunately, the explicit design abstractions and the corresponding design heuristics for 
aligning misaligned business processes and the underlying IT systems of multiple 
collaborating organisations are largely missing.  
Cross-organisational business processes and the underlying IT systems that are distributed 
across the collaboration network can be misaligned in three ways. First, the cross-
organisational business processes that each individual organisation adopts for its collaboration 
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with its partners (hereafter referred to as business collaboration processes) may be 
misaligned. We call this concern Business Process to Business Process (BP2BP) alignment 
concern. Second, each organisation has its own models on how the business collaboration 
processes should be supported by an integrated IT system composed of its own and its 
business partners’ IT systems (hereafter referred to as the distributed IT system)—or, how the 
distributed IT system should be exploited by the business collaboration processes. The models 
of distributed IT support to business collaboration processes, and vice versa, that different 
organisations adopt may not agree with each other.  We call this concern Business Process to 
IT (BP2IT) alignment concern. Third, the models governing how data and IT systems should 
be distributed and integrated to form the distributed IT system also differ from organisation to 
organisation. We refer to this concern as IT system to IT system (IT2IT) alignment concern.  
Literature from various disciplinary backgrounds addresses the three alignment concerns 
often without explicitly formulating them as alignment problems and also not in a coherent 
manner. BP2BP alignment concerns have largely been addressed in management and business 
literature, such as business process outsourcing (Davenport 2005), business process 
compliance (Sadiq et al. 2007), and business process maturity (Rosemann and vom Brocke 
2015). BP2IT alignment concerns have, in fact, gained much attention in the business-IT 
alignment literature but mainly within the limited scope of the individual business 
organisation (or the enterprise). From an IT perspective, BP2IT alignment concerns have 
often been seen as a one-way design problem where the IT design is considered to follow the 
business design (Wieringa et al. 2003, The Open Group 2011, Zachman 2016). BP2IT 
alignment concerns as a two-way alignment problem can be addressed by modelling the 
relationships between cross-organisational business processes and the distribution of IT 
systems across collaborating organisations. But, this aspect of BP2IT alignment has so far not 
been addressed systematically. IT2IT alignment concerns have largely been addressed as 
coupling, integration or interoperability issues (Chen et al. 2008, Daclin et al. 2016).  
In this paper, we propose BITA*, which is an approach for aligning business collaboration 
processes and the underlying IT systems of multiple collaborating organisations. BITA* 
includes both the required alignment modelling abstractions as a coherent set of design 
viewpoints, as well as the systematic approach that is necessary for applying the modelling 
abstractions. BITA* provides three viewpoints to be used by three groups of stakeholders. 
The BP2BP alignment viewpoint is used by business analysts to align diverse business 
collaboration processes. The IT2IT alignment viewpoint is used by software architects to align 
diverse IT systems. The BP2IT alignment viewpoint is used by an interdisciplinary team of 
business analysts and software architects to align business collaboration processes with the 
supporting IT system that is distributed across the collaboration network.  
To define and model alignment we introduce the concept of allocation. Allocation is a 
relationship matrix. Allocation is a representation of business collaboration models (which are 
generally given graphically) in a matrix form. Three types of business collaboration models 
are defined: Business Collaboration Process (BCM) model, Distributed IT (DIT) model, and 
model for describing the relationship of BCM and DIT (BCM-DIT) model. We also introduce 
the concept of alignment (so far used informally). Alignment is a direct comparison of two 
corresponding allocation matrices. Alignment refers to the idea that each organisation has its 
own business collaboration models, which are not necessarily aligned with those of its 
partners, and which need aligning. For every possible pair of organisations it is in principle 
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possible to compare each allocation matrix of the first organisation with the corresponding 
allocation matrix of the second organisation. However such an approach to alignment 
involves nC2 (n combination 2) possible comparisons, where n is the number of 
organisations. This is probably only acceptable for a small number of organisations. An 
alternative approach is to use a reference model. When a reference model is used the 
allocation matrices of each organisation are not compared with each other but with the 
corresponding allocation matrix of the reference model. Such an approach involves a 
maximum of n comparisons.  
Still, the above approach to alignment is impractical because many organisations could not 
produce the required explicit business collaboration models that have to be compared with the 
reference model. The practical approach used in BITA* is to use the reference allocation 
matrices to describe the business collaboration models the organisations adopt. According to 
this approach, alignments are modelled by associating alignment attributes to an alignment 
matrix. The alignment matrix is derived from the reference allocation matrix and from 
informal descriptions of the different business collaboration models of the organisations. The 
informal descriptions, which are usually use-case stories and use-case scenarios, determine 
the alignment attributes that have to be filled in the alignment matrix. Alignment modelling is 
the core of the BITA* framework and is demonstrated in detail using a real-life business case. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 3.2 we provide the building blocks of 
the business-IT alignment framework. In section 3.3 we present the case study and formulate 
the problem statement. In section 0 we present the BITA* alignment design framework. In 
section 3.5 we apply the BITA* approach using the case study as a running example. In 
section 3.6 we discuss the application of the approach. In section 3.7 we present related work, 
and finally in section 3.8 we provide the conclusion.  
3.2 BUILDING BLOCKS 
In the following we present the required building blocks of the business-IT alignment 
framework including business process models (section 3.2.1), workflow patterns (section 
3.2.2), and IT models (section 3.2.3). 
3.2.1 Business Process Models 
Business process models (BPMs) are formal mechanisms for defining business processes. 
Originally introduced for modelling collaboration among functional departments of an 
organisation (Davenport and Short 1990, Hammer 1990, Harrington 1991), business process 
models are, nowadays, extensively used to model collaboration across organisational 
boundaries.  
Probably, the most widely adopted approach for modelling business processes is Business 
Process Model and Notation (BPMN, ISO/IEC 2013). BPMN provides three types of models: 
process model (Chapter 10, ISO/IEC 2013),  collaboration model (Chapter 9, ISO/IEC 2013), 
and choreography model (Chapter 11, ISO/IEC 2013). A process model (PM) describes the 
sequencing of activities within an organisation. Collaboration and choreography models are 
used to model business collaborations processes. A model of collaboration across 
organisational boundaries, in its simplest form, consists of pools across which messages are 
exchanged. A pool represents an organisation and may or may not include the PM of the pool. 
A choreography model describes the interactions (instead of message exchanges) among the 
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collaborating organisations. A choreography model is a different form of representing a 
collaboration model.  
3.2.2 Workflow Patterns 
Business process modelling primarily focuses on how to represent the different process 
workflows. However, business process models generally contain many recurring elements 
that business process modellers often come across. These recurring problem-solution pairs are 
called workflow patterns (Russell et al. 2006). In the past, more than a hundred workflow 
patterns have been identified, categorized and catalogued (van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 
2011). The most prominent categories are control-flow, data-flow and resource-flow patterns 
(van der Aalst et al. 2003). A Control-Flow Pattern (CFP) defines a recurring pattern of 
sequencing of activities in business process models. A Data Flow Pattern (DFP) models the 
patterns of data access and usage that are often encountered by business process and IT 
system modellers. Resource Flow Patterns (RFPs) define the patterns of resource allocations 
in business processes. In this paper we apply CFPs and DFPs only. 
3.2.3 IT models  
The basic artefact that shapes the design of IT systems is software architecture. Software 
architecture defines the components of the software system of an organisation, the interactions 
among the components, and the interaction of the system as a whole with its environment 
(ISO/IEC/IEEE 2011). It is particularly useful to guide the design and analysis of the system 
and support the communication among its stakeholders (Tekinerdogan, 2014).  
Collaboration involves IT systems that are distributed across collaborating organisations 
(including nowadays IT service providers). The integration of the IT systems requires that 
they comply with a common specification, generally referred to as a reference architecture. A 
reference architecture guides the design of the concrete architectures of the collaborating 
organisations (Cloutier et al. 2010, Angelov et al. 2012). Hereby, concrete architecture refers 
to a software architecture for a specific context (i.e. for a particular organisation or set of 
organisations) and that which can be implemented into a software system.  
A reference architecture for a distributed system is nowadays defined using the Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach. According to this approach an IT system of a 
participating organisation is represented by the interfaces it provides. The simplicity (or 
complexity) of the distributed systems is therefore determined by the simplicity or complexity 
of the IT services and their interactions, and not by the complexity of the individual IT 
systems. In SOA, the collaborating organisations can take one or more of the following roles: 
service client, service provider and service broker (OASIS 2006). The desired integration is 
achieved by publishing the IT services in a discovery services to help clients find the IT 
services and their providers, and exchanging messages (data) based on standardized protocols 
(Barry 2003, Papazoglou et al. 2008, Buyya et al. 2009).  
3.3 A CASE STUDY AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
In the following we will describe a case study that we will use as a running example to 
illustrate the problem and the application of the framework. The case study has been applied 
in two large research projects conducted from 2011 to 2015 as part of the Future Internet (FI) 
program of the European Commission (EC). The case study concerns the adaptation of a 
generic transparency reference architecture to meet requirements of meat supply chains. 
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3.3.1 Case Study: Transparency System for Meat Supply Chains 
A supply chain is a set of three or more entities that move products, services, finances, 
information, or any combination of these upstream to sources or downstream to customers 
(Mentzer et al. 2001). A meat supply chain consists of a network of food operators that 
transform slaughter animals into finished meat products. The input to the supply chain is 
provided by suppliers, who include breeders and feed suppliers, while the output is provided 
to customers, who are largely consumers. An important concern in meat supply chains is how 
to provide chain-wide transparency in order to meet the requirements of safety, quality and 
consumer trust in meat products (Kassahun et al. 2014). To meet these requirements a 
transparency system for meat supply chains needs to support the collaboration of the 
responsible supply chain actors, who have to supply transparency information. The 
responsible actors in meat supply chains can be categorized as food operators and third 
parties. Food operators include the farmers, meat processors, distributors and retailers. Third 
parties include regulators, inspectors, and laboratories. The collaboration involves the sharing 
of transparency data among the supply chain actors. A conceptual model for meat supply 
chain transparency systems is shown in Figure 3-1.  
 
Figure 3-1: A conceptual model of meat supply chains 
To achieve chain-wide transparency the relevant business collaboration processes and the 
distributed IT of the collaborating actors (food operators and third parties) have to be aligned. 
To achieve alignment at least two conditions have to be met: (1) there is a reference 
architecture that defines common business collaboration processes and IT models in sufficient 
details, and (2) all actors comply with the reference architecture. A recognized global standard 
that aims to achieve the first goal is the Electronic Product Code Information System (EPCIS, 
EPCglobal 2014). EPCIS is a specification based on SOA developed by GS1. GS1 is a global 
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consortium that designs global standards for supply chain transparency including the 
numbering system for barcodes that are used in virtually every consumer product and logistic 
package. Achieving the second goal based on the EPCIS specification—with no 
modification—turned out to be infeasible for many supply chain actors. Before we describe 
the problems of compliance with the EPCIS standard that the second goal represents, we first 
describe the EPCIS specification. 
EPCIS represents a generic reference architecture that applies to all supply chains. EPCIS 
specifies a distributed network of enterprise transparency systems that are loosely connected 
through a discovery service. EPCIS standardizes the data capture and data query processes, 
which are two key processes in any transparency system. The data capture process defines 
how transparency data should be scanned (or read by any other means) from each product 
item and stored in a transparency data repository. Here, the data primarily correspond to the 
events that are related to the physical movement or processing of products (such as loading, 
cutting and mixing). A data query process defines the queries for retrieving transparency data 
from transparency data repositories. According to the EPCIS specification data capturing is a 
local process that is carried out independently by each food operator, and data querying is a 
business collaboration process that involves multiple food operators and third parties. In order 
to distinguish between local processes, on one hand, and the integration of those local 
processes into a business collaboration process, on the other hand, distinction is made in the 
literature between internal transparency systems (ITS) that provide the ability to capture and 
query transparency data within an organisation, and external transparency systems (ETS) that 
provide the ability to query transparency data across the supply chain (Moe 1998, Gandino et 
al. 2009). 
Different query business collaboration processes can be defined based on the EPCIS reference 
architecture (Kürschner et al. 2008, Lorenz et al. 2011, Kywe et al. 2012). Figure 3-2 shows 
an example of a query business collaboration process model for retrieving transparency data 
across meat supply chains. The model consists of four business processes that are executed 
locally by the respective organisation. PMITS and PMETS represent the data query process 
models (PMs) that take place at the food operators. The PM that receives the request for 
transparency data for the first time is a software application (app). The app implements the 
business process PMapp. The reference architecture does not specify who should provide such 
an application and based on our experience we assume it will be an external third party. The 
app triggers PMETS of a food operator. PMETS is provided by what we here refer to as the focal 
food operator—focal because it receives the request for transparency data on behalf of the 
supply chain. Also note that the term focal is not a permanent role but is only valid for the 
given request. According to the example query business collaboration process model the focal 
food operator realizes the external transparency by retrieving transparency data across the 
supply chain. It does so by querying transparency data locally and externally (from the 
transparency systems of other food operators) recursively. The subscript ETS indicates, 
therefore, that PMETS realizes external (chain-wide) transparency. PMITS retrieves 
transparency data only locally, from the local EPCIS repository (the subscript ITS indicates 
that PMITS realizes internal transparency).  
The focal food operator ‘discovers’ the addresses of its partner food operators from a registry 
maintained by a third-party, which is not necessarily the same third party that provides the 
app. The discovery process is represented by the process model PMdiscovery. Given an ID of a 
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product item, the discovery service provides a list of URLs representing ITSs from where 
transparency data can be queried. In general PMETS and PMdiscovery can be complex. In 
practice, these business processes are complex processes for which diverse approaches are 
proposed (Kürschner et al. 2008, Lorenz et al. 2011, Kywe et al. 2012).  
Finally, end-users use an app to scan the ID of a product item and retrieve associated 
transparency data about the product item. For simplicity we assume that each meat product 
item has a unique ID printed as barcode which end-users can scan. PMapp represents the 
business process implemented by such an app. This process combines the outputs from PMETS 
with product descriptions (retrieved from a master data repository) into understandable and 
user-friendly information and presents it to the user (for a detailed demonstration refer to 
Kassahun et al. 2016).  
It is important to note that in the query business collaboration process the details of the 
internal business processes are not provided. Only the activities that are candidate for 
alignment are included because those activities can potentially be assigned to a different 
organisation (i.e. to a different pool). Such activities are the concern of the alignment effort.  
3.3.2 Problem Description 
For the given case description we have derived a business collaboration process from the 
reference architecture detailing the process models of the supply chain actors. The desired 
chain-wide transparency is realized when each supply chain actor supports the processes that 
 
Figure 3-2: A query business collaboration process according to the EPCIS reference 
architecture 
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are assigned to it and thereby complies with the business collaboration process model.  
Unfortunately, many of the supply chain actors do not, and cannot, comply with the generic 
EPCIS reference architecture and the business collaboration process models that can be 
derived from the architecture. There are three basic reasons for this. First, several European 
food regulations impose conflicting requirements on transparency systems. For instance, 
regulations on the movement and slaughter of bovine animals (EC 2000, EC 2004) mandate a 
different type of business collaboration than the General Food Law regulation to traceability 
of meat products (EC 2002). Therefore, different business collaboration process models apply 
to farmers and to meat processors. In addition, both sets of regulations contradict with 
business collaboration process model given in Figure 3-2. Second, some large food operators 
have already expensive legacy transparency systems in place that are not (fully) compatible 
with the reference architecture and the associated reference data query and data capture 
process models. Third, many other supply chain actors do not have the resources to deploy the 
required IT systems (i.e. the repository and application software) (Kassahun et al. 2014). As a 
result, the business collaboration processes and the distributed private transparency systems 
used in meat supply chains do not comply with any one reference architecture, are misaligned, 
and fall short of providing chain-wide transparency.  
The misalignment encountered in the case study and in many other multi-organisational 
collaborations can be classified into three types. The first type of misalignment occurs when 
the business collaboration processes adopted in the collaboration network are incompatible 
with one another, i.e. business process to business process (BP2BP) misalignment. For 
instance, the regulations that apply to farmers and slaughterhouses are in some respects 
different from regulations that apply to slaughterhouses and other meat processors leading to 
different business collaboration processes in the different segments of the collaboration 
network. The second type of misalignment occurs between the business collaboration 
processes (assuming they are aligned) and the distributed IT system (again assuming there is 
integrated distributed IT system), i.e. business process to IT (BP2IT) misalignment. This 
occurs, for example, when some activities of the chosen business collaboration process are not 
supported by the underlying distributed IT system; or, the possibilities presented by the 
distributed IT system are not exploited by the business collaboration process. Finally, the third 
type of misalignment occurs when the underlying IT systems of the collaborating 
organisations are not aligned and thus cannot interoperate, i.e. IT system to IT system (IT2IT) 
misalignment. The three alignment concerns are depicted in Figure 3-3. 
 
 
Figure 3-3: Business-IT alignment problem in multi-organisational collaboration  
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To address these problems, we need to provide design abstractions for explicitly depicting the 
BP2BP, BP2IT, and IT2IT misalignments. These design abstractions together with the 
corresponding systematic approach will be discussed in the following section.   
3.4 BITA* FRAMEWORK 
BITA* stands for Business process-IT Alignment (BITA) framework for multiple 
collaborating organisations—the symbol ‘*’ denotes that multiple organisations are involved. 
A design framework consists of multiple design viewpoints. A design viewpoint provides a 
template for designs with respect to specific concerns of specific group of stakeholders. A 
design that follows the conventions, including models and notations, of a particular viewpoint 
is referred to as a view. The notion of design viewpoint is in particular applied in the context 
of software architecture (ISO/IEC/IEEE 2011). Example architecture viewpoints include 
decomposition viewpoint for modelling the partitioning of software code into modules and 
sub modules, and deployment viewpoint for modelling the assignment of executable 
components to hardware nodes (Clements et al. 2010).  
Designing a framework requires defining the required modelling abstractions with the help of 
a metamodel and defining the corresponding systematic approach for applying the modelling 
abstractions. The following sub-sections present the elements of the BITA* framework as 
follows. Section 3.4.1 presents the BITA* metamodel, section 3.4.2 describes the systematic 
approach, section 3.4.3 presents the alignment viewpoints and the associated allocation and 
alignment modelling abstractions, and finally, section 3.4.4 presents relational models for 
storing and managing allocation and alignment matrices.  
3.4.1 Metamodel 
The elements of a design framework are described by its metamodel. The BITA* framework 
metamodel is depicted in Figure 3-4. In the following the metamodel is described using the 
concepts and terminologies of the ISO/IEC/IEEE standard. 
BITA* consists of three viewpoints, which are BP2BP, BP2IT and IT2IT viewpoints, 
corresponding to the three alignment categories. Two types of stakeholders are identified:  
business analysts and software architects. In addition we identify the interdisciplinary teams 
of business analysts and software architects also as a stakeholder group type. The BP2BP 
viewpoint provides the allocation and alignment models for business analysts. The BP2IT 
viewpoint provides the allocation and alignment models for interdisciplinary teams of 
business analysts and software architects. The IT2IT alignment viewpoint provides the 
allocation and alignment models for software architects.  
BITA* contains allocation and alignment model types. Each of the three viewpoints contains 
specific allocation and alignment model types that are applicable to the stakeholders of the 
viewpoint. This means that the BP2BP viewpoint contains BP2BP allocation and alignment 
models, the BP2IT viewpoint contains BP2IT allocation and alignment models, and the IT2IT 
viewpoint contains IT2IT allocation and alignment models.  
As stated earlier, allocation and alignment modelling abstractions are the core of BITA* and 
we have explained informally what alignment entails. We have stated that allocation models 
represent business collaboration models. In the metamodel we identify the three business 
collaboration model types that help define alignment explicitly, which are BCP, DIT and 
BCP/DIT. A Business Collaboration Process (BCP) is represented using a BPMN 
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collaboration model. The distributed IT (DIT) and its relationship with the business 
collaboration process models (BCP/DIT) are represented using SOA IT service models. 
BPMN is a graphical model.  SOA IT service models include many separate models, 
prominently IT service descriptions (W3C 2007), message (data) exchange protocols (Mitra 
2003, Bouguettaya et al. 2014) and IT service discovery (OASIS 2004, Crasso et al. 2013).  
In general, BCP models are not comparable with each other; likewise the DIT and BCP/DIT 
models. To make them comparable we convert them into matrix-based models. The term 
allocation refers to the transformation of BCM, DIT and BCM/DIT models into matrix forms 
when necessary with the help of workflow patterns. We distinguish two relevant workflow 
patterns: Control Flow Patterns (CFPs) and DataFlow Patterns (DFPs).  
To convert BCP models into allocation matrices we use CFPs. To convert DIT models into 
allocation matrices we use DFPs. The conversion of BCP/DIT models to matrices does not 
require workflow patterns. It is hereby important to realize that we use limited aspects of DIT 
modelling. A complete DIT model may require the use of architectural patterns for distributed 
computing (Buschmann et al. 2007).  
We introduce the concepts reference and concrete to distinguish between models and 
allocation matrices derived from the reference architecture from models and allocation 
matrices derived from the architectures adopted by the individual organisations (referred to as 
concrete architectures). Ideally alignment is modelled by comparing concrete allocation 
matrices with the corresponding reference allocation matrix. However, in practice, the 
required concrete allocation matrices are often unavailable. Fortunately, organisations can use 
the reference allocation metrics to indicate how their view of business collaboration matches, 
or mismatches, with the reference architecture.  
To specify the match or mismatch between allocation matrices we introduce the concept of 
alignment attribute. Three basic alignment attributes, borrowed from the reflexion modelling 
approach (Murphy et al. 2001), are: convergence, divergence and absence.   
3.4.2 Systematic Approach  
In the previous section we stated that alignment modelling compares two sets of business 
collaboration models. The ideal approach to alignment is based on comparing concrete 
business collaboration models with the corresponding reference collaboration model. This 
means that there will be as many comparisons as there are organisations for a given reference 
collaboration model. We also indicated that such an ideal situation, in which organisations 
produce the required quality business collaboration models, rarely exist.  
In the following, we first describe the alignment process assuming the ideal scenario in which 
that required concrete allocations can be obtained. We then provide an alternative step-by-step 
guidance on how to produce alignment matrices based solely on reference models and 




Figure 3-4: The BITA* metamodel 
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Figure 3-5: The BITA* alignment process 
The overall approach used in BITA* is depicted in Figure 3-5. The steps for concrete models 
and allocations are shaded to indicate those steps are optional. The approach consists of three 
basic steps, which we describe below: 
1. Design the Required Models 
In this step the reference and concrete business collaboration models are designed. The 
business collaboration processes are modelled using BPMN and control-flow patterns. 
Reference and concrete collaboration modelling are performed in parallel.  
2. Model the Allocations 
In this step the BP2BP, BP2IT and IT2IT reference and concrete allocation matrices are 
derived. Reference allocation matrices are derived from reference models. Concrete 
allocation matrices are derived from concrete models. For each reference matrix there may 
be as many concrete matrices as there are organisations. The allocation matrices are 
derived using the allocation models provided in section 3.4.3.  It suffices to state here that 
an allocation matrix is a two dimensional table in which the cells are assigned a binary 
(true/false) value. In this paper we use a tick mark to indicate true (allocated) and an x or 
blank cell to represent false (not allocated).  
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3. Model the Alignments 
In this step a reference allocation matrix is compared with the corresponding concrete 
allocation matrices. The alignment matrix is a copy of the corresponding reference 
allocation matrix extended with all elements that are only found in the corresponding 
concrete allocation matrices. The results of the comparison are indicated by alignment 
attributes, which are convergence, absence or divergence. The attributes are now defined 
explicitly as follows:  
Convergence: Consider a cell in a reference allocation matrix that is assigned true 
(allocated). If the corresponding cell in every concrete allocation matrix is also assigned 
true, then we assign the corresponding cell of the alignment matrix as convergent.  
Absence: Consider a cell in a reference allocation matrix that is assigned true (allocated). 
If the corresponding cell in every concrete allocation matrix is assigned false, then we 
assign the corresponding cell of the alignment matrix as absent. 
Divergence: Consider all corresponding cells in all corresponding concrete allocation 
matrices that are assigned true (allocated). If the corresponding cell in the corresponding 
reference allocation matrix is missing or assigned false, then we assign the corresponding 
cell of the alignment matrix as divergent. 
The three attributes are sufficient if organisations are compared pairwise. However, a 
reference matrix is compared with as many concrete matrices as there are organisations. 
This will lead to partial convergence, partial absence or partial divergence. We define 
these attributes as follows:    
Partial convergence: Consider a cell in a reference allocation matrix that is assigned true 
(allocated). If the corresponding cells of some (but not all) of concrete allocation matrices 
are also assigned true, then we assign the corresponding cell of the alignment matrix as 
partially convergent.  
Partial absence = Partial convergence 
Partial divergence: Consider a cell in any of the concrete allocation matrices that is 
assigned true (allocated). If the corresponding cell in the corresponding reference 
allocation matrix is missing or assigned false, then we assign the corresponding cell of the 
alignment matrix as partial divergent if it is not already assigned divergent. 
For completeness, we also include an alignment attribute called invalid to indicate that the 
allocation is invalid or impossible in both the reference and the concrete matrices. The 
alignment attributes are summarized in Table 3-1.  
Now that we have covered the ideal scenario in which the concrete models and the 
corresponding allocation matrices are available, below we consider the alternative approach. 
The alternative approach addresses the problem that explicit concrete models and the 
corresponding allocation matrices are not available, or not available in the required quality. 
The alternative approach circumvents the problem of missing explicit concrete models by 
deriving alignment matrices from the reference allocation matrices and informal descriptions 
of the concrete models.  
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reference  Concrete  
Convergence √  √ + 
Absence √ x  
Divergence x √ ~ 
Partial 
convergence 
√ √ | x  
Partial 
divergence 
x √ | x # 
Invalid x x x (or left empty) 
The steps below describe how a single alignment (a single cell in an alignment matrix) can be 
filled in with alignment attribute based on a round table discussion with representatives of the 
collaborating organisations:  
1. Present (or describe) the reference allocation to the representatives of the collaborating 
organisations and ask for their view about it. 
2. If all of them agree with the reference allocation, then fill in convergence (+) in the 
corresponding cell of the alignment matrix.   
3. If some of them agree, while others not, with the reference allocation, then fill in 
partial convergence (±) in the corresponding cell of the alignment matrix.   
4. If all of them disagree with the reference allocation, then fill in absence () in the 
corresponding cell of the alignment matrix.   
5. If all of them come up with an alternative allocation, include the cell in the alignment 
matrix, then fill in divergence (~) in the new cell of the alignment matrix. 
6. If some (not all) of them come with an alternative allocation, include the cell in the 
alignment matrix, then fill in partial divergence (#) in the new cell of the alignment 
matrix.   
3.4.3 Alignment Viewpoints 
In this section, we present the three viewpoints of BITA* and the corresponding modelling 
abstractions. In section 3.4.3.1 we present the BP2BP alignment viewpoint, in section 3.4.3.2 
we present the BP2IT viewpoint, and in section 3.4.3.3 we present the IT2IT viewpoint.  
3.4.3.1 BP2BP Alignment Viewpoint 
The BP2BP alignment viewpoint provides a BP2BP allocation model and a BP2BP alignment 
model.  The BP2BP allocation model is used for representing business collaboration processes 
in a matrix form. The BP2BP alignment model is used for comparing two corresponding 
BP2BP allocation matrices with each other. The allocation model uses CFPs to convert 
BPMN models to BP2BP allocation matrices.  
Before we define the allocation and alignment models we describe CFPs. Several CFPs have 
been defined and categorized by van der Aalst and ter Hofstede which are summarized in 
Table 3-2. We identify four categories of CFPs: branch and sync, iteration, multiple instance 
and event-driven. Branch and sync CFPs define the sequencing of activities, such as linear 
(sequential), branching and parallel. Iteration CFPs define how the same sets of activities are 
performed repetitively. Iteration can be a loop or a recursion. Multiple instance CFPs define 
how the same sequence of activities is executed in parallel in separate threads of execution. 
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Event driven CFPs define the effects of expected and unexpected events, such as starting, 
cancelling and completion. CFPs can be arranged hierarchically (i.e. a CFP is composed of 
other CFPs, activities or both) and as such are a powerful means of capturing business process 
models at different levels of detail.  
Table 3-2: Control-flow patterns (adapted from, van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 2011) 
Pattern Categories Patterns* 
Branch and Sync Sequence (1), Parallel Split (2), Synchronization (3), Exclusive Choice (4), Simple 
Merge (5), Multi-Choice (6), Structured Synchronizing Merge (7), Multi-Merge (8), 
Structured Discriminator (9), Blocking Discriminator (28), Cancelling Discriminator 
(29), Structured Partial Join (30), Blocking Partial Join (31), Cancelling Partial Join 
(32), Generalized AND-Join (33), Local Synchronizing Merge (37), General 
Synchronizing Merge (38), Thread Merge (41), Thread Split (42), Deferred Choice 
(16), Interleaved Parallel Routing (17), Milestone (18), Critical Section (39), 
Interleaved Routing (40) 
Iteration Arbitrary Cycles (10), Structured Loop (21), Recursion (22) 
Multiple Instance Multiple Instances without Synchronization (12), Multiple Instances with a Priori 
Design-Time Knowledge (13), Multiple Instances with a Priori Run-Time Knowledge 
(14), Multiple Instances without a Priori Run-Time Knowledge (15), Static Partial 
Join for Multiple Instances (34), Cancelling Partial Join for Multiple Instances (35), 
Dynamic Partial Join for Multiple Instances (36) 
Event-driven Transient Trigger (23), Persistent Trigger (24), Cancel Task  (19), Cancel Case (20), 
Cancel Region (25), Cancel Multiple Instance Activity (26), Complete Multiple 
Instance Activity (27), Implicit Termination (11), Explicit Termination (43) 
* The pattern names used by the authors are shortened for the sake of readability; the pattern IDs (given insides 
brackets) are, however, original.  
3.4.3.1.1 BP2BP Allocation Model 
The BP2BP allocation model represents a business collaboration process model (such as the 
one shown in Figure 3-2) as matrices. Activities, control flows and organisations are key 
elements of business collaboration process models. A business collaboration process model is 
essentially a specification of which organisation is responsible for which activity and how the 
control ‘flows’ from one activity to the next.  
The BP2BP allocation model consists of two types of allocations: activity allocations and 
CFP allocations. Activity allocations are derived directly from a business collaboration 
process model by identifying the pool (and thus the organisation) the activity belongs to. An 
activity allocation matrix is a collection of activity allocations of a business collaboration 
 
Figure 3-6. BP2BP allocation model 
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process model represented in a matrix form. To make CFP allocations first all CFPs must be 
identified. Then, both activities and CFPs are allocated to a CFP. The allocation of CFPs is 
better described with an example, which we provide later (in Figure 3-13 and Table 3-7). A 
CFP allocation matrix is a collection of CFP allocations of a business collaboration process 
model represented in a matrix form. Figure 3-6 depicts the BP2BP allocation model.  
3.4.3.1.2 BP2BP Alignment Model 
The BP2BP alignment model consists of activity and CFP alignment matrices (see Figure 
3-7), corresponding to the activity and CFP allocation matrices, respectively.  
Activity alignment matrix is the result of comparing reference activity allocation matrix with 
the corresponding concrete activity allocation matrices. An activity alignment matrix is a two 
dimensional matrix whose axes are activity and organisation. (The cells of all alignment 
matrices are assigned one of the five alignment attributes.) CFP alignment matrix is the result 
of comparing reference CFP allocation matrix with the corresponding concrete CFP allocation 
matrices. A CFP alignment matrix is a three dimensional matrix whose axes are CFP, Parent 
(CFP) and Child (CFP or Activity).  
3.4.3.2 BP2IT Alignment Viewpoint 
The BP2IT alignment viewpoint provides a BP2IT allocation model and a BP2IT alignment 
model. The BP2IT allocation model is used for representing the relationships between 
business collaboration process models and the supporting distributed IT in a matrix form. The 
BP2IT alignment model is used for comparing two corresponding BP2IT allocation matrices 
with each other.  
3.4.3.2.1 BP2IT Allocation Model 
The BP2IT allocation model represents how the business processes (PMs) of a business 
collaboration process model (such as those shown in Figure 3-2) are supported by IT services 
(such as those defined in EPCIS) as matrices. Activities, data objects, PMs and IT services are 
key elements of BP2IT allocation.  
The BP2IT allocation model consists of two types of allocations: IT service allocations and 
(data input/data output) I/O allocations. IT service allocations describe the relationships 
among IT services, clients (i.e. the activities that use the IT services, and by extension also the 
organisations that perform the activities) and providers (i.e. the PMs that realize the IT 
services, and by extension also the organisations that support the IT services). An IT service 
allocation matrix is a collection of IT service allocations represented in a matrix form. I/O 
allocations to an activity describe the data inputs to the activity and the data outputs from the 
activity. An I/O allocation matrix can actually be split into data input object allocation matrix 
 
Figure 3-7: The BP2BP alignment model 
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and data output object allocation matrix. An I/O allocation matrix is a collection of all I/O 
allocations represented in a matrix form. Figure 3-8 depicts the BP2IT allocations model.  
3.4.3.2.2 BP2IT Alignment Model 
The BP2IT alignment model consists of IT service and I/O alignment matrices (see Figure 
3-9), corresponding to the service and I/O allocation matrices, respectively.  
IT service alignment matrix is the result of comparing reference IT service allocation matrix 
with the corresponding concrete IT service allocation matrices. An IT service alignment 
matrix is a three dimensional matrix whose axes are IT services, clients (activities) and 
providers (PMs). I/O alignment matrix is the result of comparing reference I/O allocation 
matrix with the corresponding concrete I/O allocation matrices. An I/O alignment matrix is a 
three dimensional matrix whose axes are activity, data object and organisation. The I/O 
alignment matrix can be divided into two separate input data object and output data object 
alignment matrices. 
3.4.3.3 IT2IT Alignment Viewpoint 
The IT2IT alignment viewpoint provides an IT2IT allocation model and an IT2IT alignment 
model. The IT2IT allocation model is used for representing a distributed IT system. A 
distributed IT system is modelled as a set of IT services and data sharing (message exchanges) 
among the IT services. The IT2IT alignment model is used for comparing two corresponding 
IT2IT allocation models with each other. The allocation model uses DFPs to represent data 
sharing as allocation matrices. 
Before we define the IT2IT allocation and alignment models we describe briefly which DFPs 
we will use. DFPs are used to capture well-known data flow patterns. Table 3-3 lists the DFPs 
that are relevant for representing data sharing concerns in multi-organisational collaboration 
 
Figure 3-8: BP2IT allocation model 
 
Figure 3-9: BP2IT alignment model 
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context. The patterns are categorized into four categories by van der Aalst and ter Hofstede, 
namely: visibility, interaction, transfer and routing DFPs. This categorisation is important 
because the data access and usage concerns fall also into these categories. Visibility DFPs 
define the scope of accessibility of a data object. For instance, an activity
2
 scope signifies that 
the data object visibility is restricted to the activity instance; while an instance scope signifies 
that its visibility extends to all activities of a business process instance. Interaction DFPs 
define how the data object visibility changes due to interaction. For instance, activity to 
activity means that the data object remains in an activity scope during interaction; while to 
multiple instance activity means that the interaction changes from activity scope to multiple 
instance scope. Transfer DFPs define the mechanisms of data interaction, which can be by 
value, by reference, etc. Routing DFPs define how a data object affects the control flow, such 
as launching or ending an activity, or altering the flow of control.  
Table 3-3: Workflow data patterns (adapted from, van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 2011) 
Categories Patterns* 
Visibility Activity (1), Multiple Instance (4), BP Instance (5), External (8) 
Interaction  
 Internal  Activity to Activity (9), To Multiple Instance Activity (12), From Multiple Instance Activity 
(13), Instance to Instance (14) 
 External Activity pushes data (15), Activity  pulls data (16), Data are pushed to Activity (17), Activity 
receives data (18), BP Instance pushes data (19), Data are pulled from BP Instance (20), Data are 
pushed to BP Instance (21), BP Instance pulls data (22) 
Transfer Incoming By Value (27), Outgoing by Value (28), Copy In/Copy Out (29),  By Unlocked 
Reference (30), By Locked Reference (31), Input Transformation (32), Output Transformation 
(33) 
Routing Existence as Activity Precondition (34), Value as Activity Precondition (35), Existence as 
Activity Postcondition (36), Value as Activity Postcondition (37), Event-based Activity Trigger 
(38), Data-based Activity Trigger (39), Data-based Routing (40) 
* The pattern names used by the authors are shorted for the sake of readability; the pattern IDs (given insides 
brackets) are, however, original. DFPs deemed irrelevant for the purpose of this paper are not included.  
3.4.3.3.1 IT2IT Allocation Model 
The IT2IT allocation model represents the distributed IT system. This is partially done in the 
BP2IT viewpoint where IT services are associated with PMs (and thus organisations). The 
remaining aspects of the distributed IT are described by IT systems, IT services, 
organisations, data objects and DFPs.  
The IT2IT allocation model consists of three types of allocations: IT system allocations, data 
object allocations and DFP allocations. IT system allocations describe which organisation 
provides which IT systems and how the IT services are distributed among the IT systems. An 
IT system allocation matrix is a collection of IT system allocations of the distributed IT 
represented in a matrix form. Data object allocations describe which organisations provide 
which data objects. A data object allocation matrix is a collection of data object allocations in 
                                                 
2
 We use the term activity instead of task (the term originally used in DFPs) in order to be consistent with the 
terminology of BPMN. We also use the term activity instead of task and block task; instance instead of case; 
business process instead of workflow, and (external) data store instead of environment. 
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the collaboration network represented in a matrix form. DFP allocations describe how data 
objects are shared and used. A DFP allocation matrix is a collection of DFP allocations for all 
data objects represented in a matrix form. A data object can be assigned up to four DFPs 
corresponding to the four data access and usage concerns. Therefore, a DFP allocation matrix 
can, in fact, be split in to four DFP allocation matrices. Figure 3-10 depicts the IT2IT 
allocations model. 
3.4.3.3.2 IT2IT Alignment Model 
The IT2IT alignment model consists of IT system, data object and DFP alignments matrices 
(see Figure 3-11), corresponding to the IT system, data object and DFP allocation matrices, 
respectively.  
IT system alignment matrix is the result of comparing reference system allocation matrix with 
the corresponding concrete system allocation matrices. An IT system alignment matrix is a 
two dimensional matrix whose axes are IT systems and IT services. Data object alignment 
matrix is the result of comparing reference data object allocation matrix with the 
corresponding concrete data object allocation matrices. A data object alignment matrix is a 
two dimensional matrix whose axes are data objects and organisations. DFP alignment 
matrix is the result of comparing reference DFP allocation matrix with the corresponding 
concrete DFP allocation matrices. A DFP alignment matrix is a three dimensional matrix 
whose axes are data object, dfp and organisation. Since a data object is potentially associated 
to four DFPs, the DFP alignment matrix can be split into four separate DFP alignment 
matrices.  
 
Figure 3-10: IT2IT allocation model 
 
Figure 3-11: IT2IT alignment model 
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3.4.4 Relational Model 
In the previous section we have provided the alignment viewpoints and the corresponding 
allocation and alignment models. In this section we provide relational models for representing 
the models provided in Figure 3-6 through Figure 3-11 in relational databases. Table 3-4 
provides the relational schema for the models. The schema includes only the essential 
columns of the tables. Thus, for instance, an activity allocations matrix may contain the names 
of the activities and organisations, but these columns are ignored in the schema since they are 
not essential aspects of de schema modelling.  
Table 3-4: Relational schema for allocation and alignment models 
Allocation and alignment models Relational schema 
BP2BP Viewpoint  
Allocation model  
Activity allocations ActAlloc (act-id, org-id, [alloc]) 
CFP allocations  
CFP structure CFPStrAlloc (cfp-id, pcfp-id, [alloc]) 
CFP activities CFPActAlloc (cfp-id, act-id, [alloc]) 
Alignment model  
Activity alignments ActAlign (act-id, org-id, align-attr) 
CFP alignments  
CFP structure CFPStrAlign (p-id, pcfp-id, align-attr) 
CFP activities CFPActAlign (cfp-id, act-id, align-attr) 
BP2IT Viewpoint  
Allocation model  
IT-service allocation SrvAlloc (srv-id, pm-id, org-id, [alloc]) 
I/O allocation  
Inputs allocations InAlloc (act-id, do-id, [alloc]) 
Output allocations OutAlloc (act-id, do-id, [alloc]) 
Alignment model  
IT-service allocation SrvAlign (srv-id, pm-id, org-id, [alloc]) 
I/O allocation  
Inputs allocations InAlign (act-id, do-id, align-attr) 
Output allocations OutAlign (act-id, do-id, align-attr) 
IT2IT Viewpoint  
Allocation model  
System allocation SysAlloc (sys-id, srv-id, org-id, [alloc]) 
Data object allocation DOAlloc (do-id, org-id, [alloc]) 
DFP allocations DFPAlloc (do-id, dfp-id, [org-id], [alloc]) 
Alignment model  
System alignment  SysAlign (sys-id, srv-id, org-id, align-attr) 
Data object alignments DOAlign (do-id, org-id, align-attr) 
DFP alignments 
DFPAlign (do-id, dfp-id, [org-id], align-
attr) 
In Table 3-5 we provide the SQL queries to determine the alignment attributes using 
relational algebra notation. R represents a particular reference allocation matrix represented as 
a relational table; likewise C represents its concrete counterparts. The attributes id-1, id-2 … 
id-n represent the columns of the primary key that will be used to select a particular allocation 
for comparison from reference allocation matrix (R) and its concrete (C) counterparts. For 
instance, for a given reference ActAlign allocation matrix and its concrete counterparts, the 
two primary key attributes that identify a particular activity allocation are act-id and org-id. 
The attribute alloc will generally not be required because a query using an act-id and org-id 
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will return a single row, indicating allocated (true), or now rows, indicating not allocated 
(false). However, the attribute alloc is included for reasons of understandably. For a given 
allocation R-count represents the number of allocations in a reference matrix, which should be 
0 or 1. C-count represents the number of allocations in the corresponding concrete matrices, 
which should be between 0 and n, where n is the number of organisations. 
Table 3-5: SQL query for retrieving alignment attributes 
Alignment attribute Query 
R-count (id-1, id-2, … id-n)  (count(R.id-1 = id-1 ∧ R.id-2 = id-2 ∧ … ∧ R.id-n = id-n ∧ R.alloc=YES)) 
C-count (id-1, id-2, … id-n) 
 ( (count(C.id-1 = id-1 ∧ C.id-2 = id-2 ∧ … ∧ C.id-n = id-n ∧ 
C.alloc=YES))) 
covergence R-count = 1 ∧ C-count = n  
partial covergence R-count = 1 ∧ 0 < C-count < n 
divergence R-count = 0 ∧ C-count = n  
partial divergence R-count = 0 ∧ 0 < C-count < n 
absence R-count = 1 ∧ C-count = 0 
3.5 APPLYING BITA* TO THE CASE STUDY 
We now apply the BITA* approach to the case study described in section 3.3. We first 
provide more information about the reference and concrete models in the following sub 
section. We then provide the views, which contain the alignment models, that correspond to 
the three viewpoints of the BITA* framework in section 3.5.2. 
3.5.1 More on the Generic Reference Architecture 
We have already defined a reference query business collaboration process model in Figure 3-2 
that was derived from the EPCIS reference architecture. Next we describe the reference SOA 
and data models that support the process collaboration process model.  
The EPCIS reference architecture specifies two basic IT services: data capture IT service 
(CaptureSrv) and data query IT service (QuerySrv). The CaptureSrv service corresponds to 
the data capture business process. Data capturing is a local business process; therefore, 
CaptureSrv service of one organisation is not accessible to its collaboration partners. There are 
two types of query services, QuerySrvITS and QuerySrvETS, that correspond to PMITS and 
PMETS, respectively. The reference architecture does not describe how the QuerySrvETS 
should be composed from distributed QuerySrvITS services. The process models PMETS 
depicted in Figure 6-2 is just one way of realizing QuerySrvETS. The QuerySrvdiscovery service 
corresponds to the PMdiscovery process. QuerySrvapp realizes the PMapp process model. 
The services fulfil one or two of the SOA roles. QuerySrvETS is a client of QuerySrvdiscovery 
and QuerySrvITS services. In turn, QuerySrvapp is a client of QuerySrvETS. In both cases, the 
latter are said to be provider of a service to the former. At any one time, a food operator either 
provides either QuerySrvETS or QuerySrvITS. Third parties are, according to the reference 
architecture, service brokers.  
The reference architecture defines also a data model for transparency systems, which is called 
the EPCIS event model. An event data object contains four data objects called event 
dimensions. They are conveniently called the what, the when, the where and the why of 
events. The what data object is an ID and represents the unique identification of a product 
item the event is about. The when data object is a time stamp and represents the data and time 
the event occurred. The where data object is an ID and represents the place where the event 
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occurred. And, the why data object is a predefined vocabulary and represents the reason for 
recording the event. IDs and predefined vocabularies are largely meaningless to human 
readers. The descriptive information corresponding to IDs and vocabularies are retrieved from 
master data repositories (GS1 2014) by accessing applications. Yet another data object is a 
service URL (srvURL) that identifies the web address of a QuerySrvITS. This data object is 
used by discovery IT service.  
3.5.2 Modelling Alignments 
Now that we have the reference business collaboration models; i.e. the reference business 
collaboration process model shown in Figure 3-2, the business collaboration IT model 
described in section 3.3, and a model for the relationship between these two business 
collaboration models described in section 3.5.1; we can proceed to demonstrate alignment 
modelling using the case study as a running example. The alignment modelling is based the 
reference business collaboration models just described and informal descriptions of the 
concrete business collaboration models.  
To illustrate how informal descriptions of a concrete business collaboration models look like, 
we provide an example. Figure 3-12 is an example of informal description of a concrete 
architecture for a chain-wide transparency system provided by a meat processor during the 
case study. It represents just one of the many views on how the different organisations view a 
chain-wide transparency system. The architecture prescribes a business collaboration model 
that is significantly different from the reference architecture. In the reference architecture the 
data capturing is a local process; data querying is a collaborative process. In this concrete 
architecture, however, the meat operator opens its data capture IT services to be used by its 
partners, making data capturing a collaboration process. Besides, a number new IT services 
involving third parties, such as QS (a quality assurance agency) and HIT (a national bovine 
animal registration office) are introduced. For the detailed description of similarities and 
differences between the concrete business collaboration models and the EPCIS-based 
reference business collaboration models refer to Kassahun et al. (2014). 
In the following sections we apply the alternative alignment approach described in section 
 
Figure 3-12: Concrete architecture of transparency systems at a meat processor 
(Kassahun et al. 2014) 
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3.4.2. The alternative approach to alignment applies to cases in which the concrete models are 
only available as informal descriptions and, therefore, no concrete allocation matrices are 
produced. We generate the reference allocation matrices from the reference models and then 
use the reference allocation matrices and the informal descriptions of the corresponding 
concrete models to derive the alignment matrices. The alignment modelling is organised in 
three views corresponding to the three viewpoints of the BITA* framework.  
3.5.2.1 BP2BP View 
In this section we present the BP2BP allocation matrices derived from the reference business 
process model depicted in Figure 3-2. We then present the BP2BP alignment matrices that are 
derived from the reference BP2BP allocation matrices and informal descriptions of the 
concrete business collaboration process models. 
3.5.2.1.1 BP2BP Allocations 
Table 3-6 shows the reference activity allocations following the business process model 
presented in section 3.3. Deriving activity allocation is straightforward—activities are listed 
as rows and organisations (pools) are listed as columns. The columns and rows can directly be 
read from the collaboration model (Figure 3-2) or the choreography model (Figure 3-13).  
Table 3-6: Reference activity allocations 
Activities 
Organisations 
Food operators  Third party 
a1: end-user query  √ 
a2: decide where to query √  
a3: local query √  
a4: lookup  √ 
a5: iterative remote query √  
a6: recursive query over 
ingredients 
√  
a7: visualize  √ 
To model the CFP allocations the CFPs have to be identified from the collaboration model 
given by Figure 3-2. Figure 3-13 shows a choreography model based on the collaboration 
model given by Figure 3-2. The CFPs are depicted as overlapping blocks (dashed lines). 
Table 3-7 depicts the reference CFP allocation matrix. (A CFP allocation matrix is a three 
dimensional matrix represented as a two dimensional table. We will also hereafter rollup all 
multidimensional matrices into two dimensional tables.). Pattern p1 is a sequence (cfp-1) CFP 
since the three patterns (p2, p3, p4) and the two activities (a1, a7) are arranged sequentially. 
Patterns p2 is a transient trigger (cfp-23) event CFP; p3 is an implicit termination (cfp-11) 
event CFP. Pattern p4 is a recursion (cfp-20) CFP since activity a6 recursively triggers its 
containing CFP pattern p4. Pattern p5 is a multi-choice (cfp-6) CFP since one or both of the 
two parallel paths can be executed. The parallel paths merge in pattern p6, which is multi-
merge (cfp-8) CFP. Pattern p7 is a sequence (cfp-1) CFP since the lookup activity (a4) and 
pattern p8 are arranged sequentially. Pattern p8 is a structured loop (cfp-21) CFP since remote 
queries are initiated iteratively.  
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Figure 3-13: A CFP diagram for the query business collaboration process model 
Table 3-7: Reference CFP allocations 
CFP parent children 
pid id name p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 
p1 1 sequence         √      √ 
p2 23 transient trigger √               
p3 11 implicit termination √               
p4  22 recursion √             √  
p5 6 multi-choice    √      √ √     
p6 8 multi-merge    √            
p7  1 sequence     √       √    
p8 21 structured loop        √      √   
3.5.2.1.2 BP2BP Alignments 
The BP2BP alignments given in Table 3-8 and Table 3-9 are derived from the reference 
BP2BP allocation matrices and informal descriptions of the corresponding business 
collaboration processes.  
The activity alignment matric shown in Table 3-8 is derived from the reference activity 
allocation matrix given in Table 3-6 in two steps. First, to represent allocations that are only 
part of the concrete models the alignment matrix is extended with new rows and columns. The 
last row (a8: data capture) is added because a8 is only in the concrete architecture. (a8 is also 
part the reference architecture but not  as collaborative activity and is, therefore, not part of 
the reference business collaboration processes.) The food operator column in Table 3-6 is 
split into three separate columns in Table 3-8 because some activities (in this case a8) is 
misaligned only for one of the three types of food operators. Second, now that we have all the 
relevant rows and columns (and thus all possible allocations) of the alignment matrix we can 
precede to assigning alignment attributes.  
We demonstrate how the alignment attributes are assigned by using the activities a1 (end-use 
query), a2 (decide where to query) and a8 (data capture) which are associated with the 
convergence, absence and divergence alignment attributes, respectively. The allocation of 
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activity a1 to a third party is in convergence (+). The activity was allocated to a third party in 
the reference model. For the given case study this allocation is indeed supported in the form 
of the fTrace system that is provided by external third party. (Note, there is only one third 
party and thus only one concrete allocation.) The allocation of the decision activity a2 to food 
operators is in absence (). The activity represents a decision that a food operator has to make 
whether or not to look for the required transparency data from partner food operators. This 
activity is allocated to food operators in the reference model, but is not supported in the 
concrete models. The activity a8 (data capture across food operators) is a new activity that is 
not present in the reference model. Therefore, a8 represents divergent (~) behaviour. 
However, since not all meat processors support a8, the allocation of a8 to meat processors is 
only partially divergent (#). The rest of the cells of Table 3-8 are filled in a similar fashion.  
Table 3-8: Activity alignments (* There is only a single third party) 
Activities 
Organisations 
Food operators  
 Farmers Meat processors  Bulk customers  Third party (*) 
query process     
a1: end-user query x x x + 
a2: decide where to query    x 
a3: local query + + + ~ 
a4: lookup x x x  
a5: iterative remote query    x 
a6: recursive query 
(ingredients) 
   ~ 
a7: visualize x x x + 
data capture process     
a8: data capture  x # x ~ 
Table 3-9 shows the how reference CFPs are aligned with their concrete counterparts. No new 
patterns were identified in concrete query business process models; therefore, no divergent 
CFPs are included. Pattern p1, p2 and p3 converge (+), the pattern p4 largely converges 
except that it includes additional behaviour (a3) in the concrete allocation. The rest of the 
CFPs are missing in the concrete models since the corresponding activities are absent.  
Table 3-9: CFP alignments 
CFP parent alignment children alignment 
pid id p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 
p1 1         +      + 
p2 23 +               
p3 11 +               
p4  22 +          ~   +  
p5 6                
p6 8                
p7  1                
p8 21                
3.5.2.2 BP2IT View 
In this section we present the BP2IT allocation matrices derived from the reference business 
process model depicted in Figure 3-2 and the SOA service model of the generic reference 
architecture, which is described in the EPCIS specification and discussed briefly in section 
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3.5.1. We then present the BP2IT alignment matrices derived from the BP2IT allocation 
matrices and the informal descriptions of the relationships between concrete business 
collaboration processes and supporting IT systems. 
3.5.2.2.1 BP2IT Allocations 
Table 3-10 presents the reference IT service allocation matrix. It shows the relationships 
among IT services, clients (activities) and providers (PMs), i.e. BCM/DIT. These 
relationships are derived from Figure 3-2 and the IT services discussed in EPCIS 
specification.   




Provider Broker Clients 
App ETS ITS Disc. 3P FO 3p FO 3p FO End user 
QuerySrvapp √    √      √ 
QuerySrvETS  √    √   √   
QuerySrvITS   √   √    √  
QuerySrvdiscovery     √ √   √  √  
Table 3-11 shows the reference I/O allocation matrix. The allocation matrix shows how input 
and outputs data objects are allocated to activities. Note that only three data objects are 
considered here out of a large number of data objects, particularly, those that describe the 
context of an event. Most activities take an ID data object and return a list of event data 
objects. Some activities have special purpose, and therefore, differ from other activities in 
their input and output requirements. The lookup (a4) activity takes an ID and returns a list of 
srvURLs. The recursive query (a6) activity takes an event data object and returns the list of 
the IDs of the ingredients—if there are any. Activities involved in remote queries (a1 and a5) 
require srvURL as input, in addition to ID.  Visualization (a7) requires inputs (which are 
events) and master data (not included), and produces information to end-users, which is not 
modelled as a data object.  
Table 3-11: Reference I/O allocations  
Activities 
Inputs Outputs 
ID event srvURL ID event srvURL 
a1: end-user query √  √  √  
a2: decide where to query √    √  
a3: local query √    √  
a4: lookup √     √ 
a5: iterative remote query √  √  √  






a7: visualize  √     
3.5.2.2.2 BP2IT Alignments 
The BP2IT alignments given in Table 3-12 and Table 3-13 are derived from the reference 
BP2IT allocation matrices and informal descriptions of the relationships among IT services, 
clients, providers (at times also brokers), and data objects.  
The IT service alignment matrix shown in Table 3-12 is derived from the reference IT service 
allocation matrix given in Table 3-10 by adding the required rows and columns. The new 
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rows represent the IT services identified in the concrete case descriptions. The new columns 
represent the new process models and organisation types identified in the concrete case 
descriptions. We describe how alignment attributes are assigned using example convergent, 
divergent and absent IT service alignments.  
In the reference BCM/DIT model QuerySrvapp IT service was provided by a third party (3P) 
and used by end users (clients). For the given case study these allocations were indeed 
supported in the form of the fTrace app provided by a 3P and used by clients. Both allocations 
are convergent (+). In the reference BCM/DIT model QuerySrvETS IT service was provided by 
food operators (FO) and used by other FOs (clients). For the given case study these 
allocations were largely absent and in some cases divergent. The allocation of QuerySrvETS to 
PMETS is absent () because QuerySrvETS implements a different process model than PMETS. 
The allocation of QuerySrvETS to provider FO is absent () because the FOs are not providing 
QuerySrvETS; instead, a 3P does divergent (~). The allocation of QuerySrvETS to client 3P is 
divergent (~) because client 3P is not using provider FOs but provider 3P (potentially a 
different 3P than the client self). Note also that all capture IT services are new and thus all 
divergent (~).  




Provider Broker Clients 
App ETS ITS Disc. BC 3P FO RG V/L AU 3p FO 3p FO End user 
QuerySrvapp                
QuerySrvETS      ~       ~   
QuerySrvITS       ±         
QuerySrvdiscovery                 
CaptureSrvFO     ~  ~         
CaptureSrvfTrace     ~ ~          
CaptureSrvQS     ~   ~        
CaptureSrvHIT     ~   ~        
CaptureSrvVET         ~       
CaptureSrvLAB         ~       
CaptureSrvMynetfair     ~     ~      
The I/O alignment matrix shown in Table 3-13 is derived from the reference I/O alignment 
allocation matrix given in Table 3-11 by adding the required rows and columns. We describe 
how alignment attributes are assigned using example convergent, divergent and absent I/O 
alignment alignments.  
In the reference BCM/DIT model a1 activity takes ID and srvUrl data object and yields 
events. This is also how the fTrace app works for the given case study. Therefore, all the three 
allocations with reference to a1 are convergent (+). The allocations in relation to the activity 
a2 are absent () because the activity itself is absent (, see Table 3-8). The allocations in 
relation to the activity a8 are divergent (~) because the activity itself is divergent (~, see Table 
3-8).  
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Table 3-13: I/O alignments 
Activities 
Inputs Outputs 
ID event srvURL ID event srvURL 
a1: end-user query +  +  +  
a2: decide where to query       
a3: local query +    +  
a4: lookup       
a5: iterative remote query       
a6: recursive query (ingredients)  +  +   
a7: visualize  +     
a8: data capture     ~  
3.5.2.3 IT2IT View 
In this section we present the IT2IT allocation matrices derived from the reference model for 
the distributed IT as discussed in the EPCIS specification (see also section 3.5.1). We then 
present the IT2IT alignment matrices derived from the IT2IT allocation matrices and the 
informal descriptions about the distributed IT.  
3.5.2.3.1 IT2IT Allocations 
IT2IT viewpoint specifies IT system, data object and DFP allocations. Since neither the 
reference architecture nor the descriptions of the concrete architectures provide information 
about IT system models, IT system allocations and the corresponding alignments are not 
included.  
Table 3-14 presents the reference data object allocation matrix. It shows how the reference 
data objects are allocated to organisations. The allocations are derived from the ECPIS 
specification, which is briefly discussed in section 3.5.1. Though a great number of data 
objects, particularly involving master data, may be involved, we considered only products 
identifications (IDs), transparency data items (events) and service addresses (srvURLs), which 
are the three key data objects of the reference architecture. Their allocation is simple: food 
operators manage their own event data objects; the third party manages the service addresses. 
Both actors manage IDs for different purposes in the query PMs: food operators resolve ID to 
events, while the third party resolves ID to srvURLs.   
Table 3-14: Reference data object allocations 
Data objects 
Organisations 
Food operators Third party 
ID √ √ 
event √  
srvUrl  √ 
Table 3-15 shows the reference DFP allocation matrix. DFP allocation matrix has three 
dimensions: data object, DFP and organisation. According to the reference architecture the 
allocation of DFPs to data objects is not dependent on the organisation; therefore, the 
reference allocation matrix does not include the organisation dimension. The allocation matrix 
can consist of a maximum of 40 rows, one for each DFP. A data object is associated with at 
least four DFPs; one from each category of DFPs. The reference DFP allocations are 
discussed based on the four categories.  
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Visibility: IDs are allocated activity scope (dfp1) DFP because an ID is obtained from end-
user and is passed from one activity to the next. Events and srvURLs are, in comparison, 
allocated external data scope (dfp-8) DFP because they are fetched from repositories that are 
external to the process orchestration system.  
Interaction: IDs are allocated activity-to-activity (dfp-9) DFP because IDs are passed from 
activity to activity. Events and srvURLs are allocated activity pulls data (dfp-16) DFP 
because activities pull data from external EPCIS repositories. 
Transfer: All data objects are allocated pass inputs by value (dfp-27) and pass outputs by 
value (dfp-28) transfer DFPs.  
Routing: IDs do not affect the routing of the control flow; therefore, no routing DFPs are 
assigned to them. Events are assigned data-based routing (dfp-40) DFP because the content of 
an event data object determines if recursive queries are executed. SrvURLs are allocated value 
as activity post-condition (dfp-36) routing DFP since without a service address external 
queries cannot be executed.  
Table 3-15: DFP allocations  
Categories of DFPs DFPs 
Data objects 
ID event srvURL 
Visibility 1 √   
8  √ √ 
Interaction  9 √   
16  √ √ 
Transfer 27 √ √ √ 
28 √ √ √ 
Routing 36   √ 
40  √  
3.5.2.3.2 IT2IT Alignments 
The data objects alignment matrix is simple. The allocations of ID and event data objects to 
organisations are convergent (+) since for the given case study these data objects are allocated 
as defined in the reference data allocation matrix. The allocation of srvURL to third party 
organisation is absent () since for the given case study there is only a single srvURL value. 
The data object alignment matrix is trivial and, therefore, it is not presented.  
The DFP alignment matrix shown in Table 3-16 is derived from the reference DFP allocation 
matrix given in Table 3-15 by adding the required rows. The new rows are the DFPs that are 
identified in the concrete case descriptions. The reference allocation of DFPs to data objects is 
not dependent on the organisation but the concrete allocations can differ from organisation to 
organisation. Such variations are however not considered in the table. We describe how 
alignment attributes are assigned using example convergent, divergent and absent DFP 
alignments.  
In the reference data sharing model IDs are allocated activity scope (dfp1) DFP. For the given 
case study also IDs have activity scope. Therefore, the given DFP allocation is convergent 
(+). In the reference data sharing model events are allocated activity pulls data (dfp-16) 
interaction DFP. For the given case study the events are not pulled from external transparency 
data repository. Note that, in the given case study, the focal food operator captures all 
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transparency data and serves query request from own local repository. Therefore, the given 
DFP allocation is absent (). In the reference data sharing model data capture is a local 
process. For the given case study data capture is a collaboration process. All DFP allocations 
associated with new collaboration processes are considered divergent (~).  
Table 3-16: DFP alignments 
Data flow concerns DFPs 
Data objects 
ID event srvURL 
Data query business collaboration     
Visibility 
1 +   
8  +  
Interaction  
9    
16    
Transfer 
27    
28    
Routing 
36    
40    
Data capture business collaboration    
Visibility 
1    
8  ~  
Interaction  
9    
16  ~  
Transfer 
27  ~  
28  ~  
Routing 
36    
40    
3.5.3 Using the Alignment Matrices  
In a previous research (which is chapter 4 in this thesis) we have developed a reference 
architecture for Chain-wide Meat Transparency System (CMTS) from the generic EPCIS 
reference architecture (Kassahun et al. 2014). We also realized a transparency system based 
on CMTS and demonstrated the system (Kassahun et al. 2016, which is chapter 5 in this 
thesis). The main elements of CMTS are reproduced in Figure 3-14. In the following we 
discuss how the alignment matrices of the previous section explain the development of 
CMTS. 
The EPCIS standard (GS1 EPCglobal 2014) specifies a distributed network of internal 
transparency systems (ITS). The standard provides fixed IT interfaces (QuerySrvETS and 
QuerySrvITS) and data models (the EPC-related event data models) that the ITSs have to 
comply with in order to be part of chain-wide transparency systems. In terms of the EPCIS 
standard all food operators are similar in their ability to realize EPCIS-compliant ITSs. 
However, many food operators cannot comply with the specification of EPCIS in various 
ways. The alignment matrices given in tables 3.8, 3.9, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.16 show how the food 
operators converge (i.e. how they comply), fail to support (absence, i.e. how they fail to 
comply), and diverge (i.e. how they support their requirements in their own ways).  
We provide below few examples of how explicit statements about alignment facilitate the 
process of adapting the EPCIS reference architecture into CMTS. Many food operators 
cannot, for instance, support some of the required activities as given in the activity alignment 
(Table 3-8) matrix. As a result many of them cannot provide the required IT services 
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(QuerySrvETS and QuerySrvITS, see IT service alignment matrix given in Table 3-12). To 
address these problems one of the food operators of the supply chain (of the given case study) 
have introduced new business collaboration activity (a8 in Table 3-8), which help the third 
party to support QuerySrvETS using a different strategy to realizing chain-wide transparency. 
Other food operators were willing to use other ways of realizing ITSs, for instance, using an 
on demand cloud-based ITS system.  
The alignment matrices help analyse the requirements of the food operators and their 
capabilities, which in turn are governed by many other factors, such as the requirements of the 
food regulations and the availability of new IT platforms. Based on the alignment we 
differentiated five types of food operators in CMTS. We added new activities and 
incorporated new IT system allocation strategies by considering the roles third parties, who 
already play a major role in realizing chain-wide transaparency in some meat supply chains. 
By differentiating five types of food operators in CMTS we were able to suggest five different 
solutions for a given problem. For insatnce, the activity a2 (in which a food operator 
determines where to query transparency data from, i.e. locally, remotely or both) is absent (). 
As a consequence, the activities a5 (iterative remote query), which constitute the major part of 
external transparency is also absent. It turns out that these misalignments cannot be addressed 
in a uniform manner. For some food operators (such as farmers) the solution is using a 
transparency systems as a service such as that demonstrated by Kassahun et al. (2016, chapter 
5). For others, the solution is an integration APIs for legacy systems provided by a third party. 
The various solutions are discussed in detail in chapters 4 and 5.  
 
Figure 3-14. The elements of a chain-wide meat transparency system (adapted from 
Kassahun et al. 2014) 
3.6 DISCUSSION 
The problem of business-IT alignment has been broadly addressed in literature in the context 
of a single organisation and less attention is dedicated to the alignment concerns of multiple 
collaborating organisations. In this paper we have focused on the alignment concerns of 
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multiple collaborating organisations. To address the alignment concerns more explicitly we 
have offered a business-IT alignment framework called BITA* and demonstrated the 
framework in a real-life business case. In this respect this paper complements the existing 
literature while also addressing novel concerns that were not explicitly addressed before. 
In BITA* we distinguish three types of alignment concerns: BP2BP, IT2IT and BP2IT. 
BP2BP refers to the alignment of business collaboration process models. IT2IT refers to the 
alignment of the models for the distributed IT. BP2IT refers to the alignment of the models 
that specify how the business collaboration processes should be supported by the distributed 
IT.  
Alignment refers to the fact that each collaboration organisation has its own models for 
addressing alignment concerns and these models need aligning. To support the alignment 
process we provided required alignment modelling abstractions and a systematic approach for 
applying alignment models. An important aspect of the alignment modelling is the adoption 
of workflow patterns that appeared to be very valuable in enabling model comparison. The 
alignment models are organised in three coherent design viewpoints. The three viewpoints are 
BP2BP, BP2IT and IT2IT viewpoints and have been carefully designed according to formal 
viewpoint design guidelines (ISO/IEC/IEEE 2011).  
The approach has been applied in a real-life business case on a transparency system for meat 
supply chains. The case included a large and diverse number of organisations including 
farmers, meat processors, bulk customers of meat products (such as retailers and caterers) and 
third parties. It appeared that each of these stakeholders differed with respect to the adopted 
architectures, collaboration concerns, business processes, and IT systems. Yet, our approach 
was successfully applied to model the alignments of the diverse business collaboration models 
involved in realizing supply chain wide transparency systems.  
Alignment modelling has been used in BITA* to help derive reference architecture for the 
given problem (such as chain-wide transparency for meat supply chain) from a generic and 
broadly-accepted reference architecture. For the case study the adopted generic reference 
architecture was the EPCIS which appeared helpful. There are, however, cases in which a 
suitable generic reference architecture is unavailable. For such cases, further research is 
required on how to design a bootstrap reference architecture that will help the alignment 
process.  
While applying the approach, we could observe the following. First of all, adopting an explicit 
process for the alignment problem is very helpful to support awareness of the alignment 
problems and likewise to create a common understanding among the stakeholders. Because of 
the explicit alignment process the alignment problems could be more easily identified and the 
relevant reference architecture adapted before the collaborating partners start the often 
difficult process of redesigning business process and IT systems. This was vital because 
misalignment identified later in the process of system development would be more 
problematic and costly for all stakeholders. Second, the viewpoints that we have provided 
seemed to be necessary to make the alignment process explicit and model-based. So far, the 
adopted models were basically using existing business process and IT design abstractions. No 
explicit design abstractions were provided for representing alignment concerns. As such, the 
overall communication of these concerns and the guidance for solving them were seriously 
limited.  
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We have focussed in this paper on alignment concerns of multiple collaborating organisations. 
The BITA* approach is, however, equally applicable when only two or few organisations are 
involved, in which case the collaboration architecture adopted by one of the organisations 
serves as a reference architecture. This is usually the case when dependent organisations (for 
instance, suppliers) must align their business processes and IT systems with the dominant 
(focal) organisation (such as a large manufacturer or a large retailer).  
3.7 RELATED WORK 
There is a considerable literature on alignment. However, explicit alignment models and an 
accompanying design framework are lacking. In this section, we provide only a short 
overview of related work that focus both on modelling abstractions and systematic 
approaches.  
Chen et al. (2005) proposed BITAM (Business IT Alignment Method): BITAM, which is a 
systematic approach consisting of twelve steps for detecting and correcting misalignments. 
Typical steps of their approach are for instance, elicit business and IT architecture from 
architects (step 5 and 6), map operational scenarios onto business and IT architectures (steps 
7 and 8), and assess the misalignments (step 9). However, the approach depends on personal 
perceptions and not on explicit models. Recently, Hinkelmann et al. (2016) propose a 
business and IT alignment approach that combines enterprise architecture modelling 
(including the modelling approaches we used in this paper) and enterprise ontologies. 
Enterprise ontologies are tools of knowledge engineering and enable explicit specifications of 
conceptualizations of a given problem domain (Gruber 1995) and will enable building a 
knowledge base of explicit representation of reference models and patterns. However, the 
authors did not present the required knowledge base that is comparable to the workflow 
patterns that we successfully applied. Yet another recent related work focused on a specific 
aspect of misalignment between business processes and software user interfaces (Hoch et al. 
2016). Hoch et al. accurately identify the fact that gaps between business processes and their 
supporting software exist because the representation of process elements in the software 
models is implicit – a case in point being the lack of user interface specification in BPMN 
models. They have, therefore, proposed a model of representing business artefacts to enrich 
BPMN models so that implicit assumptions of business process and the unforeseen business-
IT misalignments can be avoided. In addition to these and other business-IT alignment 
approaches the existing enterprise designs frameworks, such as TOGAF (The Open Group 
2011), provide methodologies that address alignment issues. However, these frameworks can 
be characterised as a one way alignment methods because they guide how to design the IT to 
fulfil the requirements laid out in the form of business process models, but not the other way 
round. Generally, the common limitation of existing alignment approaches and enterprise 
design frameworks is that they do not address alignment problem in which multiple 
organisations are involved.  
3.8 CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented BITA*, a framework for aligning business processes and IT 
systems of multiple collaborating organisations. We identified three types of alignment 
concerns including business process to business process (BP2BP), IT to IT (IT2IT) and 
business process to IT (BP2IT) alignment concerns, and provided the corresponding three 
alignment design viewpoints.  
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Recognizing the difficulty of comparing incomparable models of business process and IT 
from diverse organisations, we introduced a number of key concepts in BITA* that has 
allowed us to develop models for aligning business process and IT models in a uniform 
manner. First, we used reference models as a common model with which diverse models from 
diverse organisations can be compared. Then we introduced allocation models as means of 
uniformly representing diverse business process and IT models that have to be aligned. Third, 
we used workflow patterns to support capturing complex business process and IT models as 
allocation models. These conceptualizations enabled us to design alignment models. The 
alignment models include explicit alignment attributes—convergence, absence, divergence, 
partial convergence, partial divergence, irrelevant—that can be assigned to allocations.  
We presented a step-by-step approach that shows how business analysts and software 
architects can align the diverse concrete models with the reference models iteratively, and 
how they can incrementally improve the concrete and reference models until the desired level 
of alignment is achieved. Finally, we demonstrated the framework by applying it to an 
industrial case study.  
In our future work we aim to build a design support system for further assisting the business 
analysts and architects in the modelling and alignment process. A relevant future study in this 
context could be the enhancements of workflow patterns for recurring business collaboration 
concerns as the workflow patterns that we used were originally devised to describe centralized 
workflow systems of individual organisations.  
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Abstract 
Transparency in meat supply chains is necessary to guarantee the safety, quality and 
trust of consumers in meat products. However, transparency systems currently in place 
are often not adequate for sharing transparency data among food operators, providing 
consumers accurate transparency information, or enabling authorities to respond 
quickly and effectively in cases of food safety emergencies. Due to major meat crises 
and scandals the meat sector has in this respect attracted substantial attention. In this 
paper we identify regulatory, business, consumer and technological requirements for 
meat supply chain transparency systems and present a reference software architecture 
that will guide the realisation of these systems. The reference architecture is 
characterized by three main elements: the EPCIS standard for tracking and tracing, 
cloud-based realisation of transparency systems, and the provision of transparency 
systems as services by third-party transparency service providers (3pTSPs). Usage 
scenarios are presented to explain how the different types of meat supply chain actors 
can use transparency systems that are based on the architecture.  
Keywords: Meat supply chain transparency; Consumer awareness in meat; Tracking & 
tracing; Food regulations; EPCIS; Cloud-based services 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Transparency in meat supply chains is necessary to guarantee the safety, quality and trust of 
consumers in meat products. Consumers’ trust in meat products, production, origin and the 
actors
2
 involved is crucial for the functioning and competitiveness of local, regional and 
global food markets (Brom 2000, Schiefer 2011). Particularly meat is a relatively sensitive 
product as highlighted by major crises and scandals such as the BSE (Bovine Spongiform 
Encephalopathy, commonly called mad cow disease) crisis (Collee and Bradley 1997), the 
dioxin crisis (Verbeke 2001) and the recent horse meat scandal (Premanandh 2013). As a 
result a number of transparency measures are incorporated in food regulations such as the 
European regulation Reg. N
o
 178/2002 (also referred to as the General Food Law - GFL) and 
the more recent regulation Reg. N
o
 1169/2011.  
Crucial aspects of transparency are tracking and tracing (traceability) and the ability to make 
consumers
3
 aware of a wide range of quality attributes of their food. Traceability refers to the 
ability to track downstream the supply chain where a distinct batch or lot of product is (or is 
being processed) and to trace upstream the supply chain from where a distinct batch or lot 
came (van Dorp 2004). In this article ‘consumer awareness’ refers to awareness of consumers 
about the diverse quality attributes of the meat products they buy, such as, nutritional value, 
place of origin or provenance, ingredients, specific quality attributes, and allergy risks.  
Today’s transparency systems rely largely on basic technologies, mainly, labelling and “paper 
trails” left by email, fax or EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) business interactions. Some 
large meat processing companies do have transparency systems in place as part of their 
                                                 
2
 We use the terms actor, company, food operator and business interchangeably in this article. 
3
 We use the term consumer to mean shoppers as well as consumers at home or elsewhere.  
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enterprise system, however, the use of state-of-the-art enterprise transparency systems rarely 
extends entire meat supply chains (Trienekens et al. 2012).  
Consumers rely almost exclusively on labels for information about meat products they buy 
from retailers. A label is a printed tag that is physically attached to the product and the 
information it carries can only be accessed if one can physically get hold of the product. The 
dependence on labels can be ascribed to the requirements of food regulations that mandate 
them as exclusive means of communication with consumers. Food regulations do not yet 
cover remote access to transparency information even though the Internet is a commonplace 
in today’s society and consumers increasingly rely on it for information. A notable exception 
in this respect is the recent European food regulation, Reg. N
o
 1169/2011, that goes beyond 
labelling and towards rules that govern other means of access to food information, including 
the Internet (article 27, EC 2011).  
Food regulations have also major influence on the way food operators collaborate and 
exchange information. In Europe, GFL prescribes the one-back/one-forward principle to meat 
transparency. According to this principle food operators are only required to identify and 
share information with their immediate suppliers (one-back) and immediate customers (one-
forward) (EC 2007, EC 2011). This leads to a linear one-back/one-forward collaboration 
chain where transparency data is passed to retailers through successive links from farms and 
across the various intermediate actors (i.e. slaughterhouses and meat processing companies). 
This method is however not robust because, in practice, not all food operators implement 
state-of-the-art transparency systems and the benefits of gathering detailed transparency data 
by one actor are largely lost when subsequent actors are not able to pass on the data.  
Realizing chain wide transparency – for either addressing food safety emergencies or 
enhancing consumer awareness – requires that each individual food operator implements a 
transparency system inside its production facilities, and that information flows smoothly 
among the individual transparency systems. Chain-wide transparency systems can thus be 
considered to consist of two complementary sub systems – internal and external transparency 
systems (Moe 1998, Gandino et al. 2009). Realizing internal transparency requires food 
operators to establish the logical links between the identification code of a specific batch of 
output products they deliver to their customers to the identification codes of specific batches 
of input products (ingredients) they obtained from their suppliers and used in the making of 
the output products. Realizing external transparency requires pairs of trading food operators to 
establish the logical links between identification codes of products delivered by the one and 
received by the other.  
For food operators to engage in an efficient and effective information exchange their internal 
transparency systems should be based on electronic record keeping and the information 
exchanged should conform to standards. The need to share traceability data across a wide 
range of industries led the GS1, a global consortium of businesses, to develop the EPCIS 
(Electronic Product Code Information Services) standard (GS1 EPCglobal 2014). The 
standard specifies how traceability data are captured digitally and defines standard data types 
and interfaces for exchanging them. The information exchanged is about individual or a class 
of product items that are uniquely identified globally by an identification code called EPC 
(Electronic Product Code).  
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Chain-wide transparency systems can be realized using a linear, centralized or distributed 
model of collaboration (Meuwissen et al. 2003, Folinas et al. 2006, GS1 2010, Bhatt et al. 
2012). An example of the linear model of collaboration is the one-back/one-forward 
approach. In the centralized approach, such as national bovine animal registration systems in 
Europe (EC 2000, EC 2004), a shared transparency system is created where transparency data 
is collected and from which it is accessed. In the distributed approach food operators 
maintain own transparency systems that are interconnected into a network. One approach to 
realize a distributed model of collaboration is to adopt the EPCIS standard (Shanahan et al. 
2009, Thakur et al. 2011).   
Recent experiences in practice as well as research literature indicate that, besides the one-
back/one-forward method, both the centralized and the distributed scenarios are viable forms 
of collaboration for realizing chain-wide transparency systems (Bowling et al. 2008, Myhre et 
al. 2009, Shanahan et al. 2009, Hartley 2013). However, besides the national (centralized) 
bovine animal registration systems and few experimental distributed (EPCIS-based) systems 
we are unable to determine a widespread use of these two approaches. The centralized 
approach is simple to implement but requires either trust among supply chain actors or 
regulatory mandate. In addition the centralized approach requires a trusted third-party that 
manages the centralized system to which all food operators will have to publish transparency 
data. Distributed systems, on the other hand, require that each food operator maintains state-
of-the-art transparency system following global standards (such as the EPCIS standard). But, 
state-of-the-art systems are costly and in most cases beyond the means of small businesses.  
In recent years, the cloud computing paradigm is enabling standard software packages to be 
available as a service following the SaaS (Software as a Service) business model. This new 
business model makes state-of-the-art software affordable and accessible on-demand over the 
Internet. The European Future Internet Public-Private Partnership (FI-PPP) programme (FI-
PPP 2013) aims to accelerate the adoption of this new Internet-centric technologies in Europe 
by providing the building blocks required to realize the technologies. 
In this paper we argue for such a cloud- and standards-based approach for realizing chain-
wide transparency systems. We further argue that these systems have to accommodate both 
centralized and distributed forms of information sharing and collaboration. We present a 
reference architecture that shows how this can be achieved.  
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we describe the methodology followed. In 
Section 3, we discuss the current state of transparency systems in meat supply chains with the 
help of an illustrative example. In section 4, we formulate a number of requirements for the 
reference architecture. In section 5, we present the reference architecture based on the 
requirements outlined in section 4. Finally we make concluding remarks in section 6.  
4.2 RESEARCH APPROACH 
The work presented in this paper is design-oriented research conducted in the context of two 
research projects: Smart Agri-Food (SAF) (SAF 2013) and its follow-up FIspace (FIspace 
2013). Both projects are part of the European FI-PPP program. In this program a new 
integrated IT infrastructure is being developed and tested in three phases. At the core of FI-
PPP is the FI-Ware project (FI-Ware 2013) that develops a core platform consisting of a set of 
IT Generic Enablers (GEs). Around the FI-Ware project are a number of use case projects, in 
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which requirements are gathered and the resulting platform tested (Brewster et al. 2012). SAF 
and FIspace are two of such use case projects. This paper is based on a pilot study within SAF 
and FIspace in which the architecture is designed.  
The design process is done in three steps. First, we analysed the current state of meat supply 
chain transparency. The analysis is based on a beef supply chain in Germany (hereafter 
referred simply as the supply chain), which we consider to be representative of major meat 
supply chains in Europe. To gain insight two focus group workshops were conducted in 
November and December of 2011 involving representatives of relevant organisations, food 
operators, retailers, and members of the FIspace research team. We also visited a large 
slaughterhouse (hereafter simply referred to as the slaughterhouse) that is part of the beef 
supply chain of our pilot study. The organisations involved in the workshops include GS1, 
Orgainvent, EHI, Global G.A.P., QS, the slaughterhouse and two supermarket chains in 
Germany. GS1 is a global not-for-profit organisation that is responsible for developing global 
standards to improve the efficiency and transparency of supply chains; Orgainvent is an 
organisation responsible for standardizing meat labelling in Germany; EHI is a scientific 
institute of the German retail industry; Global G.A.P is a global organisation that promotes 
good agricultural practices and QS is an independent meat quality assurance company in 
Germany. 
Second, we identified a number of requirements through the workshops and subsequent 
formal and informal contacts with the representatives. The workshops were followed by 
facility visits of a meat processing plant and informal interviews of the representatives of the 
slaughterhouse, the meat processing plant and two of the major supermarket chains in 2012. 
The visits, interviews and the materials we received provided us with detailed information 
about the processes in meat supply chains. Besides, we received additional information in 
bilateral correspondence with the representative of the slaughterhouse, Global G.A.P, GS1 
and other relevant organisations to obtain a rich appreciation (Checkland and Winter 2005) of 
the state of transparency in meat supply chains and formulate possible improvement options.  
Last, we designed the reference architecture incrementally and iteratively following the 
requirements identified in the previous step. We employed usage scenarios to demonstrate 
how a transparency system based on the reference architecture can be utilized and improved 
on the design using the insights gained. Even though the architecture builds mainly on the 
FIspace platform our aim is to provide a reference architecture that will serve as a blueprint 
for future meat transparency systems on any comparable cloud-based platform.  
4.3 THE CURRENT STATE 
Transparency systems in today’s meat supply chains are too diverse to make a general 
description. We, therefore, use our pilot study as an illustrative example of the current state. 
The example is from a beef supply chain in which the slaughterhouse involved is the focal 
company. 
4.3.1 An illustrative example 
The supply chain from the perspective of a representative of the slaughterhouse is depicted in 
Figure 4-1. The figure shows that the slaughterhouse plays a key role in the flow of 
transparency information; it shows how the slaughterhouse gathers data from farmers and 
passes them along the flow of products to the various downstream actors. The slaughterhouse 
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and farmers share data with third parties too (orthogonal to the flow of products). The third 
parties involved are the QS quality assurance agency, the HIT national bovine animal 
registration office, veterinaries, laboratories, provider of a trade fair web portal (Mynetfair) 
and an independent third-party (hereafter referred to as the 3pTSP – the third-party 
transparency service provider) that provides a transparency system called fTRACE. fTRACE 
is a subject of this paper and will be described in detail in the next section. 
 
Figure 4-1. Data flow in a German meat supply chain (courtesy of the representative of the 
slaughterhouse; translated from German). QS (Qualität und Sicherheit) is a German quality 
assurance scheme with an associated company by the same name that does the bulk of meat 
quality assurance audits in Germany(Albersmeier et al. 2009). HIT (Herkunftssicherungs- 
und Informationssystem Tiere) is a German national database for registration of movement of 
bovine animals established in accordance with the EC Regulation 1760/2000 (EC 2011). 
Mynetfair is a trade fair web portal (Mynetfair 2013). fTRACE is a third-party meat 
transparency system offered by GS1 Germany (fTRACE 2013). 
Within the slaughterhouse labels are used during many of the internal processing steps in 
order to comply with European regulatory prescription (see Figure 4-2). The labels are 
standardized using the Orgainvent voluntary labelling scheme. An internal transparency 
system is realized using an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system.  
4.3.2 fTRACE 
A system that is used in the supply chain but that is not representative of the current state 
elsewhere is the fTRACE system; in fact it is unique in Europe. fTRACE is a web-based 
third-party transparency system consisting of a smartphone application (the fTRACE 
smartphone app) and a transparency database managed in the fTRACE server. The database is 
regularly updated by the slaughterhouse using data from its own operations and its suppliers, 
which are mainly farmers. The fTRACE system works as follows. A QR-code is printed on 
the meat package alongside other labelling information. The code encodes the web address 
(URL) of the fTRACE server and the unique identification code (ID) of the batch from which 
the meat product comes. A user scans the QR-code in supermarkets or at home with his or her 
smartphone. The smartphone decodes the QR code into a web address and a unique batch 
number, fetches transparency information from the fTRACE server and presents the 
information to the user in a user-friendly form. The user interface of the fTRACE smartphone 
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Figure 4-2. An example of an intermediate meat product i.e. a carcass quarter (a) and paper 
(printed) label placed on the intermediate product (b) (based on real-life images obtained 
from the slaughterhouse) 
 
 
Figure 4-3. fTRACE mobile app (version of January 2013 being tested in a Spanish 
supermarket) 
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fTRACE was originally commissioned by a meat processing company for use by its own 
consumers. Realizing that its use is better managed by an independent and trusted third party 
the meat processor transferred fTRACE to the 3pTSP. Since then fTRACE has been used in a 
number of supermarkets in Germany. 
4.3.3 The architecture of the transparency system  
We describe the architecture of the transparency system of the illustrative supply chain by 
starting with a ‘walk through’ the system and continue with an analysis of its key aspects.  
4.3.3.1 A walk through the current transparency system 
Figure 4-4 depicts the supply chain under consideration along with the flow of information 
through the transparency system. The transparency system consists of two information flow 
channels through which transparency data travel. The first is a paper-based information 
channel wherein transparency data are passed via labelling and delivery notes. The second is a 
digital information channel wherein transparency data are transmitted electronically.  
Chain-wide transparency starts with capturing transparency data (1) (see Figure 4-4) either by 
scanning a label on the product (as in Figure 4-2) or entering data manually. The data 
captured are then stored in the information system of the food operator. The slaughterhouse 
uses an advanced ERP system; farmers use diverse basic (or desktop) information systems; 
other food operators use various types of systems (2). When a meat product is processed and 
passed to the next food operator, the meat is labelled and the delivery is usually accompanied 
by a paper delivery note (3). At the same time order and delivery information is transmitted 
electronically (4). The product is finally delivered to retailers. In the retail shop the label on 
the product is the main source of transparency information (5). In the supply chain under 
consideration data is also submitted to the 3pTSP by the slaughterhouse (6). In such cases 








































































4.3.3.2 Key aspects of the system  
Based on the above descriptions we identify six key aspects of the system. The first aspect 
relates to how information is provided to consumers (and shoppers). Clearly, the last meat 
supply chain actor responsible for the packaging and labelling of the meat product is the 
information provider. The supply chain under consideration is in this respect different because 
the slaughterhouse is able to provide transparency information digitally to consumers with the 
help of a 3pTSP using a smartphone app. As a result, the ease with which information is 
provided to consumers and the level of detail of the information is significantly different from 
label-based information provision.  
The second aspect relates to the way food operators collaborate to realize chain-wide 
transparency. Dictated by food regulations they collaborate and exchange information only 
with their direct suppliers (one-back) and direct customers (one-forward). As a result food 
operators normally have no way of asking for information directly from the suppliers of their 
suppliers and they also don’t have the means of reaching the customers of their customers 
directly. Again, the supply-chain of our case is an exception, since the slaughterhouse can 
reach the customers of its customers (i.e. shoppers at supermarkets) through the fTRACE 
system. 
The third aspect relates to data sharing. Food operators share data among each other using a 
diversity of data transfer methods, including labels, emails, fax and EDI. Businesses 
communicate using such communication protocols as X.400 (ITU-T 1999) and AS 2 (Moberg 
and Drummond 2005) but the main purpose of communication is for handling business 
transaction and not exchanging transparency information. Transparency data have to be 
filtered from the business transaction data.  
The fourth aspect relates to data format. Two food operators can share information only if 
they use a shared data format and semantics. In the supply chain both standardized and 
proprietary data formats are used. Farmers pass data to the slaughterhouse using the 
ISOagriNET standard (ISOagriNet 2013); the slaughterhouse uses the EANCOM standard 
(GS1 2013) to communicate with its customers. Both farmers and the slaughterhouse use a 
number of specialized or proprietary formats to communicate with third parties, including the 
fTRACE system.  
The fifth aspect is related to data storage. Each food operator is required to keep a record of 
transparency information according to the requirements of GFL. Food operators do keep a 
record of data required by regulations but not always in a digital form – as the regulatory 
requirements do not demand electronic record keeping. In fTRACE, transparency information 
is stored digitally both in the information system of the slaughterhouse and at the 3pTSP. 
Storing data digitally at 3pTSP has been a sensitive issue for the slaughterhouse and it may in 
future not transfer bulk data to the 3pTSP but allow it to query data on-demand.  
The sixth aspect refers to access to information, particularly, by regulatory authorities in case 
of food safety emergencies. Authorities have the right to obtain information from all actors in 
cases of emergencies but there is currently no standard or specification we know of that 
allows them to query data across the entire meat supply chain electronically and quickly in a 
uniform manner. The fTRACE system can provide an effective means of tracking and tracing 
in case of food safety emergencies but this aspect has so far never been tested or used. 
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4.4 ARCHITECTURAL REQUIREMENTS  
We categories architectural requirements for future chain-wide meat transparency systems 
into regulatory, business, consumer and technological requirements. These requirements are 
described below.  
4.4.1 Regulatory requirements 
Food regulations impose specific requirements on how transparency systems shall function 
because they cover aspects of record keeping and data sharing – besides quality and safety 
aspects. These aspects pose specific IT requirements on transparency systems. We mention 
only the most significant EU food regulations in this regard.  
EU regulation Reg. N
o 
1760/2000 (EC 2000) requires the identification and registration of 
bovine animals and the labelling of beef and beef products. Paragraph 1 of article 13 of the 
regulation particularly states: “The compulsory labelling system shall ensure a link between, 
on the one hand, the identification of the carcass, quarter or pieces of meat and, on the other 
hand, the individual animal or, where this is sufficient to enable the accuracy of the 
information on the label to be checked, the group of animals concerned”.  
The General Food Law (EC 2002) and its amendments mandate the one-back/one-forward 
traceability model. The commission clarifies the essence of this principle as: “... the 
requirement for traceability is limited to ensuring that businesses are at least able to identify 
the immediate supplier of the product in question and the immediate subsequent recipient” 
(EC 2007).  
Though these regulations seem to demand sound record keeping they do not mandate 
electronic record keeping or automated tracking and tracing. As a result, some food operators 
keep only paper-based documents. When a crisis or a scandal breaks out identification of the 
source of the problem takes much time and crisis response requires unnecessary effort from 
food operators that are not involved in the crisis.  
A recent regulation, Reg. N
o
 1169/2011 (EC 2011), on food labelling aims at providing 
consumers “a high level of health protection and to guarantee their right to information” so 
that they will have the right information “to make informed choices and to make safe use of 
food”. This regulation, which introduces additional obligatory nutritional labelling 
requirements, is also designed to keep up to date with consumers’ demand to new information 
and requires sufficient flexibility in transparency systems.  
4.4.2 Business requirements 
Whenever a crisis or a scandal breaks out the whole meat sector suffers. During the dioxin 
crisis of 1999 many companies in the meat as well as the feed sector suffered the 
consequences. In the recent horse meat scandal a large number of businesses (around 370) 
were affected and a large volume of meat (50,000 tonnes, part of which was already 
consumed) was recalled (Holligan 2013). Naturally, the vast majority of businesses in the 
meat sector would like to have a system in place that will overcome such crises or scandals 
from happening in the first place; they would naturally also like the response to a crisis or a 
scandal once it occurs to be surgical and quick.  
Realizing a chain-wide transparency system for the entire meat sector is at present not 
realistic. Instead, it is possible to realize chain-wide transparency systems for specific supply 
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chains as is the case in the illustrative example. However, the meat sector is characterized by 
many small businesses who can’t afford to make large initial investments and implement 
state-of-the-art transparency systems. Even for medium and large food operators the cost-
benefit analysis may not favour large investments because the break-even point of traceability 
may not be reached (Meuwissen et al. 2003). When transparency systems are in place as part 
of enterprise systems, detailed transparency data is rarely shared outside the boundary of the 
company (Trienekens et al. 2012) partly because transparency data are intertwined with 
sensitive business data (see section 4.4.4.3). These problems require solutions that will 
capture and process transparency data directly and that will accommodate a range of 
information systems, from simple ones used by small businesses to complex systems used by 
large food operators. 3pTSPs, defined here as trusted independent companies or organisations 
that provide transparency systems as a service, play a crucial role in facilitating information 
exchange. 
4.4.3 Consumer requirements 
Today consumers have only limited information about the products they buy and they have 
even more limited means of providing feedback. Since producers do not have effective means 
of communication with their consumers there arises a substantial communication gap between 
them and consumers (Duffy et al. 2005). In recent years smart devices (smartphones and 
tablets) enable to bridge this gap. There are today many examples of retail shops where 
instant and detailed product information is made available to consumers using smartphones 
(Ebling and Cáceres 2010). While such smartphone apps can be considered as a luxury 
convenience for many shoppers and consumers certain smartphone apps help improve the 
quality of life significantly. This is for instance demonstrated by the popularity of food allergy 
smartphone apps for sufferers of food allergy such as gluten intolerance.  
However, even when a system like fTRACE is in place, communication between consumers 
and actors upstream the supply chain is in most cases not realized. For instance, individual 
farmers who have made animal welfare a priority have no way of informing consumers about 
their effort – and getting a better value for their product. Future transparency systems should 
reduce the communication gap between consumers and producers.  
4.4.4 Technological requirements 
New technological enablers provide new possibilities for realizing affordable and improved 
transparency systems. We identify standardization of transparency systems and new 
computing paradigms as two major technological enablers. These enablers impose 
requirements as technology push effects (Chau and Tam 2000) instead of pull effects 
(business, consumer or regulatory). Below we describe the effects of these enablers on future 
generation transparency systems in meat supply chains. 
4.4.4.1 Standardization  
Currently, transparency data in meat supply chains are mainly extracted from business 
transaction data, as the sector lacks widely adopted standards for capturing and 
communicating transparency data. But, business transactions do not contain all events that are 
relevant for transparency purposes. As a result relevant transparency information can escape 
detection. Moreover, the need to secure sensitive business data requires a solution that will 
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capture and process transparency data independently from sensitive business transaction data 
(see section 4.4.2).  
If such a solution is to be widely adopted it should be based on well-recognized standards. 
The EPCIS standard is such well-recognized global standard that can be used to realize 
internal and external transparency systems in the meat sector as demonstrated by few case 
studies (Grande and Vieira 2013, Hartley 2013). Below we describe what the standard 
specifies. 
The EPCIS standard specifies how a trading company captures and stores data and makes it 
accessible to its trading partners. The standard adopts a distributed information system 
architecture. This means companies have full control over their data and provide and receive 
information using a common interface. Figure 4-5 depicts a transparency system based on the 
EPCIS standard.  
The figure shows the components of a transparency system based on the EPCIS specification. 
The main components are EPCIS Capturing Applications, EPCIS Repositories, EPCIS 
Accessing Applications and Master Data Repositories. Capturing Applications are mostly 
linked to scanners, sensors or any other data capturing mechanisms. The data so captured are 
called EPCIS events. EPCIS events are also referred to as dynamic data because they are 
captured in the course of the product’s journey through the supply chain and accumulate 
overtime. A Capturing Application sends EPCIS events to an EPCIS repository through the 
EPCIS Capture Interface of the repository. The repository makes data accessible through its 
EPCIS Query Interface. Trading partners query the repository using their EPCIS Accessing 
Applications. In this article we refer to the EPCIS repository and its capture and query 
interfaces as an EPCIS system. Master Data Repositories contain additional data (also referred 
to as static data) pertaining to products, locations of food operator facilities, or other 
contextual data that are necessary for describing EPCIS events (EPCglobal 2007).  
The recent version of the standard (EPCIS 1. 1) defines four event types: an object event 
 
Figure 4-5. The components of an EPCIS-based transparency system and how information 
flows among the components. (adapted from EPCglobal 2007) 
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occurs when an object is observed (or is not observed while it should), an aggregation event 
occurs when an object is added to or removed from a containment (mainly used to track 
palletized objects), a transaction event occurs when an object is associated or disassociated 
with a business transaction, and transformation event occurs when one or more (input) objects 
are consumed and transformed into (output) objects. There is, in fact, a fifth event type, 
quantity event, coming from the previous version of the standard (EPCglobal 2007) used for 
counting the inventory level of a product. But, this event is deprecated in the new standard 
since the object event now enables to capture the same information what was previously 
captured by the quantity event. Events contain data about the identity of the product, the date 
and time of event occurrence, the location where it occurred, and the reason why the event 
occurred. These are conveniently abbreviated as the what, when, where and why of the event. 
The what (the identity) and where (location) are represented by EPCs and are globally unique. 
The when (date and time) is a local time and time zone or UTC (Universal Time Coordinated) 
timestamp. The why (reason) of the event is described using a predefined but extensible 
vocabulary of business process steps (GS1 EPCglobal 2014). 
When users request for transparency information, traceability data from EPCIS repositories 
and contextual information from master data repositories are combined to create transparency 
information that is understandable to human users. Dynamic data become meaningful to users 
only when combined with static data (contextual information) that represent the various 
attributes of the events such as the description of the products, the locations where the events 
occurred and the circumstances of the events. For instance, consider a query that submits the 
ID of a product item (in the meat sector that could be the product code with a batch number) 
and gets a query result consisting of only one object event (in practice a query returns many 
events from more than one repository): “Object:epc1, Time:t1, Time zone: z1, ..., 
Location:epcLoc1, ...". To make this query result meaningful to users, the IDs epc1, epLoc1, 
etc. have to be translated to meaningful information, therefore, epc1 and epcLoc1 have to be 
looked up in a master data repository. The look up may, for instance, return “veal shoulder 
blade, etc.” for epc1 describing the product and “x house number, y street, z city, etc.” for 
epcLoc1 describing the full address of the processing plant where the event is generated 
(EPCglobal 2007). 
Querying for transparency information is a challenge since the product information has to 
come from several EPCIS repositories whose web-addresses have to be discovered. 
Specifically, given an EPC (an ID of a specific product item) one should be able to obtain 
pointers to the EPCIS systems from which one can retrieve the events related to the EPC. Two 
standards are proposed for this purpose. The ONS (Object Naming Service) standard 
(EPCglobal 2013) is a standard that defines how a product EPC can be resolved to the 
authoritative EPCIS system associated with the issuer of the EPC. The Discovery Services 
standard, which is still work-in-progress, will enable to discover who else may have 
information for a given EPC (GS1 EPCglobal 2013).  
The fact that the discovery services standard is still under development while almost all other 
EPC related standards were made available in quick succession between 2004 and 2007 and 
the few remaining by 2011 (GS1 EPCglobal 2013) indicates the difficulty of devising a way 
of global discovery. We argue instead for supply chain specific discovery service provided by 
3pTSPs. Since 3pTSPs serve specific supply chains (see section 4.4.2) they can also provide 
integration with legacy (non-EPCIS) transparency systems. Integration with legacy systems is 
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crucial in realizing chain-wide transparency since some food operators have already invested 
on these legacy systems, and these food operators may not be willing to adopt yet new 
transparency systems. In addition, end-user applications (such as smart phone apps for 
consumers) are preferably made available by 3pTSPs instead of by individual food operators 
for diverse reasons including reducing the cost of development of the applications and 
promoting their widespread use. 
4.4.4.2 New computing paradigms 
Realizing a transparency system requires a set of software systems that may require large 
initial capital investments in software and hardware. Cloud-computing enables software to be 
available as a utility or service (instead of a product) making large initial capital investments 
in software and hardware unnecessary. Cloud computing refers to software applications, or 
the lower-level infrastructure for building software applications, delivered as services or over 
the Internet (Armbrust et al. 2010). Since the cloud paradigm to computing is relatively 
recent, no coherent set of generic functionalities were available. In Europe the FI-PPP 
program aims to change this by providing the FI-Ware platform and the resulting cloud-based 
platforms and software applications. 
The FI-Ware platform offers GEs for building new software platforms and applications. There 
are currently dozens of GEs available in the FI-Ware platform. These GEs are categorized as 
Cloud Hosting (CH), Data and Context Management (DCM), Internet of Things (IoT), 
Interface to Networks and Devices (IND), Identity and Security (I&S) and Marketplace and 
Mashup Frameworks (MMF) GEs (FI-Ware 2013). FIspace is one of the platforms built using 
FI-Ware GEs. FIspace is a business collaboration platform designed as a ‘social-network’, 
much like Facebook, but for businesses. The platform provides a set of basic applications, a 
business process engine that allows systems designers and software developers to link the 
apps and services into a collaboration business process, and a set of APIs for developing apps 
and business processes. The development of FIspace as a SaaS platform fits the current trend 
that is characterized by increasing adoption of the cloud computing paradigm (Patidar et al. 
2012).  
4.4.4.3 Constraints on technical requirements 
Functional requirements are usually accompanied by non-functional characteristics such as 
usability, security, performance, etc. (Glinz 2007, Chung and Leite 2009). Many of these non-
functional characteristics (referred to as non-functional requirements) specify implementation 
or external constraints (Glinz 2007) and thus depend on the technical choices made in a 
specific software product development rather than the choices made in a reference 
architecture. But, some non-functional requirements may directly be related to the choices 
made in the reference architecture. Specific non-functional requirements put forward during 
the pilot study are mainly related to data security, namely: data ownership, data storage 
location and vendor (in)dependence. Many businesses want to maintain ownership of their 
data so that they can control who may or may not have access to them. They want to have 
control over where their data will be stored; they want to decide on which data will be stored 
locally and which in the cloud (remote data repositories). Many businesses demand that they 
be able to specify the confidentiality of their data that are stored remotely and accessed 
through cloud-based services. In addition, businesses want to avoid getting trapped in vendor 
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specific platform. In case of FIspace they made their preference for multi-instance and 
distributed FIspace platform over a single instance (like Facebook) platform.  
4.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A software architecture describes the components of a software system, their interactions and 
the relation of the system with its environment based on software design principles, styles and 
patterns (Bass et al. 2003, ISO/IEC/IEEE 2011). A reference architecture describes these 
characteristics but for a class of software systems using a combination of one or more 
reference models and architectural patterns (Bass et al. 2003 pp. 24-6). In this section we 
describe our proposed reference architecture and show how it addresses the generic 
requirements outlined in the previous section.  
4.5.1 Transparency system based on EPCIS  
By choosing for the EPCIS standard to fulfil one of the generic requirements (see section 
4.4.4.1) we also choose to align the way data is captured, stored and accessed with what is 
specified in the standard. Since the EPCIS standard is not specifically made for, and does not 
fully address the requirements of, meat supply chains we shall identify where it meets our 
needs, what its shortcomings are, and how the shortcomings can be addressed.  
According to the EPCIS standard transparency data are captured as events unfold during the 
physical flow of products. Events are captured with the help of four data items: what (in the 
meat sector using a Global Trade Identification Number (GTIN) (GS1 2013) together with the 
batch ID), where (usually using a Global Location Number (GLN) (GS1 2013)), when (using 
a globally unique timestamp (ISO 2004)), and why (using standard vocabularies). Capturing 
meat transparency data as EPCIS events requires understanding the processes involved in 
meat supply chains and identifying where and when an event should be captured. At the farm 
level, events critical for transparency are the birth of animals and their transfer from one farm 
to another farm or to a slaughterhouse. Other relevant events include those related to feed, 
vaccination, medication and veterinary inspection. At processing facilities critical events are 
the slaughter of the animal, the processing of meat (splitting, chilling, cutting/portioning, 
etc.), inspection, testing and packaging. In logistic operations critical events are transport 
(loading and unloading) and storage. At retail the important event is the sale of the product. 
At all stages the withdrawal of a product for whatever reason is an important event that needs 
to be captured. 
To address specific aspects of the meat supply chains we identify two aspects related to 
metadata where transparency systems – even if built to the EPCIS standard – need to be 
augmented. First, metadata vocabularies related to business operations in the meat sector need 
to be defined by the sector. While the vocabularies used for logistic operations, such as 
loading, picking, packing, etc., are common across many sectors (Blackstone and Cox 2005, 
GS1 EPCglobal 2014), meat production processes like birth, medication, slaughtering, 
splitting, etc. have to be defined in a uniform manner.  
Second, meat product metadata that provide consumer awareness about meat product quality 
attributes such as nutritional value, ingredients, and safety should be captured in product 
master data repositories. Various meat attributes, such as cuts and grades, are standardized to 
facilitate communication and electronic trading (UN/ECE 2006, Polkinghorne and Thompson 
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2010). However, such information is also valuable to consumers and should be part of the 
transparency information provided to them.  
4.5.2 Storing and sharing transparency data 
As the EPCIS standard addresses the requirement for electronic record keeping and data 
sharing, it also requires that all food operators implement an EPCIS software system within 
their organisations. However, small companies in the meat sector (mainly farmers) use basic 
information systems or simple desktop applications. They deal with limited amount of 
transparency data that, in many cases, will not justify implementing full-fledged EPCIS 
systems (see section 4.4.2). We argued for 3pTSPs that will fill this gap. 3pTSPs can fill this 
gap by providing EPCIS systems that can be either shared among several companies or leased 
privately, in both cases based on the use on-demand, pay-as-you-go (Armbrust et al. 2010) 
business model to IT provisioning. 
Figure 4-6 shows how food operators, large and small, can use the services provided by 
3pTSPs. Small businesses that do not have their own EPCIS system use a shared EPCIS 
system to store and share transparency data. 3pTSPs provide them with a web-based interface 
for uploading and managing data (1). Large food operators with their own EPCIS systems 
provide EPCIS query interfaces with which others can query for transparency data (2). 
Sharing compulsory transparency information with immediate suppliers and customers to 
fulfil regulatory requirements (see section 4.4.1) can be realized using either the shared 
EPCIS system or direct exchange of information through mutually agreed protocols (3). If 
some of the companies use proprietary protocols or other standards (such as IsoAgriNet) 
3pTSPs can adopt the additional methods in (1). 
 
Figure 4-6. Sharing transparency data. (1) Transferring transparency data to a shared 
EPCIS repository managed by a 3pTSP. (2) Querying transparency data using query 
interfaces. (3) Sharing compulsory transparency information with immediate suppliers and 
customers directly using either EPCIS query interfaces or through mutually agreed protocols.  
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4.5.3 Transparency system powered by cloud-based services  
We envisage that EPCIS systems are better provided as cloud-based services for at least three 
reasons. First, small businesses may only afford a shared EPCIS system provided as a cloud-
based service by 3pTSPs. Second, not all food operators who want to use their own EPCIS 
system may choose for a potentially expensive on-premise EPCIS system; they would rather 
use a cloud-based EPCIS system (see section 4.4.4.2) leased from 3pTSPs. Third, the 
necessary query and discovery services are more easily made available as cloud-based 
services provided by 3pTSPs. In the remainder of this section we describe a usage scenario of 
a single shared EPCIS system; scenarios involving more than one EPCIS system (shared, on-
premise or cloud-based) are described in section 4.5.4.  
Figure 4-7 depicts a shared EPCIS system, provided by a 3pTSP, and its relationship with its 
environment – i.e. the FIspace collaboration platform (and through which the FI-Ware GEs), 
supply chain companies, and end-users (members of the 3pTSP, participating companies, 
authorities and consumers). The FIspace platform provides basic apps (some of which are 
recently referred to as services) which do one specific job. The apps support business 
processes by providing the logic and the user interface for specific task they are developed for 
while the business process engine (part of the core internal feature of FIspace – not depicted 
in the figure) manages the status of the tasks to be done.  
The five apps depicted in the picture: business profile app, product information app, logistic 
planning app, marketplace app and SLA (Service Level Agreement) management app, 
represent the basic features of the platform. A business profile app is used by businesses to 
 
Figure 4-7. A chain-wide transparency system based on FIspace: the various apps provided 
by 3pTSPs and their users 
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maintain their business profiles in FIspace. A product information app is used to display 
information about products and services. A marketplace app is used to announce products and 
services businesses are interested in or are offering. A logistic planning app enables 
businesses to plan transport using real time logistic information. An SLA management app 
provides services related to SLAs such as establishing SLAs and signalling deviation from 
them during execution.  
3pTSPs can leverage these basic apps and most importantly provide new ones required for 
realizing chain-wide transparency systems. We identify four new apps that 3pTSPs should 
provide: admin app, user/consumer app, data capture app and EPCIS query app. The admin 
app is a type of SLA management app that allows the 3pTSP and its customers (food 
operators) to manage agreements concerning data sharing and other transparency related 
services. These include, among others, managing subscription to systems provided by the 
3pTSP and managing data access rights to users. The other three apps are variations of a 
product information app. The user/consumer app resembles the fTRACE smartphone app (see 
Figure 4-3 and section 4.4.3) and provides users access to transparency information. The 
capture and query apps are used to capture and query EPCIS event data. In EPCIS terms the 
capture app is an EPCIS Capturing Application; likewise the query app is an EPCIS 
Accessing Application. The user app uses query results from the query app to provide 
consumers with user-friendly information.  
4.5.4 Chain-wide transparency system usage scenarios 
Figure 4-8 shows how a chain-wide transparency system involving a number of food 
operators can be set-up. The FIspace platform simplifies the setting up of the transparency 
system because the platform provides food operators basic services that enable them to 
present their business profiles, discover trading partners, view product offerings and facilitate 
business interactions. To be part of such a chain-wide transparency system food operators 
should use one of the three options: implement their own internal transparency system based 
on the EPCIS standard, use a shared EPCIS system in FIspace offered by a 3pTSP or adapt 
their legacy internal transparency system in a way that it can be queried by the apps of 
 
Figure 4-8. A chain-wide transparency system based on FIspace: how various types of food 
operators provide access to transparency information  
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3pTSPs (see sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.4.3). Food operators using a shared EPCIS system can 
choose between two ways of transferring transparency data to the shared system: a) manual 
data transfer, or b) automated data capture. We identify four types of data query with the 
corresponding internal transparency system: 1) EPCIS query from a shared EPCIS system, 2) 
EPCIS query from a cloud-based EPCIS system, 3) EPCIS query from on-premise EPCIS 
system and 4) proprietary query from a legacy system.  
The various types of food operators that can take part in a chain-wide transparency system 
provide us with three major scenarios of chain-wide transparency. First, we consider the two 
extremes and the corresponding scenarios, which are less likely to be used in practice. Next, 
we elaborate the most likely scenario. In all scenarios we assume there is a 3pTSP either 
established by the trading food operators (as a consortium) or as independent business as is 
the case in the fTRACE system. The 3pTSP provides a shared EPCIS system instance fully 
managed by itself. It also leases EPCIS system instances to food operators who will use and 
manage them privately. On-premise EPCIS and non-EPCIS transparency systems reside 
outside of the FIspace platform.  
On the one extreme all food operators will have their own EPCIS systems (i.e. all food 
operators are of type 4 or 5 in Figure 4-8). Food operator 5 differs from Food operator 4 in 
that Food operator 5 uses a cloud-based EPCIS system offered by a 3pTSP. Food operator 4 
and 5 type companies are usually medium and large companies. Since all food operators have 
their own EPCIS systems a shared EPCIS system is unnecessary. In this scenario all food 
operators have also full control over their transparency data and can control who accesses 
what type of information at all times. The main purpose of the 3pTSP is providing a discovery 
service and a consumer app, which the various customers of the food operators can use to get 
transparency information. 
On the other extreme all food operators use a shared repository (i.e. all food operators are of 
type 1 or 2 in Figure 4-8). Food operator 1 represents small companies (e.g. small farmers) 
who use basic ICT systems and generate only a limited amount of transparency data that are 
usually recorded manually. This food operator will use a data capture app to manually enter 
transparency data in the shared EPCIS system. Food operator 2 represents medium-sized 
companies that use advanced information systems but no internal transparency systems. This 
food operator generates relatively large amounts of transparency data and the preferred 
mechanism of transferring data to the shared transparency system is through an automated 
bulk data upload. This food operator will use the capture app through the data capture API. In 
this scenario complying with the EPCIS standard may not even be necessary because this 
scenario represents a centralized system. This scenario is similar to the fTRACE system used 
in our pilot study supply chain.  
A practical scenario that lies between the two extremes accommodates the four different types 
of food operators that use EPCIS systems. In this scenario a food operator may choose to use 
either a shared EPCIS system or its own private (on premise or cloud-based) EPCIS system. 
This guaranties that all nodes of the distributed system are EPCIS systems as is required by 
the EPCIS standard.  
Besides the four types of food operators, meat supply chains usually involve yet another type 
of food operator: Food operator 3 (see Figure 4-8). This food operator represents most of the 
large food operators in today’s meat supply chains. This food operator has its own non-
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standard (thus non-EPCIS) internal transparency system and cannot directly exchange 
information with those who use EPCIS systems. This food operator may not be willing to 
upgrade its system to adopt the EPCIS standard and, as a result, creates the greatest challenge 
in realizing a chain-wide transparency system. For a 3pTSP to serve a supply chain with this 
type of food operators the 3pTSP should support the proprietary query interfaces and data 
formats the food operator uses. 
To provide chain-wide transparency involving EPCIS and legacy (non- EPCIS) systems 
requires a tedious work of coupling. Therefore, 3pTSPs will play a crucial role in devising 
practical solutions for the current day situations. However, to be able to join future chain-wide 
transparency systems food operators of type 3 may have to use private internal EPCIS 
systems and become a type 4 or 5 food operator or use a shared transparency system and 
become a type 1 or 2 food operator. 
4.6 CONCLUSION 
In this paper we presented a reference software architecture for chain-wide transparency 
systems in meat supply chains. We showed how such transparency systems can be realized 
based on the EPCIS standard and using cloud-based services. We argued for third-party 
transparency service providers who will play an important role of providing shared and 
private EPCIS systems as cloud-based services, integration with legacy transparency systems, 
end-user apps and a discovery service to identify on-premise EPCIS systems.  
Before designs based on the reference architecture can be widely implemented and evaluated 
in practice the proposed architecture should be tested. Currently a prototype chain-wide 
transparency system and the platform on which it will run (the FIspace collaboration 
platform) are being developed. When these are completed, we will be able to start evaluation 
in practice. 
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Abstract 
One of the key concerns in meat supply chains is to provide chain-wide transparency, 
whereby food operators capture and share transparency data across the supply chain. To 
meet this concern a chain-wide transparency software system is needed that is able to 
address the desired stakeholder requirements. Unfortunately, designing and 
implementing a chain-wide transparency system is not straightforward.  In this paper we 
provide a systematic approach for designing and implementing chain wide transparency 
systems. To this end, we first present a reference architecture that represents a generic 
design of such systems. Secondly, we discuss the systematic approach for deriving 
concrete architectures from the reference architecture based on stakeholders’ 
requirements. Finally, we illustrate our approach by designing and implementing a 
transparency system for beef supply chains.  
Keywords: meat supply chains; chain-wide transparency; transparency systems; EPCIS; 
reference architecture. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Lack of transparency in meat supply chains is a major problem, which has become evident 
from recurring crises and scandals involving meat products. A chain-wide transparency 
system will enable food operators to manage transparency data within their facilities (i.e. 
internal transparency) and to share transparency data with other food operators and 
stakeholders (i.e. external transparency) (Moe 1998, Bertolini et al. 2006, Gandino et al. 
2009, Bosona and Gebresenbet 2013). When suitable internal and external transparency 
systems are not in place chain-wide transparency fails.  
Internal transparency requires capturing the events that take place within the food operators. 
In the meat sector these events concern the things that happen to animals (such as birth, 
feeding, treatment, movement and slaughtering), and meat (such as splitting, cutting, mixing, 
transport and storage). To realize external transparency all food operators across the entire 
supply chain should use an internal transparency system and in addition these systems should 
comply with common standards for sharing transparency data. 
In literature various chain-wide transparency systems are proposed. The most influential are 
food regulations which all food operators are required by law to comply with. In Europe, for 
instance, food operators must comply with the General Food Law (EC 2002), regulations on 
mandatory registration of animals (EC 2000, EC 2004, EC 2015), and regulations for tracking 
and tracing of meat products (EC 2007, EC 2011). The state of chain-wide transparency in 
European meat supply chains is currently largely determined by these regulatory mandates. 
Regulations, however, do not specify how the systems have to be realized. Moreover, 
regulatory requirements are not strict enough to cover the needs of all stakeholders and 
mandate greater level of transparency. As a result current chain-wide transparency systems in 
place are not adequate (Kassahun et al. 2014).  
Several researchers addressed the shortcomings of current transparency systems, often 
focusing on parts of the larger puzzle. Some focused on farms and proposed transparency 
systems for capturing and sharing transparency data about animals beyond what is mandated 
by regulations, such as data on what the animals are fed and when and how they are treated 
(Shanahan et al. 2009, Voulodimos et al. 2010). Others focused on meat processing facilities 
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and showed how a meat product can be tracked as it undergoes various transformations 
(cutting and mixing) during meat processing (Mousavi et al. 2005, Donnelly et al. 2009). Still 
others focussed on the sharing of transparency data and demonstrated how transparency 
standards can be used to address this aspect of chain-wide transparency (Shanahan et al. 2009, 
Thakur et al. 2011, Feng et al. 2013). Although several meat supply transparency systems 
have been proposed, designing and implementing a chain-wide transparency system for a 
particular meat supply chain remains a difficult problem.  
A common solution for addressing this problem is the use of reference architectures (Cloutier 
et al. 2010, Angelov et al. 2012). A reference architecture is a generic design that assists 
architects to derive concrete architectures for particular contexts. In this paper we present a 
reference architecture for chain-wide transparency systems. Depending on stakeholder 
requirements the reference architecture can be used to derive different alternative concrete 
architectures. However, deriving a concrete architecture involves many different design 
decisions and likewise it is not easy to derive a feasible architecture. Moreover, once a 
concrete architecture has been derived implementing the system based on the architecture is 
far from trivial.  
In this paper we provide a systematic approach to support the design and implementation of 
chain-wide transparency systems. To this end, we first present a reference architecture that 
represents a generic design of such systems. Secondly, we discuss the systematic approach for 
deriving concrete architectures from the reference architecture based on stakeholders’ 
requirements. Finally, we illustrate our approach by designing and implementing a Chain-
wide Meat Transparency System (CMTS) for beef supply chains.  
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 5.2 provides background information 
about the reference architecture. Section 5.3 summarizes related work and provides the 
problem statement. Section 5.4 describes the process for deriving a concrete architecture from 
the presented reference architecture. Section 5.5 presents CMTS demonstrating how its 
architecture is instantiated. In section 5.6 we conclude the paper.  
5.2 BACKGROUND 
5.2.1 Software Architecture 
Every software system has a software architecture that defines its design. This is not different 
for a chain-wide transparency system. A software architecture describes the components of 
the system, the interactions among the components, and the interaction of the system as a 
whole with its environment (ISO/IEC/IEEE 2011, Bass et al. 2012, Tekinerdogan 2014). A 
software architecture is an abstract representation that identifies the gross-level structure of 
the system and is important for supporting the communication among stakeholders, for 
guiding the design decisions, and for analysis of the overall system (Tekinerdogan 2014).  
A software architecture that addresses the concerns of specific stakeholders is here referred to 
as concrete architecture. Hereby, a stakeholder is defined as an individual, team, or 
organisation with interests in, or concerns relative to, the system. A concrete architecture 
defines the boundaries and constraints for the implementation and is used to analyse risks, 













Figure 5-1. Relation between reference architecture and concrete architectures 
Concrete architectures can be viewed as instances of a reference architecture, which is a 
generic design. In turn, a reference architecture is derived from the knowledge and 
experiences accumulated in designing concrete architectures in the past (Cloutier et al. 2010, 
Angelov et al. 2012). The concrete architectures differ from one case to the next depending on 
the requirements of the stakeholders involved. Reference architectures can be used 
descriptively to “capture the essence of existing architectures” or prescriptively to guide the 
development of new ones (Cloutier et al. 2010). Figure 5-1 depicts the relations between 
reference architecture and concrete architectures. 
5.2.2 A reference architecture for chain-wide transparency systems 
We have provided an initial architecture for chain-wide transparency systems in an earlier 
study (Kassahun et al. 2014) to discuss the different concerns in meat supply chains. Figure 
5-2 depicts the complete reference architecture that elaborates on this earlier work. The figure 
is described in detail in the following sub-sections. 
5.2.2.1 Stakeholders 
The reference architecture distinguishes between three main types of stakeholders, food 
operators (fo), end-users (eu), and third-party (3p) service providers. Food operators provide 
transparency data about their products and operations. End-users are individuals and 
organisations who wish to access transparency data. Third-party service providers facilitate 
chain-wide transparency by providing and managing transparency software systems. The 
stakeholders are summarized in Table 5-1. 
Food operators  
Five types of food operators are identified based on whether or not they have an internal 
transparency system in place and its types. We identify two types of food operators who do 
not have their own private transparency system. They contribute to chain-wide transparency 
by transferring transparency data to the shared repository, where the data will be stored and 
shared. Small food operators, such as farmers, who use basic IT systems, enter data manually 
through the web interface of the shared repository; and they are labelled as type 1 food 
operator (fo1). Large food operators, such as slaughterhouses, who have advanced IT systems 
in place, will most likely use automated batch data transfer, and they are labelled as type 2 
food operator (fo2). 
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Figure 5-2. Reference architecture for chain-wide transparency systems for the meat sector 
(adapted from Kassahun et al. 2014)  
We further identify three types of food operators who have a private transparency system. 
These systems are considered part of the chain-wide transparency system. Food operators who 
use a legacy transparency system (see next section for the definition of legacy) are labelled as 
type 3 food operator (fo3); and those that use a standards-compliant (STD) transparency 
system are labelled as type 4 (fo4) or type 5 (fo5) depending on where the system is deployed. 
Food operators who deploy and manage their own transparency systems are fo4; those who 
use on demand transparency systems following a cloud business model are fo5.  
End users 
We can identify four categories of end-users: consumer/shopper, business partner, food 
authority, and third-party. Consumers and shoppers are individuals who mainly want to know 
more about the meat products they buy or consume. Business partners are the business 
customers and associates of the food operators, including the food operators of the supply 
chain. They need access to transparency data as part of their business dealings. Food 
authorities are legal authorities who need to, and are mandated, to access transparency data. 
Such is the case, for instance, during food alerts. Third-parties are those who provide 
transparency, certification or accreditation services.  
Service providers 
Besides food operators and end-users, the reference architecture identifies transparency 
service providers called third-party Transparency Service Providers (3pTSPs). They provide 
and manage the shared and private transparency systems that are used on-demand.  
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Table 5-1. The main stakeholders of a chain-wide transparency system 
Stakeholders Description 
Food operators 
Type 1 food operator (fo1) Food operators who share transparency data through the shared repository. 
They enter transparency data into the shared repository manually. 
Type 2 food operator (fo2) Food operators who share transparency data as type 1 food operators but use 
automated process to transfer transparency data into the shared repository. 
Type 3 food operator (fo3) Food operators who use a legacy private transparency system.  
Type 4 food operator (fo4) Food operators who use private transparency system that comply with 
standards chosen by the 3pTSP.  
Type 5 food operator (fo5) 
 
Food operators who use on-demand transparency system that is hired from the 
3pTSP.  
End-users 
Consumer/Shopper Individuals interested in transparency data about a meat product they buy or 
consume.  
Business partner The business partners of the food operators that need access to transparency 
data as part of their business transaction. 
Food authority  Regulatory authorities who are mandated to access transparency data in case 
of, for instance, food alerts. 
Third-parties Independent third-parties that facilitate chain-wide transparency by providing 
systems, inspections, certifications, etc.  
System providers 
3pTSP  A third-party transparency service provider, who is one of the independent 
third-parties, that provides and manages the shared transparency system. 
 
5.2.2.2 Components  
The components of the reference architecture can be grouped into two categories: the 
components of a shared transparency system provided by a 3pTSP (3p system) and the 
components of a set of distributed private internal transparency systems (private systems) of 
the food operators. The components can be arranged following a centralized, a distributed or 
a hybrid architecture. Thus, an instantiation of the reference architecture may constitute 
exclusively of the components of the 3p system, exclusively of the components of the private 
systems, or a combination of both. Table 5-2 summarizes the components of the reference 
architecture. 
The 3p system consists of repositories (r1, r2), and services and apps (sa). Likewise, the 
private systems contain a repository and a set of apps. To realize chain-wide transparency 
both the 3p and private systems should adopt common transparency standards. In a 
centralized or a hybrid architecture the 3pTSP defines or selected the standards that will be 
used across the supply chain. In a distributed architecture the food operators have to agree on 
a common set of standards. In all cases the use of global standards is preferred. The standards 
adopted should at least prescribe the format of transparency data and interfaces for capturing 
and querying the repositories of the 3p and private systems. A private system that does not 
comply with the common standards is considered as a legacy (proprietary) system. As the 
3pTSP selects or defines the standards, the 3p system is assumed to always comply with the 
standards. Since the 3p system provides the desired set of apps the private systems may 
consist only a repository but no apps. If a food operator includes app in its private system, 
then the apps are used only by its customers and business partners. However, the data in the 
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repository of the private system is shared. Therefore, hereafter we use the term private system 
mainly to refer to the repository of the private system, and we use the terms private system 
and private repository interchangeably. The 3p services facilitate interaction between the apps 
(3p or private apps) and the repositories. The apps provide external systems (used by end-
users or food operators) access to the repositories.  
Table 5-2. The main components of a chain-wide transparency system 
Component Description 
Shared system 
Share repository (r1) A shared and standard-compliant repository that is part of the 3p system.  
Service (sa) A functionality of the 3p system that is accessed through an Application 
Programmers Interface (API). 
App (sa) An interactive software application (app), with a Graphical User Interface (GUI), 




A private on-premise repository that does not comply with the common standards. 
Standard private 
repository (r4) 
A private on-premise repository that does comply with the common standards. 
Standard cloud 
repository (r5) 
A repository offered by the 3pTSP to food operators to be used on-demand 
privately. 
Collaboration platform  
Generic Enabler (GE) A set of generic enablers provided by the underlying platform.  
The private systems contain either on-demand or on-premise repository. The term on-demand 
repository (r2) refers to a transparency data repository offered by the 3pTSP following a use-
on-demand, pay-as-you-go cloud business model. On-premise repository (r3 or r4) are 
deployed and operated by the food operators themselves. If the private system complies with 
the standards, then its repository is standard-compliant (r4), otherwise it is a legacy repository 
(r3). A legacy repository is part of the chain-wide transparency system as long as its 
transparency data can be accessed – either using the 3p apps or the underlying platform (cp).  
The 3p system, like any software system, is designed for, and deployed in, a particular 
platform. These platforms are increasingly available as utility following a cloud computing 
paradigm and provide a diverse set of generic enablers (GEs) (Castrucci et al. 2011). The 
realization of the 3p system can be facilitated by using GEs) or collaboration platforms such 
as FIspace (cp).  
5.2.2.3 Interactions  
The reference architecture identifies various linkages representing the interactions either 
among the components of the chain-wide transparency system or the system as a whole with 
external systems. These interactions are grouped into three types of interactions: data capture, 
internal data query and external data query (see Table 5-3).  
Data capture 
Data capture links represent the interactions between food operators and the repositories of 
the 3p system. The link (a) represents manual data entry over the internet by a type 1 food 
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operator through an interactive GUI. The link (b) represents automated batch data transfer 
through an API using an advanced IT system by a type 2 food operator. Both interactions link 
the food operators with the shared repository. In the future food operators may use a cloud-
based on-demand repository rented from the 3pTSP. The link (c) represents a standard API 
call through which real-time transparency data is transferred from the facilities of a type 5 
food operator to its rented repository managed by the 3pTSP. 
Data query: internal 
Internal data query links represent queries for transparency data within a chain-wide 
transparency system. The link (d) represents a non-standard interface between the 3p system 
and the legacy system of a type 3 food operator; the link (e) represents a standard interface 
between the 3p system and a standard-compliant private system of a type 4 or a type 5 food 
operator. The interactions can be initiated either by the 3p system or by the private systems. 
Often, it is the 3p apps that initiate an interaction for the purpose of querying transparency 
data. However, in a distributed architecture, the apps of the private systems may initiate 
interaction with the 3p system to discover the other repositories of the chain-wide 
transparency system. The link (f) represents interfaces between two private systems. If both 
private systems are standard-compliant data queries along the (e) and (f) are standard queries; 
otherwise, they are non-standard queries.  
Data query: external 
End-users access transparency data through 3p apps (m). In some cases customers and 
business partners of food operators may use the private apps of the food operators to access 
transparency data (n). Besides, the 3p system may use the GEs of the underlying collaboration 
platform (x) for some core functionalities such as security and interfaces to legacy systems 
(Moltchanov and Rodriguez Rocha 2014).  




fo1 – r1 (a) Manual data entry into the shared repository using a GUI. 
fo1 – r1 (b) Automated batch data transfer into the shared repository.. 
fo5 – r2 (c) Automated real-time data capture by cloud-based private repository. 
Data query: internal 
sa – r3 (d) Non-standard data query between 3p services and apps and a legacy system. 
sa – r1|2|4 (e) Standard data query between 3p services and apps and standard-compliant 
repositories. 
r1|2|3|4 – r1|2|3|4 (f) Direct data query between two repositories.  
Data query: external 
eu – 3p (m) End-users using 3p apps. 
eu – fo (n) End-users using apps provided by the food operators. 
3p – cp (x) The 3p system using the GEs of the underlying collaboration platform. 
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5.3 RELATED WORK AND PROBLEM STATEMENT  
Using the reference architecture that we have described in the previous section we can 
describe existing concrete architectures. In this section we will use the reference architecture 
to discuss the related work on concrete architectures of transparency systems for meat supply 
chains in section 5.3.1 to section 5.3.3. Further, based on this discussion we will formulate the 
problem statement that we address in this paper in section 5.3.4.  
5.3.1 An architecture following a centralized approach 
For the European meat sector the European food regulations (EC 2000, EC 2004, EC 2015) 
require member states to setup a national animal registration system in which bovine, and 
recently equine, animals are registered. These regulations effectively demand a centralized 
approach in which the transparency data is located on a centralized server managed by third-
parties (which are the national food authorities of member states). Food operators report the 
birth, the movement and the death of each individual animal to their national registration 
system. Obviously, the scope of these systems is limited to transparency about animals and, 
therefore, it only affects farm (mostly type 1) and slaughterhouse (mostly type 2) food 
operators. The architecture for these systems is depicted in Figure 5-3.  
Some researchers built on this architecture to provide greater transparency about animals. 
Voulodimos et. al. (2010) demonstrated how local databases at farms can be used in 
conjunction with a central repository to gather and share detailed transparency data. For that 
purpose they used RFID (Radio-Frequency IDentification) tags attached to animals to gather 
data, such as, the movement and feeding pattern of the animals. This approach will enable 
supply chains to realize full chain-wide transparency if combined with greater transparency in 
meat processing plants where each carcass is tracked (see, for instance, Mousavi et al. 2005).  
5.3.2 An architecture following the one-step-back/one-step-forward principle 
An architecture following the one-step-back/one-step-forward principle follows naturally 
from needs of business transactions. Businesses naturally keep administration of their supplies 
and sales. However, European food regulations formally require food operators to be able to 
identify their suppliers and customers (except consumers) for transparency purposes (EC 
2007, EC 2011). In principle, the one-step-back/one-step-forward principle applies to all food 
 
Figure 5-3. An architecture following a centralized approach as an instance of the 
reference architecture 
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operators in the meat sector.  However, this regulation is more relevant for slaughterhouses 
and other meat processing plants that are not required to use a centralized registration system.  
Figure 5-4 presents the architecture which adopts the one-step-back/one-step-forward 
principle. In essence, this architecture differs from the architecture of Figure 5-3 in that there 
is no need for a central repository of transparency data. Instead, the food operators are 
required to have “a system in place” that will enable them to identify the immediate 
supplier(s) and immediate customer(s) of their products. Since the regulations do not require 
electronic data sharing the food operators can be assumed to be of type 1.  
5.3.3 An architecture following the EPCIS specification 
An architecture that is gaining more attention in practice and research is one that is based on 
the EPCIS specification (EPCglobal 2014). The specification envisages a global distributed 
network of private systems deployed by businesses (Thiesse et al. 2009). It describes how 
transparency data, called EPCIS events, are captured and shared. As a result this architecture 
enables far greater transparency than the previous two but it also requires all food operators to 
deploy EPCIS-complaint private systems. Unlike the previous two architectures this 
architecture doesn’t require a central repository of transparency data, but, on the other hand, it 
depends on centralized discovery services that help locate where in the network the desired 
data are residing. The architecture involves only type 4 and type 5 food operators. Figure 5-5 
depicts this architecture.  
According to this architecture each food operator shall provide the necessary apps for its 
customers and business partners (shown as link n). As there are no 3p apps a food operator 
should, therefore, be capable of gathering and aggregating transparency data across the supply 
chain by querying each other’s private systems (f). As this architecture represents a global 
network (comparable to the internet) global services are provided by GS1 international and 
national organisations (which are depicts as a 3p in the figure). GS1 services include 
discovery and master data synchronisation (GS1 2015).  
Though a strict implementation of this architecture is hard to find in the meat sector some 
researchers have applied a hybrid of this and the centralized architecture. For instance, 
Shanahan et. al. (2009) proposed “enveloping” existing national cattle registration systems 
 
Figure 5-4. An architecture following the one-step-back/one-step-forward principle as an 
instance of the reference architecture 
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with a software layer that makes them EPCIS-complaint. Other researchers have showed how 
some aspects of the EPCIS specification can be used in the meat sector. Feng et. al. (2013) 
described in detail the process steps of meat supply chains such as feeding, slaughter and 
segmentation. Thakur et. al. (2011) showed how such process steps in the food sector can be 
mapped to the Core Business Vocabulary (CBV, GS1 2014) used in the EPCIS specification. 
5.3.4 Problem statement 
It is possible to identify many more different alternative architectures depending on the level 
of transparency desired and the needs of the stakeholders involved. Usually, deriving a 
feasible concrete architecture that provides the desired features and level of transparency is 
difficult. Moreover, implementing an architecture is nontrivial and cumbersome. In light of 
this observation, we formulated the following two research questions:  
1) How to derive a feasible concrete architecture from the given reference architecture based 
on the level of transparency desired and the needs of the stakeholders involved?  
2) How to realize the derived concrete architecture?  
5.4 DERIVING A CONCRETE ARCHITECTURE 
In section 4.1 we introduce the systematic approach for deriving concrete architectures from 
the reference architecture. Subsequently in section 4.2 we illustrate the application of the 
approach by deriving a concrete architecture for CMTS.  
5.4.1 Approach for deriving a concrete architecture 
In Figure 5-6 we present a UML activity diagram representing the steps for deriving a 
concrete architecture from the reference architecture.  
The first step is identifying the key stakeholders and their initial requirements based on the 
categories of stakeholders that have been defined in the reference architecture. The key 
stakeholders in meat supply chains are food operators, consumers, regulatory authorities, and 
third parties (Kassahun et al. 2014). In this step the specific stakeholders from each of the 
four groups have to be identified and their requirements gathered. Though requirements of 
 
Figure 5-5. An architecture following the EPCIS specification as an instance of the reference 
architecture 
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one stakeholder may be influenced by requirements of another, the initial requirements can be 
inventoried independently.  
In the second step, the requirements from the different perspectives are refined and organised 
into a consistent set of requirements. A key element of refining and organising requirements is 
determining the level of transparency all stakeholders will agree with. This step is done 
iteratively with the previous step because the requirements from different stakeholders may 
contradict and need reconciliation. For instance, the requirements of food operators may not 
be compatible with the requirements of consumers or with constraints imposed by the 
technology chosen by the 3pTSP.   
In the third step the components that will be part of the concrete system are selected. The 
basic components are already defined in the reference architecture, but they will be elaborated 
to meet the requirements of the concrete system. Additionally, new components that have not 
been identified in the reference architecture but are specific to the concrete system might need 
to be introduced. The components to be selected depend on a number of factors, of which the 
most important are the architectural style (centralized, distributed or hybrid) and the 
transparency standards chosen. In all cases transparency requires repositories for capturing 
and storing transparency data and a set of services and applications for accessing the data.  
 
Figure 5-6. Activity diagram representing the process for deriving a concrete architecture 
from the reference architecture 
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In the fourth step the collaboration platform to be used is selected. Several collaboration 
platforms have been proposed in the literature. For example, FIspace is a collaboration 
platform for supporting business collaborations and includes ready-made components 
(Barmpounakis et al. 2015). To be useful the chosen platform should provide some or most of 
the generic components identified in the earlier step and it should facilitate the speedy 
implementation of the desired system.  
In the fifth step the concrete architecture is design using the reference architecture and the set 
of requirements and components identified. At this stage the data models, the data and user 
interfaces of the components, and the interactions among the components are defined.   
Finally in the sixth step, the architecture is analysed. If the resulting architecture is not 
adequate the architects might need to iterate back to the earlier steps. Once the architecture is 
finalized the realization of the system can proceed. 
5.4.2 Deriving a concrete architecture for CMTS 
The aim of CMTS is to achieve far greater transparency in the meat sector considering the 
current state of internal transparency systems at food operators. Meuwissen et al. (2003) 
noticed that the meat sector involves many small food operators that are unlikely to deploy 
state-of-the-art transparency systems within their premises as the costs largely outweigh the 
benefits. This fact will most likely not change in the near future. On the other hand, though 
global transparency standards (e.g. EPC-related standards) require the use of private 
transparency systems, the adoption of such standards is fundamental for realizing a truly 
chain-wide transparency. Considering these constraints the architecture shown in Figure 5-7 
for CMTS has been derived.  
As described in the activity diagram in Figure 5-6 the first two steps consist of identifying the 
stakeholders, their requirements and determining the level of transparency required. We 
considered a beef supply chain in Germany and, therefore, we considered the relevant 
European regulatory requirements. A range of organisations that provide transparency 
standards and procedures were consulted including GS1, Orgainvent, EHI, Global G.A.P., and 
Q+S. We chose to use EPC-related transparency standards. Requirements were gathered from 
GS1
2
 Germany, food operators in Germany and consumers in Spain (through workshop 
sessions). We determined that the stakeholders wish to realize greater transparency (given a 
meat product at a retail shop they wish to trace it back to the farm and vice versa) but also that 
the majority of the food operators were unlikely to deploy a state-of-the-art transparency 
system in the near future and will remain type 1 or type 2 food operators. These steps were 
done in many iterations. 
In the third step, we identified the desired components, which are a shared EPCIS repository 
(r1) and three apps and one service (sa), to be provided by a 3pTSP (3p). Two of the three 
apps enable end-uses to query transparency data (m). The other app is used to capture 
transparency data manually by type 1 food operators (a). The repository provides an API with 
which type 2 food operators can transfer transparency data through an automated process (b). 
A discovery service is included for future support of type 4 and type 5 food operators – 
                                                 
2
 GS1 (http://www.gs1.org/) is a global non-profit organisation with over a million members. It develops and 
maintains standards for product identification and information sharing in supply chains. 
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allowing future extension for a hybrid architecture. The apps locate the EPCIS repositories 
using the discovery service (e2). Data is queried using the query interfaces of the repositories 
(e1).  
In the fourth step, we considered the FIspace collaboration platform as a foundation for the 
transparency system. The FIspace platform aims to provide many crucial collaboration 
features, such as reusable apps, cloud hosting, security and identity management, data 
integration to link to external legacy systems (Barmpounakis et al. 2015). However, the 
platform turned out to be too complex. We decided to use only those features that will not 
affect the development and implementation of the system.  
In the final steps, we designed and analysed the architecture of CMTS and issued an open 
call
3
 to invite potential developers to realize it. CMTS was then implemented by a software 
developer with expertise in EPC-related standards. The detailed design and implementation – 
the demonstration of how this concrete architecture is instantiated – is presented in detail in 
the next section. 
 
Figure 5-7. An architecture of CMTS derived from the reference architecture 
5.5 REALIZATION OF THE TRANSPARENCY SYSTEM 
We instantiated the concrete application by realizing CMTS. CMTS is realized as a 3p system 
and is implemented as three web apps and one service built around a generic EPCIS system. 
The apps are a data entry app for manually capturing transparency data; a query app for 




searching information about a specific product item locally at the shared EPCIS system and a 
track & trace app for searching information about a specific product item, its ingredients and 
where it is used as an ingredient across the supply chain. Besides a discovery service for 
discovering private EPCIS repositories is also realized. We used the Frequentz IRIS
4
 
transparency system as a generic EPCIS system.  
Figure 5-8 and subsequent figures show screen shots of the 3p system. The four web links at 
the bottom of the figure provide the links to the three apps and the service. The farmer uses 
the farmer link to open a version of the data entry app with functionality that is limited to the 
data entry needs of farmers. The aggregate link points to the track & trace app. The query and 
discover links point to the query app and discovery service respectively.   
We used the data entry app and automated data capture to populate the shared EPCIS 
repository with realistic transparency data. We use these data to describe CMTS in section 
5.5.2 and section 5.5.3. In section 5.5.2 we describe the data capture functionality of the 
system, which includes the manual data entry and automated data capture. In section 5.5.3 we 
describe the query and track & trace query functionalities of the system. In section 5.5.4 we 




Figure 5-8. The main screen of CMTS
6
 
5.5.1 The structure of transparency data  
The EPCIS specification standardizes transparency data as EPCIS events and event data 
elements. The specification defines four types of events: object, aggregation
7
, transaction, 
and transformation events. An EPCIS event is defined by data elements denoted as the four 
‘dimensions’, which are the identification of the product(s) involved in the event, the data and 




 All data shown in the figures of subsequent sections are fictitious. 
6
 The system is implemented by EECC, European EPC Competence Center GmbH in Cologne, Germany. 
7
 aggregation event is not specifically related to the aggregate app. 
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time of the event, the location of the event and the reason/context of the event. These 
dimensions are conveniently called the what, when, where and why of EPCIS events 
(EPCglobal 2014, p32). Any data element that does not fit the four dimensions is captured as 
an Instance/Lot Master-Data (ILMD). ILMD is an extension mechanism that allows capturing 
specific and static attributes of individual product items and can optionally be included in an 
EPCIS event (EPCglobal 2014, p47). 
In the following the use of the object and transformation events are demonstrated. The object 
event occurs when a product is created, as in the birth of an animal. The transformation event 
occurs when a product is processed as in splitting of carcass into sides and sections. The 
aggregation event that often occurs in relation to logistic operations and the transaction event 
that occurs when products are associated to business transactions are not dealt with in this 
study because the way these events get processed is not particularly different in meat supply 
chains from other cases.  
Events are serialized as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP, Gudgin et al. 2007) messages 
as is described in the EPCIS capture and query interface specifications (EPCglobal 2014, pp 
73 and 77). The SOAP messages are encoded as XML (eXtensible Markup Language) 
documents forming a SOAP XML message. The following sections present how the events 
are processed.  
5.5.2 Data capture  
Data capture initiates the creation of an EPCIS event. The object of the event (what) is 
identified by its EPC (EPCglobal 2014, p25) – a universally unique identification code of the 
product item. The EPC is constructed from a Global Trade Item Number (GTIN, GS1 2015, 
p144), which identifies a product (e.g. any half carcass of a particular type of animal at a 
particular food operator), and an additional serial or lot number, which identifies the particular 
item (e.g. the particular half carcass).  The date and time (datetime, when) of an event is the 
datetime the event occurred. Usually this is the datetime at which the event is entered into the 
system by the capturing application. But, when data is entered manually, i.e. in case the event 
is captured after the fact, the datetime is the datetime the event occurred and not the datetime 
the event is manually recorded. The location (where) of an event is represented by a location 
EPC, which is mainly a Serialized Global Location Number (Serialized GLN or SGLN, GS1 
2015, p91). The why of an event describes the business process step that is captured by the 
event. The process step is described by the CBV standard vocabulary (GS1 2014, pp 18-24). 
The CBV is generic and, therefore, does not define all business process steps encountered in 
the meat sector. Thus, CBV compatible (GS1 2014, p12) terms (such as medication and 
examination of animals) are defined and used.  
5.5.2.1 Manual data entry 
Manual data entry in the transparency system occurs when data is entered manually in a web 
form using a keyboard. It initiates the creation of an EPCIS object event. The web data entry 
form of CMTS provides many advantages over the paper-based data capture which is still 
widely being used today. The form is partially prefilled depending on previous activity and 
user preferences; the data entered is automatically validated to minimize data entry errors.  
Figure 5-9 shows a data entry form of CMTS for registering the birth of a calf, which is one 
of the three manual data entry forms. (The other two forms are treatment and examination 
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data entry forms.) To reduce data entry errors most of the form field values are validated 
either by: (1) providing only valid choices as drop-down selection list (e.g. a list of 
Readpoints), (2) checking the validity of the value entered (e.g. by checking the validity of a 
GTIN number), or (3) prefilling the field (e.g. the Farm is determined by the identity of the 
logged in user). Predefined values, such as drop-down selection lists, are fetched from a 
master-data registry. Visual feedback is provided for compulsory and incorrect form values. 
The form values are converted to an EPCIS event as described in section 5.5.2.3.   
5.5.2.2 Automated data capture 
Automated data capture occurs mainly in large slaughterhouses and meat processing plants by 
automated tag readers. This requires animals and meat products to be tagged with barcodes or 
RFID tags and these tags are read automatically. The data read by the tag readers are 
automatically converted to EPC (what). The date and time of reading is used as the datetime 
of the event (when). The location (where) and business context (why) are associated with the 
device that reads the tag. Any additional static information available in the RFID tag or 
elsewhere is captured as ILMD. Once these data are captured the subsequent processing of the 
data is similar to the processing of the web form data.  
5.5.2.3 Web service interface for data capture  
Data capture uses the EPCIS capture interface of the EPCIS system. The EPCIS specification 
specifies a single capture message. The capture message has one parameter which is a list of 
 
Figure 5-9. The data entry app user interface showing one of the manual data entry forms  
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EPCIS events serialized as a single SOAP XML (eXtensible Markup Language) document 
(EPCglobal 2014, p 73).  
Figure 5-10 shows how the four dimensions and the ILMD of an EPCIS event representing 
the birth of a calf (a birth event) captured through the data entry app (the UI is shown in 
Figure 5-9) are serialized into a SOAP XML document. The document contains one EPCIS 
event inside the EventList XML tag. The ObjectEvent tag indicates that the birth event is 
captured as an EPCIS object event.  
The epcList tag of an EPCIS object event contains a list of object EPCs (the what of the 
event) that are involved in the event. The figure shows that only one object – a newly born 
calf – was involved, therefore, there is only one epc tag inside the epcList tag. The epc tag 
contains a new Serialized GTIN (SGTIN, GS1 2015), 
urn:epc:id:sgtin:4023331.000714.ES01120999, that has been commissioned (created). The 
SGTIN is constructed from a GTIN, representing the breed of the animal at the specific farm, 
and a serial number, representing the specific calf. The GTIN is in turn derived from the 
company identification number (company prefix) of the farm and the product number the farm 
assigns to the breed. The breed of the animal read from the Farm and the Calf form fields are 
translated to a GTIN. The eartag assigned to the calf is used as a serial number. The 
translation of the values read from the form fields into GTIN and SGTIN is done using a 
master-data registry. The master-data registry maintains, among other things, the relationships 
between linguistic descriptions used in the form fields and the associated identification 
numbers. Thus, for instance, the Kentish Cattle Ltd. is converted to the company prefix 
4023331and the breed Hereford is converted to the reference number 000714. The calf cannot 
yet be uniquely identified because all Herefords from Kentish Cattle will have the same 
GTIN. To uniquely identify the calf globally an SGTIN is generated from the GTIN and its 
eartag number. The action XML tag represents the action type (EPCglobal 2014, p 34) which 
can take either ADD, OBSERVE or DELETE as value. A newly commissioned EPC takes 
ADD as value for action.  
The value of the eventTime and eventTimeZoneOffset tags represent the datetime (the when) 
of the event. The values were read from the Date of Birth form field.  
The bizStep XML tag represents the business step (the activity) that triggered the event, which 
in this case is commissioning. Commissioning signifies the creation of a new object that is 
assigned a new EPC. The disposition XML tag represents what the disposition (the state) of 
the object is after the event occurred. All newly commissioned objects are in active 
disposition (c.f. destroyed, inactive, expired, etc.) indicating that an object “has just been 
introduced into the supply chain” (GS1 2014, p 26). These two tags together represent the 
business context (the why) of the event.  
The bizLocation XML tag contains a list of locations as EPCs (the where) recorded under the 
id XML tags. In this case there is only one location and that is constructed from the Farm and 
Read Point form fields. The values of these form fields are converted to GLN and SGLN with 
the help of a master-data registry. The location of the farm is associated with a GLN and a 
specific read point in the farm is associated with an SGLN.  
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Additional information about the event is captured through the extension mechanism that is 
recorded inside the extension XML tag. The extension tag contains one ilmd element 
containing the values of the dam and sire of the calf.  
The response XML signifies whether or not the request is successfully processed. However, 
the EPCIS standard does not specify a response SOAP XML document for the capture 
interface. A capture request is considered successful as long as HTTP “success” status code 
(code 200) is returned.  
 
Figure 5-10. Capturing a birth event using the EPCIS capture interface of the shared EPCIS 
repository. The upper part of the image shows the SOAP request message to, and the lower 
part the SOAP response from, the EPCIS repository.  
5.5.3 Data query 
Data query is the opposite of data capture: given an EPC of an animal or a meat product item 
the query or the track & trace app fetches the events related to the EPC. Which events will be 
fetched depends on which of the two apps is used. The (ordinary) query app searches 
transparency data about the given product item only; on the other hand, the track & trace app 
makes a chain-wide query in search of transparency data about the given product item, all 
products from which the given product is made, and all products in which the product is 
processed. The chain-wide query is translated into a number of ordinary (item-specific) 
queries. Since a chain-wide query included ordinary queries only the track & trace app is 
described in the following sub-sections.  
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5.5.3.1 The track & trace app 
The track & trace app implements two ways of tracking & tracing: (1) search by product: 
track & trace a product given its EPC, and (2) search by location: track & trace all products 
that were at a given location and at the given time period (Figure 5-11).  
An example of search by product is shown in Figure 5-12. Search by product takes an EPC – 
for instance, urn:epc:class:lgtin:426040435.0993.1 representing a meat product item at a meat 
processing factory – and results in: 1) the details of the product item such as the ID, serial 
number and description, 2) a list of EPCIS events representing the tracing of the product item, 
and 3) as a list of EPCIS events representing the tracking of the product item. The details 
constitute data on the four dimensions and any ILMD of the EPCIS event in which the EPC is 
commissioned. The tracing and tracking data is provided as a continuous list of EPCIS events. 
It is not always clear which events belong to tracing and which events to tracking. In most 
cases the events predating the commissioning of the EPC can be considered as tracing data, 
and the rest as tracking data (as the two separate lists shown in the figure). The figure shows 
the results of the track & trace of the EPC urn:epc:class:lgtin:426040435.0993.1 representing 
a particular chuck tender steak. The product item was traced back to 10 animals. In this 
particular case a batch processing was being simulated, therefore, the particular piece of meat 
could only be traced back to the 10 animals that were slaughtered and processed as a batch, 
but not to a particular animal. The particular steak was commissioned on September 9
th
 and 
all EPCIS events up to the commissioning of the EPC are considered to constitute the tracing 
of the product item. All other EPCIS events in the list, which took place on the same or later 
date of the commissioning of the EPC are considered as the tracking of the product.  
 






Figure 5-12. An example of track & trace data for a meat product item. The images show the 
result of searching for urn:epc:class:lgtin:426040435.0993.1 – and EPC that represents a 
particular chuck tender steak.  
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 column) are read directly from the eventTime and bizLocation entries of the 
events. The type of the event (1
st
 column) is read from master-data registry that links the EPC 
to its meat sector specific event type. For instance, the EPCIS object event is registered as a 
birth event. Items (4
th
 column) is the number of items (animals or meat products) involved in 
the given event. For instance, the examination event in the figure indicated that the 10 animals 
were examined together. The details button (5
th
 column) provides a link that displays the 
complete event data. Thus, the list can be read as follows: the product (a calf) was born on 4
th
 
of March at Kentish Cattle Ltd. (line 1); it was examined for BSE (the details shows the 
examination was a BSE test) on the 15 August, etc. 
As example of search by location is shown in Figure 5-13. Search by location is important 
because in many cases of food contamination only the location and the time period of 
contamination is known, but not the particular product that caused the contamination. 
Location-based search requires the SGLN of the location (e.g. 





September 2014) as search arguments. The search results in a list of product items, each of 
which is identified by its product name (1
st
 column), GTIN (3
rd
 column), the location where it 
 
Figure 5-13. Tracking products that were at a given location and time period and all products 
that are made from them. 
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is last observed (5
th
 column), the datetime of the last observation (6
th
 column), and either the 
eartag (2
nd
 column), if it is an animal, or the serial number (4
th
 column), if it is a meat product. 
Search by location traces the current location of products that were at a given place and time 
and all products that are made from them. 
5.5.3.2 Web service interface for query  
The query and track & trace apps use the query interface of the shared EPCIS system and 
optionally other private EPCIS systems discovered by the discovery service. The EPCIS 
specification defines a query interface with seven query messages, of which the poll and 
subscribe messages are the most relevant (EPCglobal 2014, pp 77, 80). These two messages 
have a number of parameters of which the most relevant are queryName and params. The 
queryName parameter specifies the type of query of which there are two: SimpleEventQuery and 
SimpleMasterDataQuery. The params parameter contains a set of param/value pairs, where 
param is assigned predefined names, and value is assigned a value that is admitted for the 
given param. An example of such a predefined parameter name is MATCH_epc. This 
parameter name is used in our search queries and it means ‘match a given list of EPCs’. The 
allowed value for value is a list of EPCs that are to be searched.  
The first part of Figure 5-14 shows the poll message as a SOAP XML document that is sent to 
the EPCIS system with SimpleEventQuery (EPCglobal 2014, p 90) as queryName and one 
param/value pair as params. The name of the param is MATCH_epc and its value is an EPC 
(which represents a Charolais calf). The second part of Figure 5-14 shows the response to the 
poll message. It contains two object events; the first an event registered when the calf was 
born (the birth event) and the second is an inspection event. In the second event the EPC was 
one of many other EPCs that took part in the inspection bizStep. The track & trace app builds 
the list of events such as that shown in Figure 5-13 by sending many poll messages to build 






    <soap:Body> 
        <epcisq:QueryResults xmlns:epcglobal="urn:epcglobal:xsd:1"  
  xmlns:sbdh="http://www.unece.org/cefact/namespaces/StandardBusinessDocumentHeader"  
  xmlns:epcis="urn:epcglobal:epcis:xsd:1"  
  xmlns:epcismd="urn:epcglobal:epcis-masterdata:xsd:1"  
  xmlns:epcisq="urn:epcglobal:epcis-query:xsd:1"  
  xmlns:eecc="http://ns.eecc.info/epcis"> 
            <queryName>SimpleEventQuery</queryName> 
            <resultsBody> 
                <EventList> 
                    <ObjectEvent> 
                        <eventTime>2013-03-04T11:00:00.000Z</eventTime> 
                        <recordTime>2015-04-08T13:39:39.322Z</recordTime> 
                        <eventTimeZoneOffset>+01:00</eventTimeZoneOffset> 
                        <epcList> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47520204</epc> 
                        </epcList> 
                        <action>ADD</action> 
                        <bizStep>urn:epcglobal:cbv:bizstep:commissioning</bizStep> 
                        <disposition>urn:epcglobal:cbv:disp:active</disposition> 
                        <bizLocation> 
                            <id>urn:epc:id:sgln:42510669.0000.0</id> 
                        </bizLocation> 
                        <extension> 
                            <ilmd> 
                                <fs:sex xmlns:fs="http://ns.fispace.eu/epcis">female</fs:sex> 
                                <fs:fatherID xmlns:fs="http://ns.fispace.eu/epcis"> 
      urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00044.304 
     </fs:fatherID> 
                                <fs:motherID xmlns:fs="http://ns.fispace.eu/epcis"> 
      urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.304 
     </fs:motherID> 
                                <fs:eartagID xmlns:fs="http://ns.fispace.eu/epcis"> 
      GB47520204 
     </fs:eartagID> 
                            </ilmd> 
                        </extension> 
                        <eecc:eventId>a9612d1f-8112-4385-bb27-e9fb7bde9b9f</eecc:eventId> 
                    </ObjectEvent> 
                    <ObjectEvent> 
                        <eventTime>2013-08-15T11:00:00.000Z</eventTime> 
                        <recordTime>2015-04-08T13:39:39.568Z</recordTime> 
                        <eventTimeZoneOffset>+01:00</eventTimeZoneOffset> 
                        <epcList> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47520201</epc> 
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                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47520202</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47520203</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47520204</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47520205</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47520206</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47520207</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47520208</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47520209</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522010</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522011</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522012</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522013</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522014</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522015</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522016</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522017</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522018</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522019</epc> 
                            <epc>urn:epc:id:sgtin:42510669.00556.GB47522020</epc> 
                        </epcList> 
                        <action>OBSERVE</action> 
                        <bizStep>urn:epcglobal:cbv:bizstep:inspecting</bizStep> 
                        <bizLocation> 
                            <id>urn:epc:id:sgln:42510669.0000.0</id> 
                        </bizLocation> 
                        <fs:examinationList xmlns:fs="http://ns.fispace.eu/epcis"> 
                            <fs:examinationElement> 
                                <fs:examinationType>bse_test</fs:examinationType> 
                                <fs:comment>no significant findings</fs:comment> 
                            </fs:examinationElement> 
                        </fs:examinationList> 
                        <eecc:eventId>92e73257-7b29-4844-b122-517bb46e6a26</eecc:eventId> 
                    </ObjectEvent> 
                </EventList> 
            </resultsBody> 
        </epcisq:QueryResults> 
    </soap:Body> 
</soap:Envelope> 
 
Figure 5-14. Querying for transparency data using the EPCIS query interface. The upper 
part shows a SOAP request message sent to the shared EPCIS repository; the lower part 
shows the response.  
5.5.4 Discovery  
If, besides the shared EPCIS system, other private EPCIS-compliant systems are also part of 
the chain-wide transparency system, then the track & trace app has to discover the addresses 
of these EPCIS systems so that it can query them for relevant EPCIS events. Given an EPC 
the discovery service provides information about these EPCIS systems as WSDL (Web 
Service Description Language) documents (Figure 5-15).  
The GS1 discovery services initiative aims to deliver a specification that allows “full supply 
chain discovery” (GS1 2015). When realized a GS1 discovery service will discover all EPCIS 
systems that have some data about a given EPC. Realizing such a global discovery has turned 
out to be very difficult and the Discovery Services specification is for years under 
development. GS1, however, provides the Object Name Server (ONS) specification that, 
given an EPC, allows discovering the origination EPCIS systems. The ONS service works 
following the same principle as the Domain Name System (DNS) (EPCglobal 2013) and 
requires a global infrastructure that is currently not easily accessible.  
The discovery service works, therefore, not on a global but on a supply chain scale and, as a 
result, doesn’t require a global infrastructure. The discovery service, like the shared and on-
demand repositories, is provided by 3pTSPs. Since all private repositories have to be 
registered at the discovery service by the food operators, given an EPC the discovery service 
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can determine identify the EPCIS repository by extracting the company prefix (GS1 2015) 
from the EPC.  
 
Figure 5-15. The discovery service showing how the addresses of EPCIS repositories are 
discovered given an EPC  
5.6 CONCLUSION 
Designing and implementing a chain wide meat supply chain transparency system is not 
trivial. This paper aims to provide guidance in the design and implementation process. The 
contribution of this paper is threefold. First of all, we have presented and discussed a 
reference architecture for chain-wide transparency systems for meat supply chains. The 
reference architecture can be used to derive many different concrete architectures with respect 
to different stakeholder requirements. We have shown 4 different examples of concrete 
architectures that are derived from the reference architecture. Second, we have provided a 
systematic approach for deriving concrete architectures. The approach guides software 
architects in identifying the stakeholders, defining the desired transparency levels, identifying 
the components of the chain-wide transparency system to be realized and evaluating the 
design. We have used this process to derive a chain-wide transparency system for beef supply 
chains. Third, we have illustrated how to implement a system based on the derived concrete 
architecture and demonstrated the functionality of the system.   
The reference architecture and the corresponding guidance process is general and could also 
be used in other fresh food supply chains where many small farmers and large food processors 
are involved and where mixing and transformation of intermediate products takes place. 
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Abstract 
Environmental decision and policy makers increasingly demand a multidisciplinary 
approach to address environmental issues in order to improve the quality and 
acceptability of their decisions and policies. A multidisciplinary modelling study almost 
always requires multi-organisational collaboration for at least two reasons.  First, 
modelling organisations generally specialize only in one or few disciplines of the 
required multidisciplinary expertise. Second, many other organisations representing 
different types of stakeholders are involved. The success of the collaboration depends on 
the integration of diverse modelling processes and IT systems across the collaborating 
organisations. Realizing integration is difficult, which had become apparent in a series 
of harmonization projects that were conducted in Europe from 2002 to 2009 due to the 
lack of appropriate design abstractions and a systematic approach to harmonization. 
Recently, we have developed the BITA* framework for aligning business processes and 
IT across multiple organisations. In this paper we reframe the harmonization problems 
as alignment problems and apply the BITA* framework to address them and thereby 
evaluate the suitability of the framework to address similar alignment efforts. We 
illustrate the BITA* approach using a retrospective case study as a running example.  
Keywords: Multidisciplinary Collaboration, Multidisciplinary Research, Business-IT 
Alignment, Environmental Modelling, Integration 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Environmental decision-makers nowadays demand multidisciplinary environmental models in 
order to improve the quality and acceptability of their decisions. This also follows from the 
demand of environmental policy-makers who are mandating a multidisciplinary approach to 
address environmental issues. Multidisciplinary environmental models help to inform 
decisions on environmental interventions as well as derive policies that will guide those 
decisions. In Europe, this was reflected in the declaration of the Water Framework Directive 
(WFD, EC 2003). The WFD mandated, among other things, participatory, multidisciplinary, 
river-basin level and model-based studies on managing the water resources of Europe. 
The multidisciplinary approach calls for multi-organisational collaboration because 
organisations engaged in environmental modelling generally specialize only in one or few 
disciplines. For instance, a modelling study may involve simulating floods, analysing 
groundwater flows, studying the impacts of diverse physical interventions (such as building 
dikes or drainage systems) and evaluating socio-economic measures (such as pricing and 
quota). There is generally no single modelling organisation that specializes in all these 
disciplines. 
The deliverables of an environmental modelling study can be grouped in to types of 
deliverables. Simple environmental modelling studies provide recommendations directly. 
Decision makers can then decide whether or not to implement them. Advanced environmental 
modelling studies, which are increasingly becoming common, deliver integrated modelling IT 
system which are usually referred to as Environmental Decision Support System (EDSS, 
Rizzoli and Young 1997). EDSSs enable the evaluation of various options and, therefore, 
enable the decision makers to make better decisions. Moreover, EDSSs facilitate the 
formulation of environmental policies. The aim of the WFD has been supporting the 
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development of EDSSs and methodologies for applying them (Arnold et al. 2005, Mysiak et 
al. 2011).  
An environmental modelling study is generally done in a context of a modelling project. The 
coordination of the project activities and the integration of diverse IT systems used in 
modelling have to occur within the limited life time of the modelling study. The success of 
multidisciplinary collaborative environmental modelling study requires a multidisciplinary 
methodology that guides the collaboration and modelling IT systems (often referred to as 
modelling tools) that can easily be integrated into an EDSS.  
Defining multidisciplinary methodology and developing an EDSS is very challenging. To 
cope with this problem and support the objectives of the WFD a series of research projects 
were conducted in Europe from 2002 to 2009. The projects focussed on harmonization of the 
interfaces of modelling IT systems and the methodologies of environmental modelling 
(Arnold et al. 2005, Mysiak et al. 2011). Harmonization of interfaces aimed at standardizing 
the interfaces of diverse modelling IT systems so that creating an EDSS becomes manageable. 
The modelling IT systems involved include simulation and optimisation tools and software 
libraries.  The modelling IT systems involved also include modelling support systems (such as 
project management and scientific workflow systems). Hereafter, we call the IT systems in 
general as modelling IT systems. Harmonization of methodologies aimed at developing 
multidisciplinary modelling guidelines and quality assurance procedures. The guidelines and 
procedures considered for supporting the WFD were mostly formulated as step-by-step 
process specifications. We thus call them hereafter as modelling collaboration processes.  
To support the harmonization effort the European Commission (EC) launched a large research 
programme called Catchment Modelling (CatchMod, Arnold et al. 2005). The CatchMod 
programme consisted of ten projects and led to harmonization to a limited extent, often within 
few interrelated disciplines. To achieve broader multidisciplinary integration the programme 
was followed by a number of very large integration projects  (refer to Mysiak et al. 2011, pp 
66-69 for the list of projects).  
We were members of two harmonization projects, which are the HarmoniQuA project and a 
follow-up AquaStress project. We have designed, developed and tested modelling 
collaboration process models and related modelling IT systems in the context of these 
projects. As active members of the CatchMod and follow-up programmes we have learned 
that the harmonization effort was difficult and time consuming largely due to the lack of 
appropriate design abstractions and a systematic approach for harmonization. 
We have recently developed a design frameworks called BITA* aimed at aligning business 
processes and IT systems across multiple collaborating organisations. BITA* is partially 
based on our experiences in the two harmonization projects. The harmonization problems 
addressed in the harmonization projects are similar to alignment problems addressed using 
BITA*. BITA* can thus be helpful for aligning (a term which we hereafter use instead of 
harmonizing) modelling collaboration processes and modelling IT systems. BITA* provides 
modelling abstractions for addressing three types of alignment concerns, which are called 
Business Process to Business Process (BP2BP), Business Process to IT (BP2IT) and IT to IT 
(IT2IT) alignment concerns. The framework provides the modelling abstractions for 
addressing these alignment concerns and a systematic approach for applying the modelling 
abstractions (Kassahun and Tekinerdogan, submitted, chapter 3). In this paper we apply 
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BITA* retrospectively to the two projects mentioned before and thereby evaluate the 
suitability of the framework to addressing alignment issues in similar collaborative 
environmental modelling studies.  
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In section 6.2 we present a case study that 
we use as a running example throughout the paper. In section 6.3 we briefly describe the 
BITA* framework. In section 6.4 we apply the BITA* framework to the case study 
retrospectively. In section 6.5 we discuss the results and finally we make concluding remarks 
in section 6.6. 
6.2 A CASE STUDY AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  
In this section we present a case study based on the HarmoniQuA and AquaStress projects. In 
the HarmoniQuA project we developed a comprehensive modelling collaboration process 
model (called the HarmoniQuA guideline) and a modelling IT system to support the guideline 
(Kassahun et al. 2004, Refsgaard et al. 2005, Scholten et al. 2007). In the AquaStress project 
we extended the HarmoniQuA approach to create an Integrated Solution Support (I3S, 
Kassahun et al. 2008, Assimacopoulos et al. 2009). Using the case study we formulate a 
problem statement. The problem statement concerns the suitability of BITA* for addressing 
alignment concerns in multidisciplinary modelling studies.  
6.2.1 Case Study: Multi-organisational Collaboration in Environmental Modelling  
Collaboration in a multidisciplinary environmental modelling study involves a number of 
organisations. Usually one of the collaborating organisations assumes the project leadership 
responsibility and coordinates all activities. The other organisations provide modellers, 
reviewers, and informants. No single modelling organisation specializes on all disciplines of 
environmental modelling, and as a consequence, diverse modelling organisations are 
involved. Informants are generally stakeholders on whose behalf the modelling study is being 
conducted. Likewise, the different stakeholders come from different organisations. A 
modelling study is generally conducted in a project, which is defined by a project plan that 
includes the definition of milestones and deliverables. Unlike a business process model, a 
project plan does not specify the flow of activities. Instead only activity dependencies are 
specified and the project plan is marked by milestones that describe the progress of the 
project. A conceptual model of collaboration in multidisciplinary environmental modelling 
studies is depicted in Figure 6-1.  
Many multidisciplinary environmental modelling projects suffered setbacks in the past due 
disagreements on which modelling process models to follow and the lack of integration 
among the diverse modelling IT systems. The lack of explicit modelling collaboration process 
models is identified as a major cause of quality assurance problems in modelling (Refsgaard 
et al. 2005, Scholten et al. 2007). Likewise, the lack of integration among models made it 
difficult to make environmental decisions or derive environmental policies at river-basin level 
(Argent 2004, Moore and Tindall 2005).  
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Figure 6-1: A conceptual model of collaboration in multidisciplinary environmental 
modelling studies 
To illustrate the problem of alignment faced in the CatchMod projects we first use a process 
model shown in Figure 6-2 that represents a generic modelling collaboration process that is 
encountered in simple modelling studies. The modelling collaboration process consists of six 
generic activities: plan, configure (configure a model
2
), run (execute the configured model), 
analyse (analyse results of executing the configured model), review (review the model 
outputs) and report (report modelling results). The activities plan, report and review are 
common in many research and non-research projects and thus are self-explanatory. The three 
other constitute the conventional configure-run-analyse pattern of doing a modelling study, 
which we use as a running example in this paper. 
The four vertical blocks (pools) of Figure 6-2 represent the organisations involved in 
modelling studies, namely a managing organisation (MA), an auditor (reviewer) organisation 
(AU), a modelling organisation (MO), and stakeholder organisation (SH). The last lane states 
that the activities are either executed by a modelling, stakeholder or both organisations. The 
three vertical bars displayed at the bottom-centre of the AU, MO, and MO|SH pools represent 
that generally multiple instances (OMG 2011) of these organisations are involved. There is 
generally only one managing (MA) organisation involved. It is important to realize here that 
the interactions among the modellers, among the stakeholders or among the auditors are not 
depicted. There is often little interaction among stakeholders or among auditors. The 
interaction among the modellers is, however, an important aspect of collaboration in 
modelling studies and has to be elaborated in most major modelling studies.  
                                                 
2
 It is important to realize here the following: (1) the term model here refers to environmental models and is 
unrelated to business process, IT and alignment models considered in the BITA* framework, and (2) configuring 
a model means making a generic model specific for the given problem, for instance, by setting parameter values. 
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Figure 6-2: A generic modelling research collaboration process 
6.2.2 Problem Statement 
Disagreements on which modelling collaboration process model to follow and the lack of 
integration among modelling IT systems become obvious when we derive a more detailed 
version of the modelling collaboration process given in Figure 6-2. To derive a detailed 
version of the generic modelling collaboration process model we need a specific modelling 
problem scenario. For that purpose we use a simplified narrative that represents the pilot 
studies of the AquaStress project (see Assimacopoulos et al. 2009). The narrative is based on 
the water-stress mitigation process described by Kassahun et al. (2008): 
Imagine a certain region where both the availability of water and its quality (water 
stress) is of concern. Water is used by a variety of users, such as farmers, households 
and a manufacturing plant. Besides, a certain volume of water with a certain level of 
quality should be maintained for good ecological status. Regional authorities launch a 
multidisciplinary environmental modelling study involving knowledge management 
experts (KM-team), system dynamics modelling experts (SDM-team) and multi-
criteria assessment experts (MCA-team). In addition local authorities and the 
manufacturing plant are also members of the modelling study. Imagine also, for the 
sake of brevity, that project management and review processes of the modelling study 
present no alignment issues. The KM-team generates knowledge models through a 
participatory process. The knowledge models represent the shared understanding about 
possible water-stress options, and the criteria with which they can be evaluated. The 
SDM-teams applies system dynamic modelling to investigate the various intervention 
options identified by the KM-team. The SDM-teams works with the manufacturing 
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plant, which is the largest polluter, to generate various water management options to 
reduce pollution. The MCA-team assesses the different views of households on the 
different water saving strategies based on a predefined and agreed upon set of criteria. 
The options and criteria for the MCA assessment are, partially, provided by the KM-
team. The results of the SDM and MCA team are also used to improve the definition of 
the options and criteria; therefore, the three teams are largely dependent on each 
other’s results.  This narrative is illustrated as a BPMN models in Figure 6-3. 
Figure 6-3 shows three modelling teams who are led by three different modelling 
organisations. (Note that Figure 6-3 shows only a small fraction of a modelling collaboration 
 
Figure 6-3. An example of a simplified water-stress mitiagation process inspired by the 
AquaStress pilot studies  
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process model that we encounter in modelling projects. A more complete model will be 
presented later in section 6.4.4.) In Figure 6-3 we derived the specific configure, run and 
analyse activities of the three modelling teams. When we compare Figure 6-3 with the actual 
activities of the pilot studies we realize misalignments. The KM-team does not “run” a model 
in any strict sense of model execution. In fact, the knowledge modelling (ontology modelling 
in the pilot studies) did not have a separate configuration and analysis phase. It involved 
instead many iterative deliberations with informants as well as other modelling teams—
interactions that are not depicted in Figure 6-3. The teams had to collaborate on doing survey 
studies and modelling knowledge models (of options and criteria) but have different views on 
how to collaborate and achieve the required objectives. They also have different views on 
who should manage which data and who should provide which modelling IT systems.  
In this paper we will illustrate that these problems are related to the BP2BP, BP2IT, and 
IT2IT alignment concerns identified in BITA*. We identify the specific alignment concerns 
and address them using the BITA* framework and thereby evaluate the suitability of the 
framework to addressing similar alignment issues in research collaboration.   
6.3 APPROACH 
6.3.1 The BITA* Framework 
BITA* is a business-IT alignment framework for aligning business collaboration processes 
and IT systems across multiple collaborating organisations. The purpose of alignment is to 
help create a reference architecture that guides the integration of various business processes 
and IT systems adopted across a collaboration network. In BITA* a new reference 
architecture is derived from an existing generic reference architecture. The new reference 
architecture has to address the requirements of the specific sector or application area for 
which it is developed. 
The framework provides three coherent design viewpoints, called BP2BP, BP2IT and IT2IT 
that target three types of stakeholders. The BP2BP alignment viewpoint is used by business 
analysts to align diverse business collaboration processes that are supported by the 
collaborating organisations collectively. The IT2IT alignment viewpoint is used by software 
architects to align the diverse IT systems that are distributed across the collaboration network. 
The BP2IT alignment viewpoint is used by an interdisciplinary team of business analysts and 
software architects to align the business collaboration processes with the underlying 
distributed IT system. 
The core of the framework is a set of allocation and alignment models. Allocation and 
alignment models are used to generate allocation and alignment matrices. An allocation 
matrix represents a business collaboration process, a distributed IT system or the relationships 
between the two.  An alignment matrix is a comparison of two corresponding allocation 
matrices. The framework provides a systematic approach that guides how to generate 
allocation and alignment matrices. 
To help convert business collaboration models to allocation matrices the framework uses 
workflow patterns. Workflow patterns are recurring elements in business process models and 
the workflow systems that are used to execute business processes. In the past, more than a 
hundred workflow patterns have been identified, categorized as control-flow, data-flow and 
resource-flow patterns. A Control-Flow Pattern (CFP) defines a recurring pattern of activity 
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sequencing in business processes. A Data Flow Pattern (DFP) defines a recurring pattern of 
data sharing in workflow systems. A Resource Flow Pattern (RFP) defines a recurring pattern 
of resource allocation in workflow systems (van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 2011). The 
framework used CFPs and DFPs only. 
Each viewpoint consists of allocation and alignment models that address specific alignment 
concerns of the stakeholders of the viewpoint.  The BP2BP allocation and alignment models 
represent BP2BP alignment concerns. The BP2IT allocation and alignment models represent 
BP2IT alignment concerns. The IT2IT allocation and alignment models represent IT2IT 
alignment concerns. Allocation matrices are filled in with binary (true/false) values. 
Alignment matrices are filled in with alignment attributes, which are convergence, partial 
convergence, divergence, partial divergence, and absence.  
The alignment is not done pairwise (comparing allocation matrices of one organisation with 
another) but using a common generic reference architecture. Reference allocation matrices 
capture reference business collaboration models. However, each collaborating organisation 
adopts its version of business collaboration models (which is the cause for misalignment). The 
models adopted by the organisations are called concrete models. Thus, to each reference 
allocation matrix there can be as many concrete allocation matrices as there are collaborating 
organisations.  
The concrete models are in many cases unavailable because many organisations do not 
maintain architectural documentation. This leads to two alternative approaches for generating 
alignment matrices. 
1. The first, and an ideal, approach requires each organisation to produce concrete 
business collaboration models, from which concrete allocation matrices are derived. 
Alignment matrices are made by comparing a reference allocation matrix with the 
corresponding concrete allocation matrices. When an element in a reference allocation 
matrix is also present in all corresponding concrete allocation matrices; we indicate 
the element as convergent. When an element in a reference allocation matrix is absent 
in all corresponding concrete allocation matrices, we indicate the element as absent. If 
the element is present in some of the concrete allocation matrices, we indicate the 
element as partially convergent, which is equivalent to saying partially absent.  When 
the reference allocation matrix does not contain an element that is universally present 
in all corresponding concrete allocation matrices, we indicate the element as divergent. 
But, if the element that is missing in the reference matrix is present only in some of 
the concrete allocation matrices, we indicate the element as partially divergent. 
2. The second, and alternative, approach recognizes the fact that, in practice, concrete 
business collaboration models are unavailable. To circumvent this obstacle, alignment 
matrices are generated from formal reference models and informal concrete models 
(informal description of concrete scenarios). To generate an alignment matrix one of 
the following two approaches are possible. Either the reference allocations will be 
presented and explained to the representatives of each organisation, who will point out 
if the elements of the reference allocation table are convergent, divergent or absent 
with the tacit concrete model they have in mind. Or, the representatives will produce 
use case scenarios that describe the concrete models that those responsible for the 
alignment modelling can use to derive alignment matrices. The assignment of 
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convergence, absence, partial convergence, divergence and partial divergence 
attributes are made in the same fashion as in the first approach.  
The second approach is followed in this paper. The alignments are based on analysing the use 
case description used in the HarmoniQuA and AquaStress projects (Groot et al. 2005, 
Kassahun et al. 2007, Kassahun et al. 2008, Assimacopoulos et al. 2009). 
6.3.2 A Bootstrap Referecne Architecture  
To apply BITA* a generic reference architecture is needed to start the alignment process. 
However, we were unable to find a suitable generic reference architecture for 
multidisciplinary modelling collaboration. Therefore, we must drive a reference architecture 
from relevant conceptual models.  
For the given case study we define a generic reference architecture from a conceptual model 
for information systems provided by Piccoli’s (2012), conceptual architecture for global 
software development provided by Yildiz et al. (2012), and from our experience and 
observarions in CatchMod and related projects.  
According to Piccoli an information systrem of an organisation is a socio-technical system 
comprising of social and technical sub-systems. The social sub-system consists of structure 
and people; the technical sub-system consists of technology and processes. From 
multidisciplinary modelling study perspective, structure and people refers to modelling study 
teams (such as project management and modelling teams) and members of the modelling 
project (such as modellers or stakeholders); technology and processes refers to modelling IT 
systems and modelling collaboration processes. According Yildiz et al. global software 
development consists of a number of socio-technical systems as nodes interconnected through 
the internet. An important aspect of the interconnection is shared data, such as source code. In 
CatchMod and related projects shared data (Janssen et al. 2009), shared conceptualizations 
(ontologies) of modelling (Athanasiadis et al. 2009, Villa et al. 2009) and modelling 
processes (Scholten et al. 2007, Janssen et al. 2009) were considered as essential elements of 
collaboration in multidisciplinary modelling studies. Therefore, besides database (DB), we 
also add knowledge bases (KB) and process support (PS) to the conceptual architecture 
provided by Yildiz et al. to yield the generic reference architecture shown in Figure 6-4.  
A reference architecture for collaboration often standardizes data and interfaces that enable 
the integration of IT systems. A thorough elaboration of data and interface standardizations 
used in multidisciplinary modelling studies is beyond the scope of this paper but is discussed 
in literature (Refsgaard and Henriksen 2004, Gregersen et al. 2007, Scholten et al. 2007, 
Athanasiadis et al. 2009, Villa et al. 2009). However, it is important at this stage to describe 
the relationships among the major data types and their relationships to DBs and KBs. 
Figure 6-5 shows the major categories of data that we used in this paper. Note that we use the 
term data in the broadest interpretation of the term. The data used in modelling studies are 
classified into process data and model data. Process data are data about modelling activities, 
such as guidance, plans, project logs, and reports. Model data are data used in modelling 
activities, such as observed environmental data, model configurations, simulation runs, 
surveys and survey responses. Both process and model data can be classified into qualitative 
and quantitative data. Quantitative data are generally managed in relational databases and are 
structured. Examples of structured quantitative process data are process logs. Process logs 
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consist of data about who has done what and when. Examples of structured quantitative model 
data are responses to closed-ended survey questions. Qualitative data can be classified into 
structured and unstructured. We use the term qualitative structured data to refer to what are 
commonly called semistructured data captured as ontologies, semantic networks or graphs. 
Examples of qualitative structured process data are guidelines. Guidelines can be structured 
into steps, activities, inputs, outputs, etc., and all of these can be interlinked to one another. 
Examples of qualitative structured model data are specifications of criteria. In the AquaStress 
project, for instance, criteria are structured using the AquaStress criterion ontology. 
Qualitative unstructured data are all data that are not quantitative and not structured, such as 
images and documents. A project report is, for instance, a qualitative unstructured process 
data; an image (of a site, for instance) is an example of a qualitative unstructured model data. 
 
Figure 6-4: Reference architecture for research collaboration systems 
 
 
Figure 6-5: Feature diagram of the various data types used in environmental modelling study 
Now that we have explained what the major data types are, we can describe how they are 
managed in DBs and KBs with the help of Figure 6-6. Structured data are, conventionally, 
managed using DBs; structured qualitative data are in recent years managed using KBs. 
Unstructured data are usually managed using document management systems but can also be 
managed using DBs. A DB in this paper refers to a collection of data that are structured 
following relational (Codd 1970) model. A KB refers to a collection of concepts and 
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terminologies interlinked with each other following ontological models (Noy and 
McGuinness 2001) or other formal semantic models.  
A relational table contains rows that represent physical or conceptual objects. The objects 
(and thus the rows) are described by the attributes that constitutes the columns of the table. 
This implies that all objects of a table are of the same type and each object is described by the 
same attributes. The values associated with the attributes differ from one object to the other. 
The attributes are identified by the corresponding column names. The nature of the objects, in 
relational model, is defined by the name of the table, the name of the attributes and the values 
associated with the attributes. Table and attribute names are, however, not always sufficiently 
self-descriptive; and, therefore, the names are generally elaborated in detail elsewhere, often 
in documents or data dictionaries. But, ontologies are increasingly being used to provide a 
more explicit definition of concepts, including relational schemas (Martinez-Cruz et al. 2012, 
Spanos et al. 2012). In CatchMod-related projects ontologies were widely used to capture the 
explicit meaning of concepts which were only represented by names in relational databases, 
for instance, options and criteria. Ontologies are managed in KBs.  
6.4 APPLYING BITA* TO THE CASE STUDY 
In this section we apply the three viewpoints of the BITA* framework to elaborate alignment 
concerns described in section 6.2 and address the concerns.  
6.4.1 BP2BP View 
6.4.1.1 BP2BP Allocation 
In the BP2BP viewpoint of BITA*, activity and CFP allocations together capture business 
collaboration processes that are given as BPMN models.  
Table 6-1 shows the reference activity allocations derived from the reference modelling 
collaboration process depicted in Figure 6-2. Basically, the activity allocation provides which 
organisation is responsible for which activities. This fact is represented in BPMN by placing 
an activity in a pool. A pool is used in this paper to represent an organisation. The activity 
allocation is simple because it is read directly from BPMN models. It is important to notice 
though, as in its BPMN counterpart, the column headings of Table 6-1 represent categories of 
organisations—and not the individual organisations as is often the case in BMPM models. 
The category MA represents the project management origination, of which there is usually 
only one. The category MO represents the modelling organisations, of which there can be 
many. The category AU represents the auditing organisations, which are generally few. The 
category SH represents other participating organisations, which provide data, informants or 
both. 
 
Figure 6-6: The relationship between the contents of DBs and KBs 
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Table 6-1: Reference activity allocations 
Activities 
Organisations 
MA MO AU SH 
a1: plan √    
a2: configure model  √   
a3: run model  √  √ 
a4: analyse data  √   
a5: review   √   
a6: report √    
In Table 6-1 the control flows of Figure 6-2 are ignored, and thus, the table represents the 
modelling collaboration process only partially. To capture the control flows we use CFP 
allocations. CFPs can be arranged hierarchically; i.e. pattern representing the process model at 
higher level of abstraction contain patterns representing the details of the process model. As 
such, CFPs not only enable to capture control flows, they also enable to decompose complex 
processes flow into manageable and understandable sub-processes.  
Because CFP allocations represent a hierarchy of CFPs, they are ideally represented as a 
diagram instead of a table. Figure 6-7 presents the CFP allocations that are derived from 
Figure 6-2. The same allocations are also shown in a tabular form in Table 6-2. We have 
identified in total seven CFP instances, which we number p1 to p7. The second column (cfpid) 
and third column (name) of Table 6-2 are the identification (id) and the name of the CFP as 
defined by van der Aalst and ter Hofstede (2011).  
Pattern p1 is a sequence (cfp-1) CFP. It represents the modelling collaboration process as four 
simple sequential steps:  launch a modelling study (p2), plan the modelling study (a1), do all 
modelling activities (p4), report (a6), and end the modelling study (p3). The pattern p2 is 
generally unqualified in BPMN models, but there are CFPs that allows us to qualify them. We 
model p2 as a persistent trigger CFP (cfp-24), meaning that once launched the process must 
continue under normal circumstances. The alternative is transient trigger CFP (cfp-23), which 
means once started the process may be ignored for all sorts of reasons, for instance, a timeout. 
Likewise, the closure of a modelling study is modelled as explicit termination CFP (cfp-43)—
the alternative being implicit termination (cfp-13). Implicit trigger and termination generally 
occur in short-lived processes.  
The pattern p4, which represents all modelling activities, is modelled as a structured loop 
CFP (cfp-21). Like its containing CFP, p4 represents the complex process within it (pattern 
p5) as a single element. Pattern p4 contains p5 and a5—the pattern p5 is followed by the 
review modelling activities a5. If the reviewers are not satisfied yet another loop (iteration) is 
made, i.e. p5 and a5 are executed all over again; otherwise, the loop is broken and control 
passes to the containing CFP, which is p1.  
The remaining three CFPs (p5, p6 and p7) are modelled as composite patterns of multiple 
instance (cfp-12) and structured loop (cfp-21). They are multiple instance CFPs because they 
can be executed simultaneously by different modelling organisations. They are structured 
loop CFPs because all contain iterations. 
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Figure 6-7: A CFP diagram for the reference collaborative query process model 
Table 6-2: Reference CFP allocations 
pid 
CFP children 
cfpid name parent a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 
p1 1 sequence  √     √ 
p2 24 persistent trigger p1       
p3 43 explicit termination p1       
p4 21 structured loop p1     √  
p5  
12+ 21 multiple instance + 
structured loop 
p4       
p6 
12+ 21 multiple instance + 
structured loop 
p3  √  √   
p7 
12+ 21 multiple instance + 
structured loop 
p4   √    
6.4.1.2 BP2BP Alignment 
Table 6-3 and Table 6-4 give activity and CFP alignments.  
The activity alignments given in Table 6-3 are based on the more detailed reference modelling 
collaboration process model given in Figure 6-3, instead of the more generic counterpart 
given in Figure 6-2. As a result, more organisation types and activities are considered. The 
specific modelling organisations identified are: MOKM representing the organisations of the 
KM-team; MOSDM representing the organisations of the SDM-team; and MOMCA representing 
the organisations of the MCA-team. The more specific activities of the three teams are 
indicated using additional number in the activity ID’s. The more detailed process model is 
considered in order to highlight alignment issues better. 
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The activity alignment table shows the following. The concrete activities related to SDM and 
MDA teams are convergent (+) with the reference activities. This means that the conventional 
configure-run-analyse pattern to modelling applies to SDM and MDA modelling.  
But, the concrete activities related to the KM teams are either divergent (~) or absent ().This 
means that the conventional configure-run-analyse pattern does not apply to the KM 
modelling. The activity a3.2 (deliberate KM), which refers to deliberative and participatory 
process knowledge (ontology) modelling (Ferrand et al. 2007, Ribarova et al. 2011) is part of 
the concrete models but not the reference model, and is, therefore, divergent (~). Activities 
a2.1 (configure KM) and a4.1 (analyse KM) are predicted by the reference modelling 
collaboration proces, but in practice, no distinct configuration and analysis steps were 
specified by the KM teams of the given case study. Therefore, these two activities are absent 
() in the concrete models. We consider the activity a3.1 (elicit KM), which refers to the 
knowledge elicitation process, generally using surveys and interviews, to be comparable to 
‘running a model’, though a more close inspection shows substantial difference between 
running a conventional environmental model and eliciting ontologies through knowledge 
elicitation techniques. Particularly, ontology elicitation is a continuous process that is 
intertwined with the activities of SDM- and MCA- teams. Such a detailed level of alignment 
analysis is, however, not considered here. 
Table 6-3: Activity alignments 
Activities 
Organisations 
AU MA MOONT MOSDM MOMCA SH 
a1  +     
a2       
a2.1: configure KM       
a2.2:configure SDM    +   
a2.3:configure MCA     +  
a3       
a3.1:elicit KM   +   + 
a3.2: deliberate KM    ~ ~  
a3.3:run SDM    +  + 
a3.4:run MCA       + 
a4       
a4.1:analyse KM       
a4.3:analyse SDM    +   
a4.4:analyse MCA      +  
a5: review +      
Table 6-4 shows the CFPs alignments. The CFP alignments indicate that the concrete CFPs 
are generally in agreement with the reference CFPs, with the exception of pattern p6. This is 
due to the absence of activities a2.1 and a4.1, and the divergence of activity a3.2.  
It is worth to realize also that CFP alignment matrix has three dimensions. CFPs are related to 
other CFPs and activities. CFPs can be misaligned not only due to the misalignment caused 
by activities they contain, but also due to misalignments caused by their hierarchical 
arrangements (or misalignments of parent and child relationships). We make the distinction 
between the two by calling the former content misalignment and the latter structure 
misalignment. The pattern p6 is not only misaligned content-wise; it is also misaligned in 
terms of structure. Namely, p6 is absent in concrete CFP allocations.  
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a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 
p1 + +     + 
p2 +       
p3 +       
p4  +       
p5 +     +  
p6        
p7 +   +    
6.4.2 BP2IT View 
6.4.2.1 BP2IT Allocations 
IT service and I/O allocations are defined in the BP2IT viewpoint of BITA* to represent the 
relationships among the elements of business collaboration process models, on one hand, and 
the elements of the business collaboration IT models, on the other. These allocations will be 
used here to represent the relationships among the elements of modelling collaboration 
process and IT models.  
The modelling collaboration process considered is the one depicted in Figure 6-3. No explicit 
modelling collaboration IT model is available except the three IT systems (DB, KB, PS) 
mentioned in the bootstrap reference architecture. However, many diverse IT systems are 
involved in multidisciplinary environmental modelling studies. In the following we provide 
some of the modelling IT systems that were used in the given case study. We will also 
provide the SOA roles associated with the IT systems as part of the allocation modelling.  
As in most research projects a questionnaire tool is used to gather data in environmental 
modelling studies. We refer to these tools as Q-tool. KM-teams use concept mapping and 
ontology development tools. For the given case study the CMap concept mapping tool (Cañas 
et al. 2004) and the Protégé ontology development tool (Gennari et al. 2003) were used. We 
refer to these tools collectively as CM-tool because they were mostly used for concept 
mapping. SDM-teams often use desktop simulation modelling tools. In the case study the 
Simile visual modelling environment (Muetzelfeldt and Massheder 2003) was used. We refer 
to these tools as SDM-tool. MCA-teams use diverse methods to elicit participants’ assessment 
of various options and analyse the various traded-offs through Analytic Hierarchy Process 
(AHP, Saaty 2008).  Eliciting participants’ assessment and applying AHP directly is greatly 
simplified when an online multi-criterial assessment systems is used. For the case study we 
developed an MCA tool called AquaDT (Decision Tool for Water Management). We refer to 
such tools as MCA-tool. Modellers have to communicate the results of their study. The results 
are usually environmental decision support systems which are conveniently accessed online. 
For the given case study we developed an online system for displaying modelling results. We 
refer to such tools as query processing and presentation tool, or QPP-tool.   
Table 6-5 shows the reference IT service allocations. The SOA role allocations provided in 
the table are based on our experience and insight. Above and in the generic reference 
architecture only the IT systems are identified. An IT system often provides a number of IT 
services. For the purpose of the IT allocation modelling, however, we considered the IT 
systems as monolithic IT services. It is important to realize, though, that the features of IT 
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systems used in environmental modelling studies are increasingly being available as web 
services (Foster 2005). The IT systems described in the previous paragraph contain many 
features that could be offered as separate web services.  
The reference IT service allocation shown in Table 6-5 is derived from the generic reference 
architecture given in Figure 6-4 and states the following. Each organisation has its own PS, 
KB and DB systems. The IT systems are used locally. It may be reasonable to assume that 
some of the organisations may share their DB and KB. But the reference architecture does not 
specify who the providers and who the clients are. Therefore, no SOA roles are associated to 
the three IT systems. The remaining five modelling IT systems described above are assigned 
SOA roles as follows. The Q-tool, CM-tool, SDM-tool and MCA-tool tools are provided by 
one or more modelling organisations. The clients of these tools are modelling and stakeholder 
organisations. The QPP-tool is generally provided by the managing organisation. QPP-tool is 
use to disseminate the results of modelling studies, therefore, all organisations are candidate 
clients.  
Table 6-5: Reference IT service allocations 
IT systems 
Providers Clients 
AU MA MO SH AU MA MO SH 
PS         
KBs         
DBs         
Q-tool   √    √ √ 
CM-tool   √    √ √ 
SDM-tool   √    √ √ 
MCA-tool   √    √ √ 
QPP-tool  √   √ √ √ √ 
Next in the BP2IT allocation modelling is the allocation of inputs and outputs to activities. 
Once again we use our experience and insight to provide the reference data I/O allocations 
given in Table 6-6. For the sake of brevity we consider only model data, and not process data.  
We identify five reference model data types that are central to KM, SDM and MCA 
modelling. The question (q) data object refers to structured qualitative data used in 
questionnaires and surveys. The response (r) data object refers to structured quantitative or 
qualitative data obtained from questionnaires and surveys. The option (o) data object refers to 
structured qualitative data used in SDM and MCA tools and identified largely by the KM-
team. The criterion (c), also called indicator, refers to qualitative structured data used in 
MCA to evaluate options. The value (v) is used as collective name for quantitative data 
obtained through MCA and SDM modelling. Values are, for instance, data items associated to 
criteria in MCA assessment or data items assigned to feedback links in SDM modelling.   
The reference I/O allocations are shown in Table 6-6. The allocation can be described as 
follows. There are no input and no output data to configuration of KM (a2.1) since the 
activity does not exist. Data inputs into configuration activities of SDM and MCA (a2.2, a2.3) 
are options and criteria; the data outputs are questions to be presented to informants. The data 
inputs into the run activities (a3) are the questions that are derived in the configuration phase. 
The data outputs of a3 activities are generally responses. The data inputs of the deliberation 
activity (a3.2) are options and criteria derived in pervious SDM and MCA activities and the 
responses of the KB deliberation and yields improved options and criteria as output. There 
are no input and no output data to and from activity a4.1 since the activity does not exist.  
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Data inputs to activity a4 are responses and data outputs are values. The values are used to 
select relevant options and criteria.  
Table 6-6: Reference I/O allocations  
Activities 
Inputs Outputs 
KB DB KB DB 
o c q r v o c q r v 
a2           
a2.1: configure KM           
a2.2:configure SDM √ √      √   
a2.3:configure MCA √ √      √   
a3           
a3.1:elicit KM   √      √  
a3.2: deliberate KM √ √  √  √ √    
a3.3:run SDM   √      √  
a3.4:run MCA    √      √  
a4           
a4.1:analyse KM           
a4.3: analyse SDM    √  √ √   √ 
a4.4:analyse MCA     √  √ √   √ 
6.4.2.2 BP2IT Alignment 
Table 6-7 gives the IT service alignments. We discuss the IT service alignments by dividing 
the table in to two sets of rows. The first three rows (IT systems) are the generic IT systems 
identified in the generic reference architecture given in Figure 6-4. The remaining rows 
represent the modelling IT systems described in the previous section (section 6.4.2.1). In the 
specific case study the managing organisation (MA) provided all the three generic IT systems 
for the modelling study participants, while most other participants kept their IT systems 
private. All actors (clients) used the PS system that the managing organisation provided. 
Modellers (clients) also used the KB and DB the managing organisation provided to share 
data. Some modelling organisations provided their DBs to other modelling organisations as a 
service (thus, some modelling organisations clients and others are providers). The alignment 
shows that IT service alignments involving the PS, KB, and DB are largely divergent (~). The 
other modelling IT services are, generally, in convergence ().  
Table 6-7: IT service alignments 
IT services 
Providers Brokers Clients 
AU MA MO SH MA AU MA MO SH 
PS  ~   ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
KBs  ~      ~  
DBs  ~ #     ~  
Q-tool   +     + + 
CM-tool   +     + + 
SDM-tool   +     + + 
MCA-tool   +     + + 
QPP-tool  +    + + + + 
Table 6-8 shows I/O alignments model data. The I/O alignments specify how the concrete 
data inputs and outputs to activities converge or diverge from the reference ones. The I/O 
allocations are straightforward, and generally convergent. Note that the activities that were 
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absent or divergent (shaded in the table) in the activity alignment matrix are not considered 
for I/O alignment.  
Table 6-8: I/O alignments 
Activities 
Inputs Outputs 
KB DB KB DB 
o c q r v o c q r v 
a2           
a2.1: configure KM           
a2.2:configure SDM + +      +   
a2.3:configure MCA + +      +   
a3           
a3.1:elicit KM   +      +  
a3.2: deliberate KM           
a3.3:run SDM   +      +  
a3.4:run MCA    +      +  
a4           
a4.1:analyse KM           
a4.3: analyse SDM    +  + +   + 
a4.4:analyse MCA     +  + +   + 
6.4.3 IT2IT View 
6.4.3.1 IT2IT Allocations 
IT system, data object and DFP allocations are defined in the IT2IT viewpoint of BITA* to 
model the distributed IT system. We have made no distinction between IT services and IT 
systems in the previous section, and as a result, no IT system allocation modelling is required 
here. In this section we consider data object and DFP allocations only.  
Table 6-9 provides the data object allocations. As in the previous section we considered only 
model data. According to the bootstrap reference architecture each modelling organisation 
provides its own data management systems (DBs, and KBs); therefore, modelling data objects 
are allocated to the modelling organisations (MO).  
Table 6-9: Reference data object allocations 
Data objects 
Organisations 
AU MA MOKM MOSDM MOMCA SH 
o:option   √ √ √  
c:criterion   √ √ √  
q:question   √ √ √  
r:response   √ √ √  
v:value    √ √  
DFP allocations describe the patterns of data sharing. There are four categories of DFPs, 
which are visibility, interaction, transfer and routing. In Table 6-10  we provide the reference 
DFP allocations partly based on the bootstrap reference architecture, partly based on our 
experience and insight. We discuss the DFP allocations using the four categories of DFPs. 
Visibility: The bootstrap reference architecture is based on the idea that data is local and 
visible only with the scope of the instance of a modelling activity (dfp-1), and if the activity is 
iteratively executed, within the scope of the iteration (dfp-4). This is also consistent with the 
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current practice in which each modelling organisation manages its own data and shares it only 
when it is needed (often by email).  
Interaction: In the bootstrap reference architecture data interaction is either from activity to 
activity (dfp-9) or from activity to interactive (multiple instance) activity (dfp-12, dfp-13). 
Activity-to-activity data transfer means that the actors working on the current activity pass the 
resulting data directly to the actors working on the next activity. If the next activity is iterative 
the data should be stored or made continuously available until the iteration (multiple instance 
of the activity) finishes (dfp-12). If the data emerge from iterative activity (multiple instances 
of an activity) then the data must be gathered across the iteration (dfp-13).  
Transfer: The two reference data transfer patterns are data transfer by by-value for inputs 
(dfp-27) and data transfer by by-value for outputs (dfp-28).  
Routing: Data influences how the modelling collaboration processes “flows”.  Data values in 
SDM and MCA sessions influence how many iterations are made and thus affects the routing 
(dfp-40).  
Table 6-10: Reference DFP allocations  
DFP category DFP q r o c v 
Visibility  1 √ √ √ √ √ 
4 √ √ √ √ √ 
Interaction 9 √ √ √ √ √ 
12 √ √ √ √ √ 
13 √ √ √ √ √ 
Transfer 27 √ √ √ √ √ 
28 √ √ √ √ √ 
Routing 40     √ 
6.4.3.2 IT2IT Alignment 
In Table 6-11 and Table 6-12 show the data object and DFP alignments.  The allocations of 
data objects were trivial and so are the alignments. In the given case study modelling 
organisations do generally manage their own data. The divergent (~) behaviour arises because 
the managing organisation provided shared KBs and DBs so that modelling organisations can 
share their by data centrally—instead of by various ad-hoc means, such as emails, as is often 
the case in modelling studies.  
Table 6-11: Data object alignments 
Data objects 
Organisations 
AU MA MOKM MOSDM MOMCA SH 
o:option  ~ + + +  
c:criterion  ~ + + +  
q:question  ~ + + +  
r:response  ~ + + +  
v:value  ~  + +  
DFP alignment matrix is a three dimensional matrix (see Figure 3-11) consisting of data 
object, DFP and organisation dimensions. In the reference DFP allocations we did not 
consider the organisation dimension because the reference architecture suggests that all data 
are private and thus all organisations share data the same way. In the given case study the 
managing organisation provided shared data systems and shared data differently from 
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modelling organisations. This makes the third dimension relevant. To incorporate the third 
dimension of the DFP alignment matrix we provided two sets of columns, one for MA and 
another for MO. The DFP alignment matrix is given in Table 6-12. We discuss the DFP 
alignments using the four categories of DFPs.  
Visibility: The allocations dfp-1 and dfp-4 are in convergence since the reference allocations 
reflect the concrete reality in general. In the given case study shared KBs and DBs were 
introduced by MA. MA made modelling data visible to all members of the modelling team 
(dfp-5), or even people outside the project (external, dfp-8). The former is also enabled by the 
PS system (MoST) provided by MA and which was used as a project data sharing platform.  
Interaction: The data interaction DFP allocations derived from the bootstrap reference 
architecture (dfp-9, dfp-12 and dfp-13) are generally in convergence with the concrete data 
interaction DFP allocations. For the given case study, the introduction of shared DBs and KBs 
by MA leads to additional data interaction patterns, which are conveniently grouped into read 
concrete DFP allocations and write concrete DFP allocations. All data can be read (pulled) 
from an external source (DB) at once in the context of the entire project (dfp-20) or in the 
context individual activity (dfp-16). All data can be written (pushed) to an external source 
(DB) in the context of the entire project (dfp-19) or in the context individual activities (dfp-
15). There are several other concrete interaction DFP allocations that are partially divergent 
(some modelling organisations practicing them while others not) but are here left out for 
brevity purposes.    
Transfer: The two reference data transfer DFP allocations (dfp-27, dfp-28) are in convergence 
with their concrete counter parts.  The two DFP allocations also apply to the shared systems 
provided by MA representing a divergent behaviour—not because the patters are new but 
because they apply to a new IT system introduced in the case study considered.  
Routing: The only possible effect of data on control flow identified in the reference routing 
DFP allocations is dfp-40. However data influence routing in many other ways, particularly, if 
we consider how data can be used in PS systems to manage the control flow. However, the 
bootstrap reference architecture did not provide how data can be used in PS systems. In 
addition, the shared DBs and KBs provide additional possibilities of using data to manage the 
control flow. The concrete routing DFP allocations we describe next reveal insightful 
misalignments between the references and concrete allocation. Generally, data affect control 
flows (routing) either by just existence (when data come into existence something happens) or 
by its value (when the data have values that fall within some limits, something happens). The 
existence of a data object can affect either the launching (as precondition) or the termination 
(as postcondition) of an activity, or the routing of a gateway. The value of data object can, in 
a similar manner, affect the launching or the termination of an activity, or the routing of a 
gateway. Of all the various combinations we identified two DFP allocations in the given case 
study. Namely, for the given case, the existence of question, response, option, and criterion 
affected both the launching (dfp-34) and termination of activities (dfp-36).  
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Table 6-12: DFP alignments 
DFP category DFP 
MA MO 
q r o c v q r o c v 
Visibility 1           
4           
5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~      
8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~      
Interaction  9           
12           
13           
15 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~      
16 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~      
19 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~      
20 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~      
Transfer 27 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~      
28 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~      
Routing 34 ~ ~ ~ ~       
36 ~ ~ ~ ~       
40           
6.4.4 Applying the alignment models 
In HarmoniQuA and AquaStress projects modelling collaboration models were designed and 
implemented after a long process of harmonization. HarmoniQuA was conducted from 
January 2002 to December 2005 with a budget of €2.57 million. The project had 12 partners 
from 10 countries. The project delivered quality assurance guideline (called here modelling 
collaboration process model) and the corresponding IT tools (Kassahun et al. 2004, Scholten 
et al. 2004). AquaStress was conducted from February 2005 to January 2009 with a budget of 
€20 million. The project consisted of 35 partners, including universities, SMEs, NGOs and 
local water management authorities, from 17 countries. The project delivered  integrated 
solution support system (distributed IT system) and associated multidisciplinary and 
participatory methodology for water stress mitigations (modelling collaboration process 
models) that were piloted in eight large test sites (AquaStress 2006). We present the 
modelling collaboration models developed in HarmoniQuA and AquaStress as reference 
architecture for multidisciplinary environmental modelling studies. We thereby reflect on how 
the BITA* approach would have facilitated the development of the reference architecture by 
comparing and contrasting the BITA* approach with the approach followed in HarmoniQuA 
and AquaStress.  
6.4.4.1 Modelling Collaboration Process 
The HarmoniQuA modelling guideline consists of over 350 activities (in contrast, Figure 6-3 
identifies only a fraction of modelling activities) interconnected in complex control-flows that 
it will be difficult to depict it as a BPMN diagram. Instead, we grouped the activities 
hierarchically into 45 tasks, and the 45 tasks into 5 major steps. The tasks, the steps and the 
control flows among them are reproduced in Figure 6-8.  
The HarmoniQuA modelling guideline harmonized the diverse disciplinary modelling 
guidelines to create a multidisciplinary modelling guideline. The resulting multidisciplinary 
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guideline (shown in Figure 6-8) is also designed as cross-organisational process model. 
Therefore, we refer to it hereafter as the HarmoniQuA modelling collaboration process model. 
The HarmoniQuA modelling collaboration process model is a result of harmonising a number 
of guidelines that are designed as imperative or declarative process models, including the 
Dutch the Good Modelling Practice (GMP, Van Waveren et al. 1999), Murrey-Darling 
groundwater flow modelling guideline in (Middlemis 2000), the Bay-Delta modelling 
protocol for water and environmental modelling in Californian (BDMF 2000), and many 
others (Refsgaard 2002).  
Designing a collaboration process model not only requires identifying activities and control 
flows but it also requires assigning the activities to responsible organisations (in BPMN terms 
activities should be placed in pools). The HarmoniQuA modelling collaboration process 
identifies many types of organisations. The organisations can be grouped in various ways. The 
two prominent means are roles and domain of expertise. The different ways of grouping 
organisations are called customization tags. Likewise, as mentioned before, activities are 
grouped using various labels hierarchically. The customization tags, the activity labels, and 
various concepts used in the HarmoniQuA modelling collaboration process model are 
modelled as an ontology, which is depicted partially in Figure 6-9. 
 
Figure 6-8. The HarmoniQuA modelling collaboration process (Scholten et al. 2007) 
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The HarmoniQuA modelling collaboration process model was developed by experts in 
envirmental modelling studies who come from the 12 organisations (and 10 countries) were 
divided into a large group of modelling experts and a small group (a task force) of modelling 
and IT experts. The modelling experts provided the detials of the modelling process model. 
The task force (of 4 environmental modelling experts and 2 knowledge engineering experts) 
designed the structure (ontology) the modelling process. The steps followed were as follows 
(Kassahun et al. 2007):  
1. Modelling experts collected existing relevant modelling guidelines. 
2. The task force analysed the existing guidelines and designed a guideline acquisition 
template.  
3. Modelling experts used template to fill in the details of the multidisciplinary guideline.  
4. The template and the guideline were evaluated and the steps 2, 3, 4 were repeated. The 
final guideline was established in 3 rounds of guideline development. 
During the HarmoniQuA project the alignment models BITA* were not available. If they 
were available, the relevant viewpoint of BITA* will be BP2BP viewpoint, which is used in 
section 6.4.1.1. We believe that the CFP allocations (such as those given in Figure 6-7 and 
Table 6-2) and the corresponding alignments (such as that given in Table 6-4) would have 
revealed misalignments more quickly, if they were used during the HarmoniQuA project. 
Moreover, we believe that the relational models and the associated  SQL queries for 
modelling allocation and alignment matrices given in Table 3-4 and Table 3-5 would have 
facilitated the development of the guideline acquisition template and the processing of the 
filled in templates.  
The HarmoniQuA activities were structured using tasks and steps. The choices for tasks and 
 
Figure 6-9. A feature diagram showing part of the HarmoniQuA guideline ontology 
 (adapted from Kassahun et al. 2004). 
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steps were made largely based on the intuitions of the modelling experts. The use of more or 
less levels of abstractions and a different grouping of activities and task is also possible. In 
fact, much effort was put in agreeing on the level of abstractions and grouping of activities. 
We believe that the use of CFPs, and CFP modelling (such has those given in Table 6-2 and 
Table 6-4) might have made the discussions more objective and might have resulted in 
simplified and better control flow model.  
6.4.4.2 Generic Modelling IT Systems 
The bootstrap reference architecture (Figure 6-4) suggests each organisation might own PS 
(process support), DB (database), and KB (knowledge base) IT systems. 
In HarmoniQuA a process support IT systems called MoST (Modelling Support Tool) was 
developed (Kassahun et al. 2004, Scholten et al. 2007). Figure 6-10 reproduces a screen shot 
of desktop version of MoST. MoST is a client server process support system that was partly 
following the workflow reference model (Hollingsworth and Hampshire 1993). As a 
workflow system it has a workflow engine which is the server of MoST and a worklist 
handler which is the desktop version of MoST. Unlike in other workflow systems, the process 
model used in MoST is fixed, and that is the HarmoniQuA guideline. The guideline is made 
specific for a given modelling study by filtering the guideline (which is very extensive) and 
removing the elements that are not relevant for the given modelling study (for a detailed 
explanation refere to Kassahun et al. 2004, Scholten et al. 2007). The MoST server includes a 
project log repository, which can be viewed as a DB, though it is not a relational DB. The 
project log represents process data. No model data DB is provided in HarmoniQuA. 
 
Figure 6-10: A screenshot of MoST (Scholten et al. 2007) 
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Likewise, the KB contains process data only. 
In section 6.4.2 we described the PS, KB, and DB as internal systems, and as a result, no SOA 
roles were assigned to the organisations. The design of MoST as a client-server application 
enabled the project manager (PM) to setup a shared project log (providing shared PS, KB and 
DB) and other organisations to use the desktop version of MoST (and be clients to PS). The 
IT service alignments are, in fact, made based on this reasoning.   
6.4.4.3 A Reference Architecture for Modelling Collaboration  
Figure 6-11 presents a reference architecture for Integrated Solution Support (I3S). The 
reference architecture is based on the bootstrap reference architecture (given in Figure 6-4) 
and the architecture of the I3S provided by Kassahun et al. (2008). The architecture includes a 
large number of IT systems which are described in Table 6-13. Each organisation will not, 
however, deploy all of the IT systems. Moreover, the web-applications and the persistence 
layer of an organisation may or may not be shared. Generally, process-related IT systems are 
provided and shared by the managing organisation and modelling-related IT systems are 
provided and shared by modelling organisations.  
How IT systems and data are shared was defined in AquaStress only informally for lack of 
modelling abstractions. In contrast, BITA* provides modelling abstractions to do so. In 
sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3, and particularly in tables 6.7 and 6.11 we have shown how the 
distribution IT systems and data across the collaboration network can be modelled, and in 
tables and 6.8 and 6.12 how the sharing of data can be modelled.  
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Figure 6-11: Reference  architecture for I3S (adapted from Kassahun et al. 2008) 
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Table 6-13: IT systems of I3S 
IT system Description 
Process Support 
(PS) 
Using the PS tool the project manager (PM) of a modelling study makes a project plan. 
The project plan is made by retrieving the entire modelling guideline (modelling 
collaboration process model) from the process KB and filtering it to the needs of the 
particular modelling study. The PM shares the project plan using the PS server. Members 
of participating organisations (including the PM) use a personal PS tool (such as MoST) to 
retrieve the project plan. The activities of the members are sent to the PS server and 
registered in the project log (process DB).  
Database (DB) see other descriptions  
Knowledge base 
(KB) 
see other descriptions  
Questionnaire tool  
(Q-tool) 
A Q-tool is used by modellers (MO) to design questionnaires and by informants (SH) to 
respond to the questionnaires. A Q-tool is one of the web-based 3-tier IT systems that are 
encountered in modelling. A Q-tool manages questions and responses in its own DB. 
Depending on how the questions are formulated a Q-tool DB may or may not be integrated 




A QPP-tool is used by all members of participating organisations to visualize process and 
model data. A  QPP-tool retrieves data from shared repositories (DBs and KBs).  
Configuration tool 
(Config-tool) 
A Config-tool is used by modellers (MO) to edit the contents of configuration KBs and 
DBs. An example of a config tool is the KB editor of HarmoniQuA (Kassahun et al. 2007), 
which is used to develop the HarmoniQuA guideline.  
Concept mapping 
tool (CM-tool) 
A CM-tool is used to model a “mental map” of a certain reality (Kosko 1986) or to model 




A system dynamics model is a semi-quantitative model for studying complex feedback 
effects of planned interventions. It is a soft systems approach whereby the knowledge of 
local experts is used to gain insight into feedback mechanisms of systems (Forrester 1994).  
Generally there are no generic SDM tools. The SDM models of AquaStress are built with 
SIMILE simulation modelling tool (Vamvakeridou-Lyroudia and Savic 2008). An SDM-




Multi-criteria analysis is a set of procedures for evaluating alternative decisions involving 
non-commensurable, conflicting criteria (Triantaphyllou 2000).  
There are generic MCA tools. The MCA-tool included in I3S of AquaStress is AquaDT, 
which was developed in the context of the AquaStress project. The MCA-tool works with 




A CBR-tool has been developed as part of I3S as a means of learning by analogy 
(Griffioen et al. 2006). A CBR tool retrieves site specific data from either KBs or DBs.  
Strategy Simulation 
Game (SSG-tool) 
Simulation games are computers simulations of a reality for the purpose of gaining insight 
on how systems work. In role playing games players take on their own or other people’s 
role or behavioural patterns in a real or imaginary context. In strategy games players 
attempt to manipulate the environment to see the effects of their decisions (Wien et al. 
2003). In I3S the Splash! strategy simulation game is was included in AquaStress (ibid). 
The SSG-tool works with configuration and model repositories. 
Other tools In addition a number of IT tools, such as agent-based models (ABM, Gilbert and Terna 
2000, Grimm et al. 2006), data uncertainty models (DUM, Brown and Heuvelink 2007) 
and cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA, Berbel et al. 2011) are part of the collection IT 
systems that belong to I3S. 
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6.5 DISCUSSION 
The CatchMod programme in support of Europe’s WFD focused on harmonization of 
modelling processes and modelling IT systems. The harmonization effort led to common 
glossaries (the HarmoniRiB project, Refsgaard et al. 2005), common modelling interface (the 
HarmonIT project, Moore and Tindall 2005) and common modelling collaboration process 
models (the HarmoniQuA project, Scholten et al. 2007). The harmonization process was 
challenging for lack of explicit methodology for harmonization. 
In this paper we have been able to match the alignment issues to the three classes of alignment 
concerns of BITA*. We successfully reframed the harmonization of quality assurance 
guidelines of the HarmoniQuA project as a BP2BP alignment concern, and the development 
of I3S in the AquaStress project as BP2IT and IT2IT alignment concerns. In literature related 
to CatchMod projects we were unable to find information about the adopted systematic 
approach. Ontologies have been used to model processes (Scholten et al. 2007, Janssen et al. 
2009), ensure compatibility of data (Assimacopoulos et al. 2009) and define modelling 
interfaces (Moore and Tindall 2005). But ontologies were used to describe the resulting 
harmonized process models, IT interfaces or data but not the harmonization process itself. 
Using the BITA* approach we have been able to derive allocation and alignment matrices and 
thereby show that the BITA* approach can be used to guide the harmonization process.  
Research in modelling collaboration systems has led to a number of new initiatives which 
were undertaken as research e-infrastructure development initiatives. Examples of such 
initiatives include the development of scientific workflows, such as Taverna (Wolstencroft et 
al. 2013) and Kepler (Ludäscher et al. 2006) which are designed to combine local and remote 
IT systems into complex analytical workflows. Building Europe’s research e-infrastructures, 
including e-infrastructures for multidisciplinary environmental modelling studies,  is part of 
EU’s research agenda (ESFRI 2016). The results of this paper will help the alignment 
processes that have to be done in order to realize research e-infrastructures.  
6.6 CONCLUSION  
In this paper we aimed to identify the alignment concerns in multidisciplinary environmental 
modelling studies and address them using the BITA* framework. To do so we had to be able 
to frame the alignment problems encountered in modelling collaboration processes and 
modelling IT systems as BP2BP, BP2IT, and IT2IT alignment concerns and address them 
using the BITA* framework.  
We have applied the BITA* framework retrospectively to the HarmoniQuA and AquaStress 
projects. In the HarmoniQuA project a modelling collaboration process model were aligned 
and an IT system for supporting the model was developed (Kassahun et al. 2004, Scholten et 
al. 2007). In the AquaStress various modelling IT systems were aligned to result in an 
integrated IT system for multidisciplinary environmental modelling (Kassahun et al. 2008).  
We showed how the alignment modelling would have been done using the BITA* approach. 
We have achieved the following.  (1) We have been able to match the alignment issues to the 
three classes of alignment concerns of BITA*. We showed how workflow patterns can be 
used in modelling research collaboration processes. (2) We have been able to derive 
allocation and alignment matrices and thereby address the alignment concerns. (3) We have 
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shown that BITA* provides systematic approach and the result indicate that it could be 






GENERAL DISCUSSION  
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis we have explored business-IT alignment problems of multiple collaborating 
organisations. To cope with these problems we have provided an alignment design framework 
which we have applied to two different case studies.  
The business-IT alignment problems could be identified in both case studies though the case 
studies come from two distinct application domains. From the results we can derive the 
following observations.  
First, the adoption of a common reference architecture appeared to be necessary to support the 
business process and IT alignment of collaborating organisations. This has been the case 
when the collaborating organisations may not initially find a suitable reference architecture 
that they can use (case study 2) and when they find a usable reference architecture that may 
not fully meet the requirements of many of the organisations involved (case study 1).  
Second, although the concerns of many of the organisations are not addressed by a chosen 
reference architecture, the collaborating organisations can still find a way to comply with the 
architecture collectively. Collective compliance was made possible in the first case study 
because some organisations supported the required business activities and IT on behalf of 
their collaboration partners. For instance, a transparency system presented in chapter 5 is 
developed for a third party transparency system provider that provided the required 
transparency data repository for small food operators (particularly farmers). Deploying the 
transparency system in a supply chain will make the supply chain EPCIS compliant while 
many of the food operators do not deploy EPCIS-compliant business processes and IT 
systems. How the small food operators collaborate with the third party is an alignment 
concern that requires adaptation of the reference architecture. In this particular case adaption 
entails defining business collaboration models to address the alignment concerns that were not 
addressed in the generic reference architecture. Many supply chain transparency systems 
proposed in the literature (Shanahan et al. 2009, Thakur et al. 2011, Bruno and Viola 2016) in 
fact address alignment problems by adapting EPCIS reference architecture. 
Third, although BP2BP, BP2IT and IT2IT alignment concerns were initially identified during 
the first case study, we were able to map the alignment concerns of the second case study to 
the three types of alignment concerns and address them using BITA*. This is significant 
because the second case study is about multidisciplinary environmental modelling, a problem 
domain that is substantially different from that addressed in the first case study, which is 
about transparency in meat supply chains. This indicates that the alignment framework may 
be applicable to various other problem domains. 
To support solving alignment problems we designed a Business-IT Alignment framework 
called BITA* and the associated design artefacts. From the case study it became clear that 
new business collaboration models have to be defined in order to address collaboration 
concerns that are not addressed in the chosen generic reference architecture. But, each 
collaborating organisation may have a different view about the required business 
collaboration models. To align the different views on business collaboration models we 
provided allocation and alignment models. To design the allocation and alignment models, the 
business-IT alignment problems were categorized into three types of alignment concerns: 
Business Process to Business Process (BP2BP), Business Process to IT (BP2IT), and IT to IT 
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(IT2IT) alignment concerns. For each class of alignment concerns we designed three 
alignment viewpoints (BP2BP, BP2IT and IT2IT viewpoints), and provided allocation and 
alignment models that address the specific alignment concerns of each viewpoint. Allocation 
models represent business collaboration models in a matrix form. Alignment models represent 
the results of comparing two corresponding allocation models, also in a matrix form. BITA* 
also provides a systematic approach (a method) for generating alignment matrices. The 
framework was applied in two case studies in order to verify it, which also led to yet another 
set of design artefacts. Figure 7-1 summarizes the resulting design artefacts using March and 
Smith’s (1995) categories for design artefacts. 
We applied BITA* in two case studies to demonstrate it utility (shown as implement RA1 and 
retrospective assessment of RA2 in Figure 7-1). The results presented in chapter 3 and 6 show 
that the framework can indeed help address business-IT alignment problems of multiple 
collaborating organisations. The framework addressed business-IT alignment problems by 
helping to derive a more specific reference architecture in which the alignment problems are 
addressed from a more generic reference architecture in which the alignment problems are not 
addressed. However, a suitable generic reference architecture may or may not be available, 
which led to two possible application scenarios of applying BITA*. We have applied the 
framework in both scenarios as shown in Figure 7-2.  
 
Figure 7-1: The resulting design artefacts of this thesis  
 (RA: Reference Architecture) 
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Figure 7-2: The application of BITA in the two case studies of this thesis. (The figure 
represents two instance of the three possible scenarios depicted in Figure 1-2.) 
In the remainder of this chapter we discuss how the research questions were addressed 
(section 7.2), what was done to mitigate validity threats to the case studies and how the design 
artefacts are verified (section 7.3), and what the implications of the results of this thesis are 
(section 7.4).  
7.2 ADDRESSING RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
7.2.1 Exploring the Alignment Problem  
The first research question of this thesis was: How do alignment problem manifest in multi-
organisational collaboration?  
Business-IT alignment problems have generally been addressed within the context of 
individual organisations, and in that context they are fairly understood. What is explored in 
this thesis is how business-IT alignment problems manifest themselves from the perspective 
of multi-organisational collaboration, which is poorly understood. We explored alignment 
problems in two case studies. In the following we summarize the results.  
7.2.1.1 Case study 1: Meat Supply Chains  
The first case study has two major purposes: (1) to elaborate how business-IT alignment 
problems manifest themselves when multiple organisations need to collaborate, and (2) to 
help derive and test business-IT alignment framework. In this section we discuss the first 
purpose. 
The case study demonstrated how business-IT alignment problems occur in meat supply chain 
transparency systems. If fact, this case study provided an ideal case for demonstrating 
alignment problems when multiple and diverse organisations collaborate. This is because an 
essential aspect of transparency, which is the ability to track and trace product items across 
the supply chain whenever and wherever required, requires the collaboration of many and 
diverse actors (see chapter 4 for the detailed description). Meat supply chains involve multiple 
and diverse organisations, including farmers, slaughterhouses, diverse types of meat 
processors, logistic operators, food regulators and retailers. These organisations not only 
differ in their roles but also in their sizes. In addition each role may be performed by many 
organizations (e.g. many farmers and many meat processors). These differences impact their 
capabilities in supporting required business activities and providing required IT systems.  
Besides, food operators in meat supply chains are subject to different and partly contradictory 
regulatory mandates. For instance, we have shown that in Europe part of meat supply chains 




2000) which requires a nationwide identification and registry system for animals. The other 
half involving slaughterhouses and other meat processors is subject to the regulation Reg. N
o 
178/2002 (EC 2002), also called the General Food Law, which mandates the one-step-
back/one-step-forward principle. In the former transparency data are managed by a 
centralized transparency data repository, in the later transparency data are managed by the 
food operators themselves. The two approaches demand different business collaboration 
process models and different types of IT support.  
Transparency is a major business and societal concern in general and, as a result, there is 
global consortium (with member organisations in all major countries) that designs global 
standards for supply chain transparency. The standard that defines a generic reference 
architecture for transparency is EPCIS (GS1 EPCglobal 2014). EPCIS provides a fixed set of 
IT interfaces and data models that organisations have to comply with in order for them to be 
part of supply chain wide transparency systems. In terms of the EPCIS reference architecture 
all organisations are considered to be similar in their ability to comply with the standard. 
However, many food operators in meat supply chains cannot comply with the EPCIS 
reference architecture for various reasons. We identified five different types of organisations 
who have their own views how a reference architecture for a chain-wide transparency system 
should be realized. Besides identifying the different alignment concerns, the case study 
showed how the EPCIS reference architecture can be adapted by aligning the different views 
(see chapters 4 and 5). 
7.2.1.2 Case study 2: Enviromental Modelling 
Business-IT alignment problems are also encountered in other application domains. The 
second case study (see chapter 6) is a retrospective analysis of two alignment projects in 
multidisciplinary environmental modelling domain.  
This case study differs from the first one in two major ways. First, there was no suitable 
generic reference architecture to start with. Second, environmental modelling studies (and 
projects in general) are managed using project planning approaches but not using business 
process modelling approaches. To identify business-IT alignment problems with the help a 
generic reference architecture we defined an initial, bootstrap, reference architecture; and we 
also showed that the business process modelling approach is, in fact, already widely used to 
manage modelling studies, though conceptualized differently, such as quality assurance 
procedures. We were then able to elaborate alignment problems encountered in 
multidisciplinary modelling as business process to IT alignment problems. We showed how 
alignment helped develop the quality assurance guideline in the HarmoniQuA project, the 
integrated modelling support system in the AquaStress project.  
7.2.2 Deriving the BITA* Framework  
The second research question of this thesis was: What should a business-IT alignment 
framework constitute?  
The BITA* framework is the result of considering aligning as a design artefact and as a major 
design concern. To derive the framework we introduced two design constructs: allocation and 
alignment. Allocation and alignment are the means with which we compare models that are 
designed as BPMN or SOA-related modelling abstractions. We also introduced the concept of 
business collaboration model to model collaborations. We defined three types of business 
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collaboration models. A business collaboration process model describes a business process 
that spans across a collaboration network. A business collaboration IT model describes the 
distributed IT system that underlies business collaboration processes. We also introduced a 
business collaboration process-IT model that represents the relationship between the process 
and IT models.  
To understand the BITA* approach, it is important to realize that there is no central authority 
that designs business collaboration models. We showed that it is reasonable to assume that 
each collaboration organisation has a particular view on what is required to realize business 
collaboration across the collaboration network and has its own business collaboration models 
for it (albeit implicit). The corresponding business collaboration models from the different 
collaborating organisation have to be aligned in order to define a reference architecture that 
the organisations will agree with.  
In BITA* we defined allocation and alignment models and the associated systematic approach 
for aligning the business collaboration models of the different collaborating organisations. 
The models are defined in design viewpoints. A viewpoint addresses design concerns of a 
particular type of stakeholders by providing them with explicit modelling abstractions. The 
modelling abstraction can be entirely new but often are built on top of already existing 
modelling abstractions from related design viewpoints (Clements et al. 2010, ISO/IEC/IEEE 
2011). In BITA* we identified three types of stakeholders and designed three viewpoints that 
address their alignment concerns. The first viewpoint addresses the concerns of business 
analysts. Business analysts deal with the alignment of the business processes of their 
organisation with those of the collaboration partners. We call their concerns BP2BP alignment 
concerns and the associated viewpoint BP2BP viewpoint. The second viewpoint addresses the 
concerns of software architects. Software architects deal with the integration of the IT systems 
of their organisation with those of the collaboration partners. We call their concerns IT2IT 
alignment concerns and the associated viewpoint IT2IT viewpoint. The third viewpoint 
addresses the concerns of an interdisciplinary team of business analysts and software 
architects. Such a team deals with the alignment of business processes with the underlying 
distributed IT system. We call their concerns BP2IT (or IT2BP) alignment concerns and the 
associated viewpoint BP2IT viewpoint. 
In BITA* we encountered three major design problems. (1) Alignment requires comparing 
business collaboration models. But, comparing models is generally hard for several reasons 
including differences in the notation and modelling abstractions used, differences in the 
abstraction levels chosen, and complexity of models (van der Aalst et al. 2006, Dijkman et al. 
2008, Weidlich et al. 2011, Ahmad et al. 2012). (2) Even if models would be comparable, the 
required pairwise comparison rises rapidly as the number of participating organisations 
increases. (3) In practice, many of the collaborating organisations cannot produce explicit 
models which can be used in the alignment process. To address these problems we have 
provided two solutions. (1) We used allocation models to represent business collaboration 
models as matrices and tables with the help of workflow patterns. The tabular representation 
enabled us to compare two corresponding business collaboration models and make explicit 
statement about their alignments. Workflow patterns also enabled us to be more explicit about 
the abstraction levels used. (2) We used reference models so that the collaborating 
organisations do not have to produce explicit business collaboration models of their own. We 
represented the organisations’ perspectives about business collaboration using reference 
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models and alignment attributes. We defined convergence, partial convergence, divergence, 
partial divergence, and absence alignment attributes to model alignments.  
7.2.3 Applying the Alignment Framework  
The third research question of this thesis was: How to apply business-IT alignment framework 
to address collaboration concerns?  
The ultimate goal of BITA* is to help build a distributed IT system that supports collaboration 
across multiple organisations. Verifying BITA* requires realizing and testing collaboration 
systems. It is important to realize, though, that BITA* is an alignment framework, and not a 
software system development framework. Therefore, to truly validate BITA* a multi-step 
process was required. We used four steps to validate BITA*, which are: (1) deriving a 
reference architecture with the help of BITA*; (2) deriving one or more concrete architectures 
and business collaboration processes from the reference architecture; (3) building a distributed 
IT system (a collaboration system) using the concrete architectures; and finally, (4) 
demonstrating the distributed IT system by executing the business collaboration processes to 
address specific collaboration problems.  
We have derived two reference architectures using BITA*, which are described in chapters 3, 
5 and 6 and in previous publication (Scholten et al. 2007, Kassahun et al. 2008). The first 
reference architecture has been used to derive a concrete architecture and the corresponding 
collaboration system as described in chapters 3 and 5. We have also demonstrated the system 
in the same chapter. To fully demonstrate its utility the system has to be deployed across a 
collaboration network. The demonstration presented in chapter 5 is currently one of the pilot 
studies of the newly launched Internet of Food and Farm (IoF2020) project
1
. The second 
reference architecture is a retrospective analysis of a collaboration system that was already 
implemented and tested (Scholten et al. 2007, Kassahun et al. 2008, Assimacopoulos et al. 
2009, Inman et al. 2011). 
7.3 EVALUATIONS 
7.3.1 Validity of Case Study Results  
Case study research is susceptible to various validity threats, which have to be addressed for 
the results to be acceptable. The major threats to validity are construct validity, internal 
validity, external validity, and reliability (Yin 2003). Mitigating strategies for threats of 
validity in software engineering related case studies include: prolonged involvement to 
enhance shared understanding of concepts, triangulation of data from different informants to 
capture and explain contradictory views, peer debriefing to avoid bias of sole investigator, 
member checking by informants of the study to overcome misunderstanding, negative case 
analysis to formulate alternative explanations and theories to improve the analysis  
information, and audit trail to be able to present chain of evidence (Runeson et al. 2012). In 
the following we describe how we applied these mitigation strategies in our case studies.   
Construct Validity 
Construct validity entails that the constructs are measured or interpreted correctly (Yin 2003). 
Constructs are conceptualizations, often abstract, and as such, not directly usable. The 




allocation and alignment constructs of this thesis are very good examples of abstract 
constructs. Constructs are operationalized by either associating them with measurement 
variables or by qualifying them with adequate explanations (Yin 2003). We made allocation 
and alignment measurable by providing explicit allocation and alignment models. Allocation 
is associated with the binary true or false (yes or no) values and alignment is associated with 
one of the five possible alignment attributes: convergent, divergent, absent, partially 
divergent, and partially absent. The alignment attributes are themselves constructs which are 
qualified through adequate explanation in reflexion modelling literature. Business 
collaboration model is yet another construct introduced in this thesis that is operationalized 
using allocation modelling.  
Many more constructs are used in this thesis. They can be categorized as actor, organisation, 
IT, activity, or a type derived from any combination of these (Sjøberg et al. 2008). The 
constructs we used are derived from BPMN, SOA and workflow pattern modelling 
approaches. These constructs are widely used and validated in literature.  
To enhance construct validity Yin suggests three mitigation strategies: using multiple sources 
of evidence, establishing a chain of evidence, and letting informants review the constructs. In 
the first case study, from which the constructs were derived, we used multiple sources of 
evidence. We used informants from two meat processors, farmers, GS1, Orgainvent, EHI, 
Global G.A.P., QS, and two supermarket chains. The other two mitigation strategies turned 
out difficult to apply in our case studies because of the informal and iterative nature of the 
design process followed. Instead of a separate informant review step we actively involved 
informants in various occasions and various ways throughout the iterative process (see 
chapters 4 and 5).  
Internal Validity  
Internal validity is about cause-and-effect relationships among variables, a concern that has to 
be dealt with in explanatory case studies. It ensures that the observed effects are only due to 
the identified causes (Yin 2003). When internal validity is an issue, it is often confused with 
construct validity. But, the two are distinctly different; the former is about the accounting for 
all alternative cause variables while the latter is about the measurement or the interpretation 
of both cause and effect variables  (Straub et al. 2004). Internal validity is enhanced by 
showing: (1) there is a clear correlation between cause and effect variables, (2) the cause 
variables are antecedent to effect variables, and (3) there are no confounding variables. 
Strategies to mitigating internal validity threats are pattern matching and explanation building 
(Yin 2003). Pattern matching is suitable when there are quantitative data, which is not the 
case in design science related research, which this thesis represents; therefore, we provided 
mainly explanations to support internal validity.  
Ensuring internal validity in crucial for both case studies. The primary claim of design science 
research is create design artefacts (effects) that address the requirements for the design 
(causes). In this case study once the requirements were identified it took a couple of years 
before the required design artefacts were realized and tested. This causes a concern that the 
resulting designs may not have been the only reason that the requirements are fulfilled. The 
artefacts we developed seemed to fulfil the requirements but it is still important to make sure 
that the requirements were fulfilled only because of the artefacts not confounded by other 
variables.  Other variables could be the deployment of other design artefacts or the pressure to 
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make the design project a success—while better alternative solutions are available. The later 
could, for instance, lead to the implementation to drift substantially from the original designs, 
and thus the systems tested do not reflect the designs. 
To ensure internal validity we had a prolonged encounter with informants and were able to 
formulate detailed explanations of the requirements, designs and systems. We also applied 
triangulation and negative case analysis to justify requirements and designs. For instance, in 
the first case study we involved informants from Global G.A.P to solicit negative case 
analysis. Global G.A.P uses a different approach to transparency which is based on 
certification and inspection, while our approach (based on the EPCIS standard) is based on 
real-time data capturing and sharing. Also, the fact that the results of the first case are 
considered as one of the large scale trails to be conducted in Europe under the Internet of 
Food and Farm (IoF2020) project indicates that: (1) the designs (effects) address the 
requirements (causes), and (2) the requirements are still valid and the designs are still 
relevant.  
External Validity 
External validity entails that claims of generality are justified, which means that the results 
will also apply to different contexts. Strategies for mitigating external validity threats are 
either using theories in addition to a case study, using multiple case studies, or both (Yin 
2003). We enhanced the external validity of the study by replicating the first case study in a 
different application area. Replication of a large design-related case study in a new project is, 
however, problematic because finding a real-life large scale collaborative project is difficult to 
find or organise. We have, therefore, used a retrospective case study.  
Reliability 
Reliability in engineering case studies entails that the results can be replicated within the same 
context. In data intensive case studies reliability is enhanced using mitigation strategies based 
on statistics, such as dividing the available data in to two parts and using one part for 
calibration and the other for validation (Straub et al. 2004)—an option not suitable for our 
case studies. Instead, we have extensively consulted with peers within and outside the case 
studies (peer debriefing) and consulted target users and companies on the requirements and 
proposed solution (member checking) to mitigate reliability issues.  
7.3.2 Evaluation of Design Artefacts 
A review of design science literature shows that a design science research process may 
constitute the following steps: (1) identify and motivate the problem, (2) define requirements, 
(3) design and instantiate, (4) demonstrate the solution, (5) evaluate, and (6) communicate 
(Peffers et al. 2008). We have mentioned earlier that we used case study research for the first 
two steps in designing the BITA* framework. The last step, communication, has been done 
through various means, including web site, presentation a number scientific conferences and 
publication in scientific journals.  
The three intermediate steps did not follow the sequential process described by Peffers et al. 
This was also to some extent true about the first two steps. However, whether the first two 
steps were done sequentially or iteratively did not have much impact on evaluation. The 
iterative nature of the three next steps did, however, has impact on the evaluation of design 
artefacts.  
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According to the above six-steps process, once the design artefacts are developed (designed 
and instantiated), they should be demonstrated, and then evaluated. When we consider BITA* 
as a design artefact, this approach is, however, not that straightforward for at least to major 
reasons.  
First, as described previously, applying the BITA* framework to help realize a collaboration 
system requires multiple steps, and each one of them can be considered as a design science 
research. The steps include designing a reference architecture, applying the reference 
architecture to derive concrete architectures, using the concrete architectures to realize IT 
systems, and using the realized IT systems. This resulted in a cascade of design artefacts and, 
as a result, it is not clear to which artefacts the demonstration and evaluation steps apply. We 
consider that the steps of demonstration and evaluation apply to the final, realized, IT 
systems. In this respect the evaluation of the final IT systems are available as published 
articles (Scholten et al. 2007, Assimacopoulos et al. 2009, Inman et al. 2011). The 
intermediate design artefacts (architecture and software designs) are validated by actually 
instantiating them, or to use Peffers et al.’s terminology through “proof by construction” 
(Nunamaker et al. 1990, Hevner et al. 2004). 
Second, the design artefacts are not developed sequentially as described above but iteratively. 
As a result the boundaries of the first five steps are not crisp. Evaluations were made routinely 
but to identify new requirements for the next round of development. The stakeholders were 
actively involved and the design artefacts were continuously evaluated by them. In fact, an 
iterative and agile development methodology (Fowler and Highsmith 2001) was adopted 
throughout the FIspace project. The first case study was conducted in the context of that 
project and the resulting design artefacts were developed iteratively. In iterative approaches 
evaluations are integral part of the design and instantiation process (Sein et al. 2011). In agile 
methodologies the aim is to ensure that valuable design artefacts are available even if the 
project is suddenly stopped, for instance, due to budget restrictions (Hunt 2006). As a 
consequence, evaluations were largely used to derive or enhance requirements instead of 
measuring the degree of success.  
The reference architecture of the first case study, which is the main design artefact of the case 
study, was validated to an extent by the concrete implementation of a transparency system 
presented in chapter 5. To fully validate the reference architecture we have to derive multiple 
concrete architectures for different organisations, realize the corresponding IT systems, 
deploy the IT systems, and evaluate the resulting business collaboration processes and 
distributed IT. We are currently undertaking such a large scale demonstration and evaluation 
within the IoF2020
2
 project.  
7.4 IMPLICATIONS OF THIS THESIS 
7.4.1 Theoretical Implications  
In this thesis we have derived allocation and alignment design constructs and the associated 
models to make model comparisons possible. We thereby considered each organisation’s 
business collaboration models for comparison. This approach is significantly different from 
the approaches that have been suggested in literature. In literature the general approach to 




compliance and alignment, often applied to business process models (Kunze et al. 2011, 
Weidlich et al. 2011, Rosa et al. 2013) does not consider business collaboration models 
explicitly. We believe our approach will provide a novel approach to addressing alignment 
when multiple organisations are involved. 
We have provided three scenarios illustrating how alignment and reference architectures are 
related in Figure 1-2. The most widely used scenario in practice is scenario ①, in which an 
existing reference architecture is used to derive (or adapt) concrete architectures so that the 
concrete architectures are aligned. The use of alignment modelling depicted as scenarios ② 
and ③ is, however, novel, and will help future alignment projects in which  generic reference 
architecture, such as EDI (Mukhopadhyay et al. 1995),  SCOR (SCC 2012) and EPCIS 
(EPCglobal 2014) will be adapted for specific purposes and domains. 
Originally workflow patterns were meant to be used for investigating the suitability of 
business process modelling abstractions, and for assessing workflow and “process-aware” 
systems (van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 2011). We have shown how workflow patterns can be 
used for making models comparable and help design reference architectures. The application 
of workflow patterns for the purpose of allocation modelling is also novel, and in fact, this 
thesis showed that workflow patterns are essential enablers of business-IT alignment.  
7.4.2 Practical Implications 
The results of this thesis have several practical implications, which can be grouped into 
generic and sector specific. 
The generic practical implication is related to methodologies to alignment. Reference 
architectures are probably the primary means of realizing integration across large 
collaboration networks. Alignment, though not explicitly stated, has been one of the required 
steps in deriving sector-specific reference architectures from generic ones. In the agri-food 
sector, for instance, many reference architectures have been developed by adapting and 
extending existing generic reference architectures, such as EPCIS, EDI, ISA-95(Scholten 
2007) and SCOR (Verdouw et al. 2010, Medini and Bourey 2012, Bruno and Viola 2016, 
Kidane and Kim 2016, Jung et al. 2017, Kruize 2017). The reference architectures are derived 
by considering many different use case scenarios. The resulting reference architectures are 
presented using modelling abstractions, such as BPMN, ArchiMate (The Open Group 2013), 
and UML. The alignment process adopted is usually not explicitly stated, but involves some 
form of alignment process. The lack of explicit modelling abstractions for alignment and the 
lack of systematic approaches to alignment constitute major methodological gap. The BITA* 
framework fills this gap. 
The sector specific implications are the reference architectures and the practical prototype 
collaboration systems that are derived from them. The meat transparency case study has 
resulted in a transparency system that is implemented by an SME (Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprise) and has recently received funding for large scale rollout. The results of this thesis 
have a practical implication for the involved SME and for the businesses involved in the large 
scale rollout. The multidisciplinary modelling case study has revisited former harmonization 
projects in a systematic way. We have shown how the BITA* approach may provide an 
efficient method for harmonization. Supporting multidisciplinary environmental modelling 
studies is part of EU’s long standing support for building Europe’s research e-infrastructures 
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(ESFRI 2016). The results of this study can help the harmonization projects that are being 
undertaken as part of the research e-infrastructure development effort. 
7.4.3 Future Research 
In this thesis we have presented a novel approach to business-IT alignment for multiple 
collaborating organisations. We applied explicit models, generic reference architectures, and 
workflow patterns in modelling alignment. We have addressed many of the issues we have 
come across; for instance, how to make models comparable so that we can make explicit 
statements about the state of alignment. But, the results also raised new research questions 
that hint towards new avenues for further research. In the following we point out some of 
them. 
First, we used BPMN for representing business collaboration processes. But there are many 
other modelling abstractions for representing collaboration. For instance, a declarative 
modelling technique called Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM, Hull et al. 2011) was used in the 
FIspace project. The declarative modelling approach used GSM differs significantly from the 
imperative approach used in BPMN. Future research may consider how to incorporate other 
business process modelling abstractions in allocation modelling.   
Second, we have used SOA service models to represent a distributed IT system (in terms of IT 
systems, IT services, data objects and the roles organisations take in providing or using them). 
However, there are many aspects to modelling a distributed IT system. Some of these aspects 
are discussed, for instance, as patterns for distributed computing (Buschmann et al. 2007) and 
cloud computing (Armbrust et al. 2010). Future research may consider how to incorporate 
various other aspects of modelling a distributed IT in allocation modelling.   
Third, though workflow patterns were an essential part of allocation models, they were not 
originally developed for representing business collaboration models. Patterns are generally 
described using attributes such as description, example, motivation and context. The available 
workflow patterns represent business process patterns found within an organisation. As a 
result, the descriptions, examples, motivations and contexts refer to patterns found within an 
organisation. Further research is required to adapting existing workflow patterns to reflect 
business collaboration cases. Also, future research may provide new workflow patterns for 
business collaboration models.  
Fourth, we defined two allocations attributes: true (yes, allocated) or false (no, not allocated); 
and we defined five alignment attributes: convergence, partial convergence, divergence, 
partial divergence and absence. But, many times it is very difficult to make a clear yes and a 
clear no statement about allocation. It is not uncommon that an activity, data or IT service 
supports some of the required elements and some not. If the allocation is somewhere in 
between a yes and a no, the problem propagates to the alignment modelling, and the given 
five alignment attributes will not be enough. A possible solution is to adopt the fuzzy or soft 
systems approaches (Zadeh 1994, Checkland et al. 2010) to deal with uncertainties. Further 
elaboration of this problem is required in future research.  
Fifth, we have provided BITA* and applied it in two case studies. But there are various 
application areas where business-IT alignment across collaboration networks is a concern. For 
instance, the supply chain literature identifies other types of collaboration concerns besides 
transparency, such as, inventory management, logistics management and efficient processing 
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of consumer response (Holweg et al. 2005, Attaran and Attaran 2007). Future research can 
show how to apply the framework in other application domains. 
Sixth, future research can provide a design support system for further assisting business 
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When multiple organisations want to collaborate with one another they have to integrate their 
business processes. This requires aligning the collaborative business processes and the 
underlying IT (Information Technology). Realizing the required alignment is, however, not 
trivial and is the subject of this thesis.  
We approached the issue of alignment in three steps. First, we explored business-IT alignment 
problems in detail in a real-life business case. This is done in order to clarify what alignment 
of business processes and IT systems across a collaboration network entails. Second, we 
provided a business-IT alignment framework called BITA* (pronounce bita-star). The 
framework provides modelling abstractions for alignment. Third, we applied the framework in 
two real-life case studies, including the real-life business case used in step one. By applying 
the framework in practice we showed that the framework can, in fact, help to address the 
business-IT alignment problems that we identified in the first step. 
The work presented in this thesis is conducted over a number of years in the context of four 
large EU sponsored research projects. The projects focused on alignment problems in two 
very distinct application areas. Two projects were about realizing transparency systems for 
meat supply chains and constitute the first case study. The other two projects were about 
realizing multidisciplinary modelling collaboration systems and constitute the second case 
study. Although the projects were conducted sequentially the research questions were 
addressed iteratively over the years. The research methodology that shows how the 
framework is designed and how the case studies are applied is discussed in detail in chapter 2. 
In chapter 3 we present BITA*, a Business-IT Alignment framework for multiple 
collaborating organisations. The main challenges in designing BITA* have been what models 
to consider for alignment and how to compare them in order to make explicit statements about 
alignment. We addressed this problem by introducing allocation and alignment modelling 
constructs to help the alignment process, and the concept of business collaboration model to 
represent the models that have to be aligned. We identified three groups of stakeholders for 
whom we designed explicit design viewpoints and associated allocation and alignment 
models. The Business Process to Business Process (BP2BP) alignment viewpoint is designed 
for business analysts who have to align diverse business collaboration process models. The IT 
to IT (IT2IT) alignment viewpoint is designed for software architects to align the distribution 
of data and IT systems across a collaboration network. The Business Process to IT (BP2IT) 
alignment viewpoint is designed for an interdisciplinary team of business analysts and 
software architects who have to align the different ways of supporting business collaboration 
processes with distributed IT system. 
An essential element of this thesis has been elaborating how business-IT alignment problems 
occur in the context of multi-organisational collaboration. The case studies were used to 
demonstrate business-IT alignment concerns. Particularly, the details of the first case study 
presented in chapters 4 and 5 were used in chapter 3 to help derive the alignment framework. 
The case study presented an ideal problem scenario since realizing transparency across supply 
chains is intrinsically a collaborative effort. The second case study was used to enhance the 
validity of our approach. The results of the second case study are presented in chapter 6.  
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The alignment framework was designed during the iterative process we followed when 
realizing a generic transparency system for meat supply chains. To realize the required 
generic transparency system we needed a reference architecture. To derive the reference 
architecture we adapted an already existing and broadly-accepted generic reference 
architecture. We have to adapt the generic reference architecture in order to address specific 
requirements of the meat sector that were not considered in the generic reference architecture. 
The adaptation process made it clear that we needed models for representing business 
collaborations. We, therefore, introduced the notion of business collaboration model, which 
we used both to model reference architectures and to adapt them. Adaptation required 
aligning the generic reference architecture with the diverse business collaboration models 
adopted by the organisations that have to collaborate. The alignment framework is thus used 
for adapting a generic reference architecture in order to create a reference architecture that the 
collaborating organisations can, and are willing to, adopt. 
We identified three types of business collaboration models: business collaboration process 
model, business collaboration IT model, and a model for representing the relationship 
between these two. A business collaboration process model is a business process model that 
spans a collaboration network. A business collaboration IT model is a model of the 
distribution of the IT across the collaboration network. A business collaboration process-IT 
model is a model of the relationships between the elements of the business collaboration 
processes and the elements of the distributed IT.  
Each organisation is considered to adopt its own business collaboration models. For instance, 
different actors in meat supply chains have different views on how chain-wide transparency 
should be realized. Which business processes and IT systems each organisation has to deploy 
and use depends on the business collaboration models each food operator adopts. If two 
different food operators adopt the same set of business collaboration models, they are aligned; 
otherwise they are misaligned. Hence, alignment entails comparing the different business 
collaboration models adopted by the participating organisations. The results of the alignment 
process are explicit statements about how convergent or divergent the organisations are from 
the chosen generic reference architecture.  The explicit statements of alignment guide how 
best the generic and the corresponding organisational business collaboration models can be 
adapted to create a better state of alignment.  
To further enhance the validity of the overall approach the second case study was conducted. 
The second case study was a retrospective investigation of two past research projects focusing 
on aligning environmental modelling processes and IT systems. A retrospective case study 
was chosen because launching a new business-IT alignment project involving multiple 
collaborating organisations was not feasible. The projects were undertaken to support the 
European Water Framework Directive, which mandated, among other things, participatory, 
multidisciplinary, river-basin wide and model-based studies to manage the water resources of 
Europe. The directive particularly required a collaborative approach to building 
environmental decision support systems and to deriving methodologies for applying existing 
decision support systems. We applied BITA* to aligning environmental modelling processes 
and IT systems in order to evaluate the suitability of the framework to addressing alignment 
problems in other application areas.  
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The contributions of the thesis are summarized in chapter 7. The contributions include a 
number of design artefacts, which can be grouped into four categories: constructs, models, 
methods, and instantiations. The contribution in the first category includes the 
conceptualization of allocation and alignment. The contributions in the second category 
include allocation and alignment models, and reference architectures. Allocation models are 
representations of business collaboration models in a form that can be compared and are the 
basis for alignment modelling. The main contribution in the third category is the BITA* 
systematic approach to alignment modelling. The contributions in the fourth category are the 
software systems developed with the help of the reference architectures. 
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